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Counting elephants in the wild
People in general are curious to know just how many
elephants there are io an e.rea. They are obsessed with

in the 1970s, who arrived at an estimate of at least 1,300,000
animals. By 1987 the number of elephants in Africa was
estimated to have declined to 750,000, and the African
elephant was therefore placed on Appendix I of the
Convention

of

International Ttade in Endangered Species

numbers. Laymen often make the mistake of assuming that
since elephants are so huge that it would be relatively easy to

of

count them accurately in the field. Sometimes the

of the information on elephant numbers in Alrica and Asia
is pute guesswork. Given the uncertainty, in Africa elephant
numbers are assigned to four groups, Definite, Probable,
Possible and Speculative (Said et a/., 1995). Thus the lack
of accuracy of the number of elephants in the wild is not
something unique to Asia.

less

somebody knows about a subject, the easier they frnd a
solution to it. Unfortunately, it is more difficult to count
elephants in a forest than fish in a pond. As Cynthia Moss
(1988) who has studied elephants in the wild in East Africa
for more than two decades points out, it is precisely because
they are so large that we can miss those animals that are
either hidden behind the bulk of some huge ones or enclosed
within a herd. Even in the grasslands of Sri Lanka where
elephants are easily observed, sometimes one has to count a
small herd

of

of

elephants several times before the exact number

animals can be determined.

To a fishery biologist, the number of fish of a particular
species in a pond is important, as it constitutes a biological
unit. But for an ecologist studying elephants, the size of an
elephant population has very litde biological significance,

the population cannot be circumscribed

as

in the absence of

clear boundaries. As Graeme Caughley (1977) argues,
"density rather than size provides the biologically real
measure of abundance", and "the maiority of ecological
problems can be tackled with the help of density, absolute
estimates of density being unnecessary luxuries". Numbers
do not represent much more than informed guesses. A
population of 100 elephants in a particular area today would
be of little significance if its habitat is to be converted to a
sugarcane plantation or a housing estate in a few years'time.

ly, the collection of data on elephant numbers should
be left to the management authotity using qualified and
experienbed staff and standardized methods. In Sri Lanka,
given the plethora of 'experts', elephant data ate collected
by a multiplicity of agencies and individuals using a variety
of methods. Elephants are usually counted either from the
air or from the ground. Ground surveys involve total counts
Ideaf

by recognition and registration

of

individuals, or more

commonll', dung counts. In Africa, where the bush elephant
(Loxodonta a. aJricana) can be spotted easily as it moves across
open savanna grasslands, the quickest technique for its census
is the aerial survey conducted from fixed-wing aircraft or
helicopter. Even aerial sur\reI,s ate subject to considerable
bias, and hence spot surveys on foot should be carried out
in selected areas to establish'ground truth'(Said eta/.,1995).
But in Sri Lanka where the dense and tangled nature of the
vegetation in the low countrJ' drl' zone makes it difficult tr-t
observe elephants, aerial surveys are useless.

Estimating elephant numbers is not only difficult but
expensive as well. The first attempt to estirrlate the number
of elephants in Africa was macle by Iain Douglas-Flamilton
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Fauna and Flora (CITES) in 1989. Today only about
600,000 animals are estimated to be present in Africa. Much

The Asian Elephant Specialist Group (AsESG)

of IUCN's

Species Survival Commission (SSC), puts the number

of wild

elephants in Sri Lanka as anything between 3,000 and 4,000.

It would not be possible to come out with

an accurate
estimate for the total number of elephants in the wild in Sri
Lanka given that much of the north and east of the island
could not be surveyed, because of two decades of war. The
last survey of wild elephants in Sri Lanka was carried out by
the Department of Wildlife Consetvation in June 1993.
Although the survey revealed that at least there were a
minimum of about 2,000 elephants in the so called "safe
areas" (\orthwest, Maha'ileli, Central, Eastern and Southern
regions), the obfective was not to estimate the number of
elephants, instead it was designed to determine the structure
and composition of the various groups of elephants that
were encountered. The study provided information on the
age and sex ratios, proportion of calves and percentage of
tuskers in the populations.

All the gains in agriculture, literacy, healthcare in Sri Lanka
are being undercut by one basic fact: the island's human
population has increased from 3.6 million (or 55 people per
sq. km) in 1 900 to more than 19 (or 290 people per sq.km) in
2003. The trend in natural forest cover runs counter to the
human population growth. As the forester R.!fl Szechowycz
(1956) pointed out almost 50 years ago, "Ceylon (as Sri Lanka
was then known) from a point of view of forestry is analogous to a crowd of people moving happily around a floating
ice which melts quickll' till finally nothing stands under their
feeC'. With an estimated forest cover of less than23oh,we
are rapidly heading torvards this situation. With the conversion of forest to other Iand uses, the elephant is running out
of space in Sri Lanka. Most of the protected areas inhabited
b1'elephants are small, less than 1,000 sq. km in size; nevertheless elephants, especialll' the bulls, ma)' range over hundreds of square kilometers. The land,/man ratio has declined
from 2.7 ha in 1871 to less than 0.35 ha in 2000. The factors
adverse to the survival of the elephant outside the protected
areas stem not onl), from sheer growth in human population
but also from the demands of the urban rich for goods of
the kind that contribute to the degradation oI elephant habitat. Their sheer size and gargantuan appetite mean that elephants and people cann()t live together where agriculture is

thc clotninent form of lancl use, unless tlre cllmagc thcl'cause
tcl farmers carr be compensated. There ate no efls,\' solutions
for rcsolving the hurran-elephant conflict in Sri Lanka. Nluch

u'ill depend on how rural people, gripped in the por.ertl'
vortex associated u'ith poor sc.ril and unreliable rainfall, perceir.e the rvorth oI the elephant. To stop the wanton killing
of elephants requires chaneing the perceptions of the farmers rv'ho suffer constant depredations from the animals. The
capture of some elephants as a short-term solution was recommended long ago bl NIr. Chtisty Wickremasinghe (retited Divisional Game Ranger of DWC) h 1964. The Ex-

Prcsiclcnt

oI

the

\\'ildli[e

ancl

Nrture Protcction Societr,

NIr.

Thilo

tlofTr-nann t()o recognized the neecl to capture, o\rer a
felu decades, as manl as 1,000 elephants frorr areas outsicle

the protected reserves. Unfortunatel); their recommendations fell on deaf ears. N{anl are nou, convinced that the

onll

u,'at man and elephant can exibt successfull\/ in the same

envinrnment is through finding \Ir'a1,5 1o use the elephant as
a sustainable economic resource. In the final assessment, it
is understanding rather than sentimentalitl, 1121 will do most

for the conservation of the eleohant.

Charles Santiapillai
Department of Zoology
University of Peradeniya
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The meeting of the Asian Elephant Specialist Group
(AsESG) at Phnom Penh, Cambodia, in May 2002 took stock
the status of elephant population and the conservation
issues in the course of revising the Action Plan of 1990.

of

The issues have largel)' remained as before

-

loss and

fragmentation of habitat and escalating elephant-human
conflict, in addition to poaching and a crisis with capti.r,e
animals. \)7e now have a much better appreciation of the
magnitude of poaching for ivory and other products. The
programme of Monitoring the Illegal Killing of Elephants
(MIKE) under the auspices of the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora (CITES), akeady opeiating in Africa, is now
beginning in Southeast Asia and South Asia. A task force of
the AsESG has also been working on a framework for the
welfare and management

of

elephants in captivity.

of the status of
elephant populations. !7ith a few exceptions the news is grim
- the Asian elephant is in dire straits in the Indo-China region,
continues to be captured in significant numbers in Sumatra,
and seems destined to lose habitat rapidly in Borneo. Even
in India where the elephant is still holding its ground in terms
The meeting brought in newer information

of population numbers or

even increasing

in

size,

peninsular r\lalaysia, does show a certain distinctness. Another
interesting result has been from the,island of Borneo (the
origin of the elephants here has been a marter of speculation).
Preliminary work on the elephants o[ Borneo indicates a
unique mitochondrial haplotl'pe not found anlwhere else in
Asia.

The genetic ioformation on Asian elephants will give us an
additional criterion, as important as population or habitat
size, for recasting the framework under which conservation
sttategies and priorities are worked out. The implementation
of conservation strategies and plans is however a more
complex affa;tr that is linked to the rapidll" changing social,
economic and political landscape
across Asia.

of

the elephant range states

Raman Sukumat
Chair, Asian Elephant Specialist Group

Centre for Ecological Sciences

Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore 560 012
India

a

combination of factors including escalating elephant-human
conflict (in the east-central region), the selective poaching
of tusked males (mainly in the south but also elsewhere),
and deforestation (in the northeast) poses a threat.
The most exciting new information on the Asian elephant is
undoubtedly the molecular genetic structure of the species
emerging from the work of one of our members, Dr.
Prithiviraj Fernando, working on populations across rhe range
of the species outside India, and of lv{s T.N.C. Vidya working
primarill, on the Indian populations. This work has been
carried out using a non-invasive technique of extracting tin1,
amounts of genetic material (DNA) from the dung of wild

elephants. X(ork on mitochondrial

DNA (inherited

maternalll.) and the nuclear DNA is underwal'. The results,
some of wbich were recentlJ, presented at a symposium of
the Society for Conservation Biology (held at Canterburl',
U.It. in July 2002), promises to take our understanding of
the phylogeography of Elep/tas naxinnrl to a ne',v level. This
has impottant implications for consen'ation strategies of the
sPecles.

Sri Lanka has high genetic diversitl' alnong its elepl.rant
populations goine bl the amazins number (more than 15)
of "mitochondriaI haplotrpes" seen across the island country.
ln contrast, the large elephant populations oI southern India
are loru in mitochondrial genetic variation. The lnclo-China
region, u'hose e lephants are in a precarious state, also seems
to have high genetic variation in some of its small populations.
There is horvever no case for reating the Sri Lankan elephants
as a distinct sub-species because n'ran1' of the haptotl'pes
here are shared u'ith populations on the Asian mainlancl. On
the other hand, the Sumatran elephant, along rvith those of
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A voung tusker fr()m Sri Lanka
(Photo:courtesl': Dr. H. L E. Katugaha)

SecondorT sexuql chorocferistics in relqtion to the heqlrh slqlus of mqle Asion
elephonfs in Nogorohole Nqlionol Pqrk, southern lndiq
Cheryl D. Nath
Abstract This paper presents the results of a six-month study
on the relationship between exaggerated secondary sexual
characteristics and health status in male Asian elephants. The
aim of the study was to find out if tusk length and musth
intensity serve as honest signals of genetic quality that might
enable female elephants to distinguish between potential

of Zahavt
(1982). For this purpose, the

mates, as suggested by the sexual selection theories

(1975) and Hamilton

& Ztk

of musth and the tusk length of 30 individually
identified wild male elephants in the Nagarhole Natio4al
intensity

Park, Southern India, were examined in relation to two health

status indicators: external body condition and intestinal
helminth parasite load. The study produced some interesting
results. Individuals exhibiting signs of eady musth had
significantly better body conditions and lower parasite loads
than individuals exhibiting no signs of musth. Howevet,
longer tusks were not significandy related to better health
indicators in the sample population. Dominance behaviours

The development and expression

of

secondaty sexual

characteristics to apparently maladaptive extremes is an
interesting and highly discussed phenomenon Srl.ayr, 1972;
Kirkpatrick, 1982; Mrynzrd Smith, 1991). Examples of
exaggerated development of secondarl' sexual traits, which
occur commonly in male anirnals (Kirkpatrick & Ryan, 1991)

include the long tail plumes of birds, bright colours of
butterfly wings and large, elaborate antlers of deer. Such
exaggerated development has been attributed to consistent

of thebe extreme characters by females
to the use of extreme phenotypic

(Fisher, 1930), and

characters as signals of genetic qualiq' by males (Zahzvi,
1915, 1987; Hamilton & Zuk, 1982). Extremell' developed
secondary sexual traits in males have good potential to ser\re
as signals of quality, to females due to their higher intrasexual
variances within populations, in comparison to other ttaits
(N{ollet, 1994). This latge tange of variance exhibited by
secondary sexual character ttaits (sometimes referred to as
male ornamentation

of the animal and tusk

length in a high percentage of
interactions. These results indicate that musth has the
potential to be considered an honest signal of good health
in male elephants, and hence female elephants might use
this information when choosing mates. Since the period of
research was short and the sample sizes of identified males
might be considered small, these Frndings need coroboration

by further investigations in this and other populations of
wild Asiao elephants. The study does provide a good basis
for future investigations of musth as a signal of genetic
quality and as an honest signal of handicap to female
elephants and to humans trying to conserve the genetic fitness
of this species in the long run.

Keywotds musth, elephants, sexual selection, behaviour,
parasite load, Nagarahole National Park.

1871). Several theories have been advanced to explain the
basis of consistent female choice of exaggerated and

Introduction

and heritable choice

recorded in dyadic interactions among male elephants
indicated that dominance was associated with musth, height

ot

sexual signals) mav provide the basis

for discriminatorv choice of males by

females.

Consistent selection of mates bv females, on the basis of
sexual signals, is a critical aspect required for exaggerated
male signals to develop over evolutionar)' time (Danvin,

Cheryl D. Nath
Centte For Ecological Sciences

lndian lnstitute oI ScienceBangakrte - 560 ()12, India
[:-mail: cnath@ces.iisc.ernet.in

apparently maladaptive male characteristics. Fisher (1930)
proposed that females might initially prefer a particular trait

that reflects some aspect of male genetic quality.
Subsequently the preference for this trait that is inherited by

succeeding generations of females would cause the
"runawa1"' development of the trait in succeeding

of males who inherit that signal characteristic
from their reproductively successful fathers.

generations

An alternative to Fisher's 'Runaway Hypothesis'was ptovided
by Zahavi's (1975) 'Handicap Principle', according to which
females who alwal's choose mates based on a signal that
provides current information about male quality would always
benefit from better genes for their offspring. Hence, males
that signal their quality are more likely to be chosen than
males that do not signal their quality. Further, only honest
signals that consistentll, and objectivell' tepresent diffetential
qualities of difftrent males can ser\re as effective sexual
signals, ensuring that signalling and signal-based choice do
not lead to selection o[ poor qualitl, males (Zahavi, 1987,
1,991,1993). In animals that do not exhibit paternal care of
offspring, such as elephants, choice of good quali6' males
to sire their offspring ma)' be critical for females, who ma1'
rely heavily on honest signals of qualitl'bt' males. Improved
female discriminatory ability is constantly demanded and
would benefit from increasingly finer resolution bgtween
competing male signals. Simultaneousl),, competing males
across populations and successive generations would benefit
from -mareinal increases in the magnitude o[ their signals

(rvithin biological limits), given female fidelity to

th<;se

particular signals across populations and generations. The
Gaizh 22 fulv 2003)

of signal variance between competingmales might
then produce some males that have developed the traits to
such an extreme that their own survival is compromised by

large range

those highly developed traits. Thel' thus become
handicapped, although not severely compromised in terms
of their survival prospects, by their signalling traits (Zahavi,
1977). A crucial argument of this theorf is that only those
males of exceptionally good ge netic quality would be capable
of producing and sustaining this handicap signal, ',vhile it
would be extremely deleterious or lethal for an individual of
poor genetic quality to produce or maintain the same signal.
However, given consistent female preference for males
exhibiting compatatively "better" signals, overdeveloped
secondary sexual characters may ultimately confer a selective
reproductive advantage that offsets the survival disadvantage
in those males.

A

similar theory put forward by Hamilton

& Zuk

(1,982)

argued that bright plumage in male birds might signal their
genetic ability to resist chronic parasite infestations. Ohly
very healthy birds would be able to invest in and maintain
bright plumage, while weak and parasitized birds would have
relatively dull plumage.

Among elephants, we cafl expect the evolution of
discriminatory choice of males by females due to the higher
Investment in reproductive and parental effort by femdes
(Poole, 1989b). On the other hand, males need to convey
information about their genetic fitness effectively due to the

of elephant

1989). Signals that improve the likelihood of bringing
together potential mates would tend to be selected over time
(Rasmussen et a1.,1986; Poole, 1989b; Rasmussen, 1999).

The use of secondary sexual characters as honest signals of
quality by male elephants was first investigated by Watve &
Sukumar (1997),in their study

of Mudumalai $fildlife

of

rusked male Asian elephants

Sanctuary in southern India. Their

study showed that the magnitude of positive deviation in
tusk length from a standardised tusk length curve was
significandy. negatively coirelated with intestinal helminth
parasite load. Thus male elephants with relatively longer tusks
apparently had relatively smaller intestinal helminth parasite
loads. It was suggested that tusk length might serve as an
honest signd of quality, within the framework of Hamilton
& Zuk's (1982) theory of heritable true fitness. Since vety
long or crossed tusks may impose a heavy burden or hinder
trunk movements when feeding, it was further suggested
that longet tusks were also potentid candidates in suppott
of the Handicap Principle (Zthavi, 1975).

In addition to tusk length, in this study the phenomenon of
musth was also considered as a potential sexual signal by
male elephants. Musth in mde elephants is a secondary sexual

high variance in reproductive success between individual
males. The reason for high variance in male reproductive
success may be the polygynous nature

time during any season in a year @oole, 1987; 1989a), iust as
females appear to come into oestrus once every 16 weeks
(Hess a/ a/., 1983; Poole, 1989b). As a result, efforts are
spent on signalling to and searching for mates (Poole & Moss,

societies,

which often results in a high proportion of all matings in a
season or ye r being carried out by a few dominant (high
quality) individuals @oole, 1989a; 1989b; Poole & Moss,
1981). This may favour the development of sexual signals
that effectively convey the message of good quality genes in
dominant males. In addition, the lack of synchrony in fertile
or rut periods of male and female elephants results in severe
competition around the few widely dispersed fertile females
at any given time. Male elephants may experience musth
fteightened sexual activity period) for varying lengths of

charactetistic that aids in reproduction and dominance
@isenberg et a1.,7977; Eisenberg & Lockhart, 1972;PooLe,
1987). Among captive elephants in India, musth was found
to be expressed more fully by male elephants in good hedth
when compared with males in poor or debilitated condition
(Chandrasekharan etal.,1992). Testosterone levels in the body
are elevated to around five times their usual levels (Poole a/
a1.,1984; Rasmussen et al., 1996). This would serve to reduce
the animal's immunity substantially, as elevated testosterone
levels have been associated with reduced immunocompetence
(Folstad & Karter, 7992). ln addition, male African elephants
in musth are known to greatly reduce the proportion of time
spent on feeding, which could lead to a loss of body condition
during this petiod @oole, 1989a). Furthermore, the greater

Flg. l. Variation ofheight (HGT), tusk length (ISL) and tusk circurnference at level oftusk
fip (TCLL)of identifred rrnle elephants. Age classes: l= lGl5yrs,2= l5-20yrs, T2G25yrs,4=
25-3oyn, 5= 3G35yrs, 6= 354Oy n, 7=,1045y rs, 8= 45-50yn.
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the lcngth

o[ time

spent in n]usth, the hieher are the costs in

oI total bocll' condition loss. In some cases,
considerable loss of water. o[ten a critical resource for
elephants, results from the practice of dribbling urine
continuously while moving, during the period of musth
terms

@oole & I\foss, 1989; Chandrasekhat^n et a/., 1992). Urine
dribbling is thought to varn othet males as well as to alert
oestrus fernales rvho come across the urine path, of the
presence of a musth (and hence more dominant) bull in the
area (Poole, 1989a; 1989b). Ntusth is thus a particularly
complex and highly developed secoridary sexual character
in male elephants, whose high phl,siological cost makes it a

potential sexual signal.

This paper reports on a study of musth and tusk length of
individualty identified male Asian elephants, in relation to
their health status. As both these characters have aspects
that can be considered maladaptive if excessively developed,
the study investigated, their potential to serve as signals of
individual genetic quality and as handicap signals to faciltate
female choice. The main aim of this study was to test the
relationship between the secondary sexual character traits,

musth and tusk length, and two chosen indicators of
genotypic quality in wild male elephants. The indicators of
genotypic quality (as expressed by the current health status)
chosen for this purpose were overall external physical @od1')
condition and internal helminth parasite burden (parasite load
or parasite density). A subjective composite score called the
"Body Condition Index" @CI) and the objectivell'quantified
helminth parasite propagule density (referred to as "parasite
load") per individual were used as indicators of health.
Increasing values of both scores were associated with
declining health (i.e. declining external bodl. condition or
increasing parasite load) in the animals studied.

The following

a

pioi

assumptions were made, on the basis

of published information, in order to take up the study:
1.

The selected secondary sexual traits are heritable. Support

for the assumption that secondary sexual characters are
hetitable comes from studies on antlers in male deer, a
secondarl' sexual chatacter that is believed b1' many to play
an important role in mate selection b1' female deer. Goss
(1983) mentions the importance of inheritance and hormonal
regulation in shaping antler morphology, y[;1. experiments
Flg.

2.

quadnrtic

performed bv Harmel (1983) on u,hite-tailecl deer shorved
that althoush diet and nutrition maf influence antle r growth,
genetics are of overriding importance in determining antler
presence, length and quality. Further, another study by
Scribner & Smith (1990) suggested that genetic

heterozl'gositl' might influence antler gtowth and size.
2. Female elephants in oesttus are selective in allou'ing male
elephants to mate with them. This assumption of female
choice of their mates is supported by long term studies of
female African elephant behaviour (Moss, 1988; Poole,
1989b) and anecdotal evidence on captive and wild female
Asian elephants (de Launey, 1938; Stracey, 1963; Krishnan,
re72).

3. Mate choice by females is based mainly on the genetic
clualitl' of males, which is indicated by the degree of
exaggeration oI selected sexual signals. Although this
assumption is difFrcult to verify in the field, mathematical
models

of sexud selection (Kirkpatrick,

of

males.

if

consistently selected by females over several generations, can
become stabilised in those populations.

Hypotheses were developed
testing in the field:

in the following manner for

Mastb and relatiue! lotgtasks are signals of good bealtb.'

is a true signal

of good quality,

If

musth

we would expect body

condition to be veq, good before (or ust before) an individual
is able to attain and advertise a state of musth. Hence.
assuming that musth intensity' across individuals reflects
comparable states of health and body condition, individuals
exhibiting eady stages of musth would be expected to have
better health indicator values than other individuals. Further.
we could also reasonabll' expect that the body condition of
an indit'idual would show a declining ttend as musth intensity
increases, if musth is truly a handicap to the individual. The
durations of single episodes of musth show high variability
across indir,'iduals. Reports range from a few days to several
months oI sustained musth for different animals (foke Gale,
f

1

974; Poole, 1987 ; 19 89 a; Chandrasekhann

et

a/, 1 992). Poole

(1989a) found that most males suffered increased weight
loss as their duration of musth increased. Thus, the high

Measured tusk bngths vemus heights ofidentified nule elephants, with fitted
Best fit (r= 0 764) is shown by the lhe below rnd given by the equation
Tusklengtlr = '-O'll2 + (0l14* Height) + (O0Ol x Hcightrr

cun'e

1982; Grafen, 1990)

have shown that heritable characteristics

:
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variation associated with this trait may be linked to individual
abilities to overcome the physiological costs associated with
sustaining musth over long time pcriods. With regard to
tusks, as shown by Wawe & Sukumar (1997), tusk length
was expected to be signiFrcandy negatively corelated with
intestinal helminth parasite loads and with body condition.

1.

MCI and tusk length are correlated with each other.

2. Dominance in male-male interactions is associated with
greater ability to come into musth and with lbnget tusks.
Study area

Using subiective scores for musth intensity (Musth
The study was carried out in the Nagarahole Nationd Park
in Karnataka, southern India, from mid-November 1998 to

Composite Index or MCI) and external body condition (BCD,
and obiective assessments of helminth propagule densities
per individual, the following hypotheses were tested:

early May 1999. Healthy populations of large mammals such
as the elephant (ElePb^t maximrs), iget (Pafibera Egk), gaur
(Bos gaurus), spotted deer (Ceruus axis) zllrd sambar (Cenws

1. Individuals in early musth or with relatively long tusks
were expected to have better health indicator values than
individuals which did not atain musth orwhich had relativelv
short tusks, respectively.

unicoh) are found in this atea throughout the year. The Park
1 1'50' - 1.T 15' N and 76" 0' - 76' 15' E,

is located between
and has

ai

area

of

644 km2. The srudy was caried out in an

approximately 100 km2 area on the eastern side

of the Park'

2. Heakh indicators for individuds during single episodes

of

Vegetation types in the study area included mosdy dry and
moist deciduous forests with an east-west gradient from drier
to wetter types. The park receives much of its rainfdl (900-

musth, were expected to show a'decline in hedth, as musdr

intensity and duration increase. (fhis relied on repeated
samplings of identified individuals during single episodes

of

1500 mm (Karanth & Sunquist, 1992) during the first
monsoon (lune-September), and continues to receive small
quantities at other times, including the second monsoon
(October-December). The south-eastern side borders the
Kabini reservoir, which resulted when the Kabini Rivet dam
was completed in 7974. Cleatance of fotest vegetation to
accommodate this reservoir has led to increased utilisation

musth.)

Correlation bctueen tbe lnto signak ard rehtionship to social dominance
bierarcbies:

If

both musth and tusk length are positively associated with
higher health indicator values, then we can reasonably expect
them to be correlated with each other. Thus they may be
used together complementarily as signals of overall health
and fitness. Furthermore, if hedth is an important criterion

for signalling genetic quality to females, it may also

this area during the dry and hot summer months of MarchMay, when the watet level in the Reservoir drops and the
extensive grassy banks exposed by the receding waters aie
exploited by grazing ungulates and elephants'

of

be

reflected in male-male dominance interactions. Dominance

was examined

in relation to

The flora is dominated by deciduous species such

sexual behaviour because

elephants tend not to defend territories or food resources.
Nevertheless, when guarding a female, the mate as a resource
would be of great value to a dominant male @oole, 1989a).
Dominance is thus likely to play a significant role in male
reproductive success and in female choice. Hence the
following hypotheses were tested:

Flg.

3.
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27).

shrubs includ e

Zi{pbn

spp., L.antana camara a;od Hebderes isora'

Extensive teak and eucalyptus plantations are found along
the banks of the reservoir. Bamhasa arsndinacea a,nd

msth intensity (indicated by

MCI) and body condition index
rusth. There was a ninor trend of asscialion
but no signilrcant relationship betreen MCI and BCIC

Relationship between

(BCIC), ftom sight'mgs of

mle elephants

as

latifolia, Tectotta grandis, I--agerstroemia microcarpa,
Albi{a tPP., Grevia tihaefoba, Bombax ceiba, Fiors QP., Bttea
monotPerma, Carqya arborea and Emblica offcinahs. Common
Anogeissus

iD

Dendrocalannn stictxs

tnteflof

gro)lthickll' along

the banks and in the

afeas.

The population oF elephants in the park ril/as estimated to be
roughly 1448 (Alva, 1994), of which some are likely to be
migratorl'. Betureen Noyember and December maximum
elephant movement occurred in the Antharasanthe Range,
away from the Kabini reservoir. During this time elephants
used waterholes near the Park boundary in close proximity
to agricultural fields. InJanuary and February (after the crops
were harvested), elephant movements were higher in the more
interior areas of the Park, although some males frequented
the Kabini reservoir banks, feeding on bamboos and other

shoreline vegetatjon. During March-April, however, peak
elephant activity occurred along the Reservoir banks. Many
femaleled groups may have converged to form large groups
totalling up to 50 animals while grazing the banks. This may
have been an additional attraction for adult males who may
have followed the family groups into this area. Interjor areas
of the Park were almost devoid of elephants as the smaller
waterholes began to dry op in late February.

Data collection was facilitated greatly by the large
congregations and tendency of elephants to remain resident
on the banks of the Reservoir during March and April. As a
result, social interactions could be clearly observed at close

proximity and recorded continuously for long periods of
time per

day.

characterisation of different individuals. During the studl'
37 male elephants were positi\rely identified (4 of these were
estimated )'ounger than 15 vears old). Of these,30 elephants
were used in the analysis (two of which were estimated to
be less than 15 years). Eleven elephants were seen in musth,
of which data from 10 elephants were used in analyses.

Ages were estimated in the field by assessing height, tusk
thickness at lip level, ear folding at the top edge, temporal
depressions and body size. Elephants rilere assigned to 5from 1 0 to 50 years (8 classes)
Whenever possible the circumferences of
forefoot prints were recotded as this value doubled gives a
rough field estimation of the elephant's height (Sukumar a/
al, 1988). Photographic records for measurement of height
and tusk length were obtained by photographing elephants
broadside on and then photogtaphing a Field Assistant
standing in exactly the same spot as the height reference.
This method gave an effor of 3-5% in repeated photographic
encounters of individuals. Tbe heights measured in this
manner were consistendy lower than those corresponding
to the standard age-height-weight chart for elephants of
southern India, established by Sukumar (1989). However,
for the purpose of this study, absolute heights of individuals
were not as important as consistency in the method of height
estimation. Since the bias appeared consistent across all
ye^r

class intervals ranging

^ge
in the
field.

individuals, the heights obtained in this mannet were
considered suitable for further analysis.

Methods

Subjectiue

Identifcalion, ageing and measaremefit of indidfuals

The overall external body condition was used as a first
measure

Indexu

of

of individuals. A simple
of body condition, called the body

the health status

Individual male elephants were identified by photographing

cumulative score

them and recording details of their tusks, ears, tails, backbone,
"handedness" of trunk (or sidedness, as each individual used
only one side of the trunk tip consistently when gr^zing),
pink colouration, warts, \r/ounds and bumps. These methods
have been successfully used to uniquely identify large

condition index @CI), was obtained on each encounter wirh
an animal by scoring visibility of the backbone, ribs, pelvic
girdle, pectoral girdle, buccal depression and temporal
depression on a scale of 0-3. The scores for each of the
physical features was then added up to give an additive BCI
score. From previous field obsen'ations, older animals were
generalll' thought to show increased facial depressions.
Hence the BCI composite index, BCIC (described above),
was divided into the BCI @od1), BCIB, and the BCI (Face),

numbers of African elephants @ouglas-Hamilton, 1975;
Moss, 1988). For the duration of this study and the number
of elephants identified, a combination of all or most of the
above features proved satisfactory for accurate

Iig,4

Relationship between msth intensity (indicated by MCI) and parusire lord of
elephants in msth There wns a minor trend of ussciiltion (r = 0.38) but no
significant reliltionship berween MCI and prrlsite load

ilentilEd role
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BCIF, for better resolution of differences reflecting health,
any'. These indexes could take the following ranges of
values: 0 to 18 for BCIC, O to'1.2 for BCIB, and 0 to 6 for
BCIF.

if

Musth intensity uas rated similarly, to provide a cumulative
musth composite index (I\{CI, ranging in value from 0 to 9),
by subiectively assessing the following three externally visible

characteristics

of musth

(Poole, 1987):

1. Tenporalgland swellitg Values ranged from 0-3, depending
on whethet there was no swelling, the temporal gland area
was flush with the skull, the gland was slighdy swollen or the
gland was prominendy swollen.

2.

Tenporalglatd secretion $GS): A copious discharge of fluid
from the swollen temporal gland in male Asian elephants is

of the occurrence of musth. Rating of this feature
ranged from 0-3 depending on the length and width of TGS
flow down the side of the face.
a sure sign

3.

Urine dribbling This was rated on a scale of 0-3 depending
on the rate of passive flow of utine, which is known to be a

common feature

of

musth males, especially during peak
musth. During this studl', however, urine dribbling was
observed only on two occasions. In the first case it was
observed as an irregular wetness on the inner side of the
hind leg of a musth male, and in the second case the entire
inner side of the hind leg was u/et and the male, in peak
musth, was in hot pursuit of a female elephant. The actual
dribbling of urine in the form of droplets, a thin stream or a
steady flow, as described in African elephants (Poole, 1987),
was not observed during this study.

of fresh faeces from identified male elephants were collected
and preserved in l0 ml of 70(h formalin in the field. These
were later filtered to remove fibres and large plant material,

and centrifuged at 2000-3000 rpm for 5 minutes to
concentrate ova in the pellet. The pellet was tesuspended in
10 ml of saturated zinc sulphate solution and centrifuged at
2000-3000 rpm for 5 minutes to concentrate ova in the top
layer of supernatant solution. An L-shaped wire loop was
used to transfer the floating eggs onto a micioscope slide
for counting at a magnification of 100x.

The main types of

p".rrit , ia.n,in.a (using the references:
& Kemp, 1978; lilawe, 1992) were.

SoulsbS 1973; Sloss
1. Strongl4es and

strongyleJike eggs of Class Nematoda (not

distinguishable, but probably including prilonia spp.,
Munbfulia indica and Cotiangian spp.) formed the bulk of the
ova counted and ranged from 74-89 microns x 35-50 rnicrons.
2. Spirorid nematode, Parabroaema sPp. 79 x 35 microns.
3. Tapeworm, AnopbcEbala spp., 89 x 55 microns.

4. Other large trematode eggs, fluke eggs,
220-300 x 80-100 microns.

of sample were calculated for
each individual. This value, representing intemal helminth
parasite load, was expected to provide a close approximation
of the overall parasite resistance of individud hosts.

Total parasite loads per gram

Bebauionral sampling

Behavioural sampling

of interactions between identified

individuals was carried out using mainly focal group sampling

Helmintb parasite assessment

(FGS).

of freshly dropped faeces were collected for
quantitative estimation of helminth parasite ptopagule (eggs
or ova) densities, after the method of Watve (1992).4-8 gms
Samples

In

FGS continuous monitoring

Relationship between tusk length deviation and average body condition index(BCIC),
of identified nnle elephants. There was a minortrend of association (r=0.25),but no
significant relationship between tusk length deviation and BCIC.
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interacting

and its recipient or initiator), before moving on to the next

F9.5.

E

of

elephants was catried out by fe6g5lng on each individual of
the group in turn and recording its behaviour for 10-15 secs
(including all actions ioitiated and received by that individual

(rclc)

10

animal. This method ensured that all individuals of the group
were represented approximately equally in terms of time
and maintained a reasonablycontinuous record of behaviours
of all individuals throughout the sampling intervd.

In order to normalise the tusk length distribution (Sections
4.2.4 and 4.5.2), best fit curves were fitted to the data using
the program CurveExpert (version 1.3). Deviations of
measured tusk lengths from the standard curve were then
used to assess the relationship between tusk length and other

Nine group interactions between identified individuals were

Parameters.

examined for dominance interactions. The chosen behaviours
were subiectively designated as dominant or subordinate, a
pioi (see Appendix), as small sample sizes precluded a

Results

conventional dominance analysis. Typical dominance
behaviours observed were approach-retreat sequences, the
use of trunk, tusk or body to push subordinates, and directed
threats such as stamping or rubbing the fotefoot in mud and
throwing trunkfuls of earth over the head while facing the

Details of parameters

subordinate individual. Eleven group interactions were

behaviour. It was not possible to collect all types of data
from every encounter with elephants, noi to obtain re-

of musth

analysed for evidence

A complete list of
in the Appendix.

Of

and other sexual behaviours.
behaviours used for analysis is provided

Date was collected on identification

of individuals, height,

tusk length and circumference, external body condition @CI),
musth intensity (MCI), parasite load (/gm faeces) and social

sightings

of

every identified male. However, 17 identified

males were re-sighted at least once during the study period

the interactions recorded, 5 were paired interactions

(Dy"dt) and 4 interactions involved 3 males (Iriads). TVo
interactions had a single musth male
interacting with 2 non-musth males. Dominant and

of the 4 triadic

subordinate behaviours were tallied for each individual and
dominance within dyads was assigned to the individual that
demonstrated higher frequency of dominant behaviours and/
or lower frequency of subordinate behaviouts. Triads were
analysed for dominance in pair-wise interactions and
dominance was assigned as described above.
Statistical Anafisis

All distributions were

assumed to be normal and hence
parametric statistics such as Peanon's r, Student's t-tests, single
factor ANOVA and binomial distribution ptobability test for

parametric distributions were used.

If

a cortelation was

found to be significant but low, the Spearman tank correlation
test was used to provide additional information.

Fg.

6.

and 11 were re-sighted more than once. Distribution of
heights, tusk lengths and tusk circumferences (at the level
of the tusk lip) across the sample of all identified elephants
is shown in Table 1. The measured heights of all individuals
showed good agreementwith the subiective field assessments
of age (Pearson r = 0.85, df = 23,p < 0.001) when compared
with those of tusk lengh (Peanon r = 0.61, df = 23,p 1
0.02) and tusk circumference at lip level (?earson r = 0.76,

df = 23, p < 0.001) (Fig. 1).

Hence in further analyses,

height was used as a proxy fot age (since age could be resolved
only to the level of 5-year age classes).

For all other parameter data collected, summary details are
sho'wn in Table2. Faecal samples were obtained more than
once from 10 individuals, which allowed for an assessment
of intra-individual variation in total parasite loads. Fot these
10 individuals intra-individual variation was telatively high,
ahd ranged frorn 0.5 to 33.2 parasite propagules/gm with an
average variation of 13.1 propagules/gm (equivalent to 1097o
of the average parasite load in the sample population). In

Relaaionship b€treen tusk length deviation and avemge pamsite bad of identifrcd

mle€bphants. Therewasaveryninortrcndofasstriltion(r=0.13),butnosignifrcant
relationship between tusk length deviation and pamsite load.
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Table

I

Summary data on heights, tusk lengths and tusk circumferences at the level

of tusk lip CfCLL) for all identified
of age in the field (n = number of

male elephants. Elephants are grouped into 8 age classes, based on subiective assignment
elephants).

Age class

Height (cm)

Tusk length (cm)

Average (aS.E)

Average pS.E;

TCLL

(cm)

Average (aS.E)

10-15

1

198.7

15-20

3

215.s (120.0)

6s.1 (!6.e)

22.8

20-25

5

216.8 (+16.7)

6e.7 (!2.8)

24.s (!11.2)

25-30

7

236.9 (+16.0)

e2.4

(137.0)

29.0

(+8.s)

30-35

5

2s1.1 (+13.0)

90.3

(+33.0)

30j

r1+.ol

35-40

4

2s1.1 (!28.6)

esJ (h8.3)

31.4

(33.7)

45

22.7

40-4s

254.3

111.1

36.1

45-s0

262.4

88.7

38.9

the case of BCIC, intra-individual variation was relatively
low for the 1 5 individuals that were sampled more than once.
It mnged from 0.25 to 6.0, with
avet^ge BCIC variation
^n
of 2.7 (equivalentto 36oh of the average
BCIC in the sample
population). For all re-sighted individuds, parameter values
were averaged when comparing across individuals.

Investigation

of

age effects on all pararneters

The age of an elephant can affect the development of several
character traits and is responsible for some proportion of
the observed vatiance across individuals. Since elephant tusks

continue to grow throughout the life

of

an individual

(Sukumar, 1989), age is expected to be partially responsible
for longer tusks in older males, regardless of their health.
In the case of musth, however, the effect of age on the
ability of males to attain and sustain musth has not been
cleady established. Although captive Asian elephanr bulls
have been known to exhibit signs of musth in their eady to
mid teens (E isenberg et a 1., 197 1 ; Chandrasekha ran e t al., 7992)
wild African elephant bulls were seen exhibiting signs of
musth only after the age of 20 yean (Poolel987, 1989a). It
is possible that the intensitl'of musth is affected by age due
to ph1'siological processes not necessarily related to health.
Thus, the confounding effects of age on the two secondary
sexual characters o[ interest, as well as on the two chosen
health indicators, were examined and eliminated as described
below In all cases, individual's heights were used as proxies

for their

age.

Age effea on tusk letgtb:

this purpose, a quadratic curve was fitted to the data to obtain
the best fit berween tusk length and height (r = 0.764, Fig
2). This curve gave the following relationship:
Tusk length =

-0.732

+

(0.114*Height)

(Pearson r = 0.57, df = 23, p < 0.005 and Spearman r. =
0.57, n = 25, p < 0.005), indicating the strong influence o[
age on tusk growth. This was an expected relationship and
was eliminated before proceeding further with analyses. Fot
Gaiah
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+

(0.001 *HeighC)

This curve was used to predict the expected or avetage tusk
lengths for all heights measured. Individual tusk length
deviations from this curve were then used instead of actud
tusk lengths to investigate relationships between tusk

govth

and other parameters, as previously done by Watve and
Sukumar (1997).
Age {fex on mntb:

During the study, only males subiectively aged between 25
and 40 years exhibited symptoms of musth. Ifhen elephants
were grouped into 10-year age classes; the modal class for
musth males was the 30-40 year class, containing 67oh of all
musth males seen, with only 1 out of the 7 mdes in this
class not exhibiting signs of musth during the study interval.
There was no cortelation between the average MCI (musth
composite index) and heights of individuals, and hence no
correction for age effects was required.

Agc

ffia

on heahh indicators:

Body condition indexes were checked for correlations with
height. Significant correlations were obtained for BCIC
(Pearson r = -0.48, df = 23, p < 0.01 and Spearman r" = -

= 25,p < 0.05) and BCIB (r = -0.54, df = 23,p <
= 25, p < 0.005), reflecting
a possible improvement in external bodl'condition with
increasing age (the r ralue is rregative because lower BCI
values indicate bbtter external body condition). However,
this was found to be an effect of musth because removal of
0.39, n

Tusk lengths were significantllr 6s11.1rted with heights

(13.6)

0.005 and Spearman r. = -0.51, n

l2
Table 2 Summarl-information of data collected from rvild male elephants during the studl'. For those elephants e ncountered
more than once, a\rerage parameter values per individual were used in the calculations below. (n = number of elephants).

Parameter

Average

Range

Standard

C.V.

Deviation

Height (cm)

25

1,98.7

269.8

234.5

19.0

0.08

Tusk length (cm)

25

45

127.8

83.6

20.8

0.25

MCI

10

0.5

5.5

3.4

1.60

0.53

BCI(Composite)

28

3.38

11

7.6

2.15

0.28

BCI (Body)

28

1

7

4.4

1.57

0.36

BCI

28

1

5

3.2

0.98

0.31

30

0.25

12.0

14.5

1.21

(Face)

Parasite (/gm)

74.2

all BCI values belonging to musth males caused reductions
in both of the above correlation values (r = -0.03 atd -0.12,
respectively, non-significant relationships). This indicated that
external body condition was not related to age when animals
were not in musth, and thus no correction for age effects

was required

in the case of BCI. Facial

Investigation of relationships between and among
health indicators
-

No significant correlations were found

bet'ureen the three
body condition indexes and parasite load, in both musth and
non-musth animals. This indicated that the two t1'pes of
health indicators $'ere independent of each other in this study'.
Sea.ron elJict

of

different seasons on BCI and parasite load
was investigated bv testing health indicator data in monthwise pairs. Significant differences in parasite densities were
found onlv bet'nveen the months o[ January and April (using

The effect

February, and Season 2 rvhich included the summer
months of the second half of February followed by March,
April and eady May. There was no significant difference
between the means of these groups, and hence no coffections
were required for this factor.

depressions,

approximated by BCIF, were not correlated with height (or
age) in musth and non-musth animals. This contrasted with
the common field perception that older animals generally
tend to have more prominent facial depressions. There was
no significant relationship between heights of individuals
parasite loads, and thus no correction for
and their
^vet^ge
age effects was required.

Interaction.r among bealth indicators

of

Student\ t-test for samples rvith unequal rariances, p < 0.01-5).
Hou'ever, the sample size in Januarl' u'as 2, in comparison
with a sample size of 23 in April. Thus, it is likel1' that a feu,'
r.ery high values in April were responsible for the significant
differences in parasite densities betu'een the ts'o months.
The clata set \\'as then dividecl into Season 1 rvhich included
the s'inter months of Decembet, fanuarv and the first halF

Relationship between musth and health status indicators
Mnstb i*nsiry and

age

Data from 9 males in musth were analysed for differences in
musth intensities with age. Three males each were estimated
to be in the age classes 25 - 30 years, 30 - 35 years and 35 40 years, and were tested for the effects of age class on
xvelrage intensity of musth (using ANOVA). However, there
was no significant age class effect, indicating that age did
not significantlf inSlo.tr.. the musth intensity' in males in
this study

Muth

uersus

non-nustb indicidrcls

Data from individual males were sepatated into musth and
non-musth categories and tested for significant differences
between their al'erage parameter values (using Student's ttest for samples with unequal means). For musth individuals,
data collected when they were not in musth were not used in
this analt'sis. Some parameters shou'ed significant differences
betu'een musth and non-musth males (Iable 3). Significant

height, tusk circumference (ICLL) and tusk length (ISL)
differences bet',r,een musth aod non-musth individuals could
be explained on the basis of age, since musth was obsen'ed
only in animals over 25 I'ears of age in this stud)'. The most
interesting finding was the significant difference in average

BCIC, BCIB and BCIF between musth and non-musth

< 0.05. See Table 3), u'hich
indicated that musth males rvere in better physical condition
than non-musth males. However, this apparent difference in
health betw'een musth and non-musth males was not indicated
individuals (Student's t-test, p

G'a1l.h ZLz
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Table 3 Comparison of parameter values for non-musth and musth mde elephants, rvith results of Student's t-test for
difference of means. n = number of elephants. (* = indicates significance at p<0.05)
Patameter

non-musth

musth

average (n)

t-test

average (n)

p value

227.r

(16)

247.6

(e)

0.001*

26.6

06)

31.52

(e)

0.004*

78.2e

(16)

92.9

(e)

0.044*

Tusk length dev. (cm)

1.23

(16)

3.98

(e)

0.367

Average BCIC

8.67

(1e)

5.03

(e)

0.000*

Average BCIB

s.22

0e)

2.51

(e)

0.000*

3.4s 0e)
r2.1s (20)

2.54

(e)

0.014*

8.04

(e)

0.157

Height (cm)
Tusk circumference at

lip level, TCLL (cm)
Tusk length, TSL (cm)

Average BCIF
Average parasite density (/gm)

by the other chosen hedth indicator, average parasite load
per individud.

Health status indicators in relation to musth intensity
Trcnds

in bodl condition index yitb cbangu in mtstb intensij:

An important, though expected finding, was that early musth
BCIC values were significandy different from non-musth
BCIC values (Student t test, n1 = 8, n2 = 48, p<0.001).
This was an expected result (following from section 3.4.2
above) indicating that significandy better body condition was
associated with eady musth when compared with the nonmusth state.

Data obtained from musth individuals were investigated for
finer resolution of patterns in health indicators during musth.
There was no significant correlation between MCI and BCIC
when the data from all musth individuals were pooled (Fig.
3), although there was a minor ttend of increasing BCIC
(declining body condition) as musth intensity increased. All
BCIC values were then split into two groups, eady and late
musth, based on their respective MCI values. For this, all
MCI values between 0.5 and 3.75 (n = 8) were considered to
be early musth samples, while all MCI values between 4.0
and 5.75 (.t = 7) were treated as late musth (or closer to peak
musth) samples. The BCIC values of these t',vo groups were
not significant\' different from each other (using Student's
t-test for samples with unequal means), indicating that
external body condition ma)' not vary with musth intensity.
Intra-individual variation ma1'have been responsible for the
lack of a consistent trend in the relationship between N{CI
and BCIC over time. Hence data obtained from repeated

Treuls in paratih load pitb cbangu in manb

intenij:

Data on musth individuals were similarly studied with regard
to parasite loads. However, as with BCIC, there was no cleat
relationship between parasite load and MCI when all musth
data were pooled (Fig. a). Division of the data into eady (n
= 6) and late (n = 6) musth stages based on MCI values as
above, revealed no significant difference between the parasite

loads

of early and late musth groups. In addition,

examination of intra-individual trends in the parasite loads
of 3 resighted musth males during the course of their period
in musth (observed musth iotervals ranging frolr, 4 to 22
days) showed no clear trend of increasing parasite loads with
increasing intensitl, and progression of musth. Thus when
using parasite loads as the health status indicator, there again
appeared to be no decline in health over time in musth males.

sight.ings

of 3 males rvho remained in musth over
considerable periods of time (obsen'ed musth intert'als

However, when early musth data were compared with nonmusth individuals, there u'as a significant difference between

ranging from 5 to 22 days) rvere assessed qualitativelv for
intra-individual tiends. There were marginallf increasing
values of BCIC (declining health) during the observed musth
interval of two males, while the third male showed initialll'
incteasing BCIC follorved bv a decrease. There was no
significant association between NICI and BCIC, nor between
the numbet of days in musth and BCIC, in individual males.
Thus there \\'as no evidence lor a consistent decline in
external bodt'condition over time in musth males.

earli musth parasite deosities and non-musth parasite
densities (Student r tesr, nl = 6, n2 = 31, p<0.05). This
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sult is important when considered in coniunction u'ith the
results from the N{CI-BCIC analysis above. Significantly
lower parasite loads in earlv musth individuals support the
findings above, by'indicating that the internal parasite load
of individuals in the earll' musth stage is lower when
compared with that of individuals not in musth.
re

t4

Table 4 Parameter advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of the dominant male elephant in 9 recorded dyadic interactions.
The dominant male was considered to have the parameter advantage it it had gteater height, longer tusks, gteater tusk
length deviation (i.e., deviation from the fitted tusk length curve), lower BCIC value, lower parasite load or was in musth
(while the subordinate individual was not in musth). Significance of the association between parameter advantage and
dominance, across all dyadic pairs, is given by the binomial test p-value.

(* = indicates

significance at p<0.05)

Height

Pair (Dom-Sub)

Tusk

length

Tusk dev.

Par./gm.

BCIC

Musth

KFI . KUN
ERR- IXT
LAN

-

DCR

LAN _ LKN
DAD

-

PIN

KAL- XTT

+

BAL _ I-AN

KAL

- IXT

BAL. DCR
Propn.

+

poitiw:

Birom.Test

+

T

1.00

0.89

0.78

0.56.

0.56

0.67

0.018*

0.070

0.246

0.246

0.164

pvalue:

Relationship between tusk length and health status
indicators
Tusk lengtb and bealth statas indicaton
(a)

Bnc!

Tusk length deviations were tested for correlative association
with BCI. There was a weak but non-signifrcant positive
trend when the two parameters were plotted against each

other, indicating slightly worsening body condition with

oI

tusk length (Fig. 5).

(b) Parasite load

Parasite loads showed no relationship
deviations (Fig. 6).
Tnsk Lettgtb corrcction n.riug.cabjectiue age

with tusk length

classe.e

of height as a proxv for age may have reduced
extreme trends of l<-rng or short tusks if height is genetically
linked to tusk length and if heights var)'greatl)' across ages.

The use

to rank individuals. This had the effect of collapsing
the data into 8 groups and magnifying tusk length deviations
from the standard values for each group. Best fit (r = 0.82)
was achieved by using an exponential association curve with
5 years)

condition index

increasing positir.e deviation

To eliminate this potentially confounding effect, a second
standard curve was fitted to the tusk lengh data, using the
subiective age classes assigned in the field (class intervals =

the equation:
Tusk length

=

102.37

fl -

s -tt'+t+1ABe cr^ss)l

Tusk length deviations obtained from this correction were
then tested fnr relationships with BCI and parasite densities.
However, tusk length deviations obtained from this cun'e
also did not produce significant correlations with BCI or
parasite load. These Frndings indicated that helminth parasite

densities and bodl' condition indexes u,ere not related to
tusk grou'th in the elephants used in this studt..

Musth-tusk length relationship
The re u'as no significant dilference in the average tusk length

deviation benveen animals that exhibited musth and those
that did not exhibit musth during the study period (Iable 3).
There rvas also no significant relationship between N'ICI and

15

tusk length der.iation. This indicates that longer tusks are

possible that a highll' ptoductive environment such

not necessarily related to an individual's abiliw to attain musth,
nor with the intensitl' of musth exhibited. Thus the two

Nagarahole is able to provide nutrition to sustain reasonabll'
good health in musth males despite the physiological burden
imposed by this condition.

proposed signals appear not to be complemenrarv in
signalling the health status

of

male elephants.

Behaviour analysis
Dominance interactions

Dyadic interaction pairs of male elephants (n = 9) were
compared to find out which parameter advantages were
generally associated with the dominant individuals. The
following 6 parameters "advantages" were considered: greater
height, longer tusks, greater tusk length deviation (from the
quadratic standard curve), lower average parasite density,
better average body condition (lower BCI score) and
occurrence of musth (Iable 4). Simple calculation of the
proportions of dominant individuals enjoying a particular
parameter advantage over their subordinates showed that the
dominant individual had the advantage of musth on every

interaction between a musth and non-musth individual
(proportion positive = 1.00, n = 4). Dominant individuals
also had the advantage of greater height in 89oh of
interactions, while the advantage of longer tusks was
associated with the dominant individual in 78oh of
interactions. Binomial distribution probability tests showed
that only the height advantage (in addition to musth) was
significandy different from 0.5 (equal probabitity of having
or not having the parameter advantage over the subordinate
animal (see Table 4).

From this analysis of dominance behaviours in a small sample
of interactions, musth and height advantage appeated highly
likely to be associated rvith dominance in male-male
interactions. Other parameters such as tusk length, tusk

length devietion, BCI and parasite density v/ere not
significantly associated with dominance in male elephants.
One cannot, however, rule out the importance of these other
factors in dominance, as musth is not alwal's present in either
one or both of an interacting pair of males, and there was a
single case recorded, of domination by the shorter individual

o[

as

an interacting pair.

Inter-individual parasite loads did not show any significant
difference when all musth males were compared against all
non-musth males. However, early musth males were found
to ha'r'e significandy lowet average parasite loads than males
that did not achieve musth. This supports the conclusion
above that in order to attain musth, males may need to be
capable of achieving a state of health that is significandy
better than the average health condition of non-musth
individuals. Better health may correspond to a lowir internal
parasite load and to better external body condition, among
other qualities, and thus the exhibition of musth may serve
as an honest signal of good health and genetic quality in
those males that can attain this physically cosdy condition.
However, it must be cautioned that due to the low sample
sizes and the inability to repeatedly sample all musth animals
over their entire musth period these signiFrcant findings
require further data collection and veriFrcation before they
can be generalised or extrapolated to other areas.

Tusk length as a signal of hedth and genetic quality
During this study there was no evidence to shorv that tusk
lengths were negatively correlated with average BCI and
parasite loads. Consequently, there is no evidence from this
study that tusk length may serve as an honest indicator of
good health in male Asian elephants.
The results of this study appear to contradict those of rJ7atve
& Sukumar (1997). There are several possible reasons why
this difference occurred:

(1) Intra-individual variation was not controlled for
in either of the two studies. A better
understanding of intra-individual variation is tequired before
any conclusions cao be drawn. Watve & Sukumar (1997)
adequately

did, however, control for seasonal variation in parasite loads,

which was not possible in this stud1. due to limited
background data on parasite load variations across seasons.

Discussion

This is a possible source of intra-individual variation,
especialll' since the study extended through the hot dry

Musth as a signal of health and genetic quality

others and exaggerated the differences in their a\reiage

summer, which may have stressed some animals mote than
parasite loads and BCIs.

Probablt' the most important finding

of this studl'was the

telationship behveen musth and health status. Nlale elephants
u'hich exhibited external sisns of musth of all stages, had

signifrcantlt' los'er a'r'erase BCI scores (indicating better
health) than males rvhich did not attain musth during the
study. Early musth males had slightly lorver BCI scores,
though not significantll' different scores, than late musth
males. This indicated that throughout the periods of n.rusth
monitored in this study, males did not show signiflcant
deterioration oI external body c<lndition as musth progressed.
It mal irnpll that maintaining good external bodl condition
is important throughout an episode of musth. It is also
Gaiah 222 flul1' 201)3)

(2) Host-parasite interactions betu'een elephants and their
helminth parasites may show rzriations in different habitats.
Fluke and sprirorid nematode ova were detected in the
Nagarahcr.le samples, u'hich ',r'ere

not reported from

the

Nludumalai population. There mal be some variations in
host-parasite ecology between these rwo studl'areas that ma1'
need to be considered.

Thus, although tusk lengths did not appear to signal good
<lualitv in male elephants in this short studl', the use of tusk
length as a signal cann()t be completelv rejected because
lr-rnser tusks u'ere associated rvith dominance in 78"/n of

l6
interactions. Thel may thus marlinally influence female
choice. I-onser time periods mav be required to assess the
role of tusk lengths in sexual signalling and dominance, and
a more appropriate health indicator ma)' be required, as
external body condition and helminth parasite loads may
fluctuate greatlv over short intervals of time. These shortterm fluctuations would not be reflected immediatel-v in tusk
length grow'th, and hence may lead to incorrect conclusions
about their value as sexual signals

It is possible that tusk length may serve as an indicator of
long term or cumulative adaptation to environmental
resources, whereas musth, being expressed for short terms
on a regular basis, may provide a more immediate reference
on an individual's ability to cope with current environmental
fluctuations. This may explain why patterns associated with
musth were better reflected in the two chosen health
indicators while differences in tusk lengths failed to show
correlations with the same health indicators.

Musth, tusk lengh and signal-based sexual selection
Several mate selection theoties have been based on the use
extreme character development as effective sexual signals
by males. Of these, the handicap principle (Zzhzvi, 1975)

of

heritable true fitness (Hamilton & Ztk,
1982) were considered most relevant to the current study, as

and the theory

of

they emphasise the costs associated with producing
exaggerated signals. In the case of the handicap principle,
the cost is expected to be so high as to prevent unhealthy
males from being able to produce the signal (Zahavi, 1977).

This studl' provided evidence in support

of

musth as an
honest signal of quality and of heritable true fitness in
resisting chronic parasite infections to female elephants.
However, since there was no cleat trend in the health indicator
values with increasing musth intensity or duration, it was
not clear how much of a burden or handicap is imposed on
males that attain and sustain theit musth over long periods
of time. Given that there is no clear evidence of ways in
which musth increases the survival chances of males
displaying this condition, it can still be speculated that musth
ma1' have evolved by female choice and sexual selection,
rather than by natutal selection, in Asian elephants.
There was little evidence from this studl' 1tr21 relatively longer
tusks ma1'serve as honest signals of health or resistance to

chronic parasite infections. In addition, elephants that
exhibited musth during the stud)' inten'al did not have
significantlv better developed tusks than those that did not
exhibit musth. Horvever, mc-rre infcrrmation is required from
a larger sample o[ males and over a longer time inten'al,
before conclusions can be dtarvn with regard to the use of
tusks as sexual signals b1' male Asian elephants. Although
extremeh' long and crossed tusks could potentially serve as

appears to serve [s11' 5u11'i1'21 purposes, seems a more like\'
candidate as a handicap signal. Instead, long tusks may serve
as a signal of long-term adaptation to the local environment,
a possibility that uias not explored in the current study.

if tusks are relatively unimportant sexual signals, it
cannot be concluded that tusks have no role to pla1, in mate
Even

selection and reproductit'e success. Behavioural anall'5i5
showed that musth could potentially increase a male's mating
success in another way: by allowing it to dominate over other
males. Similadl,, longer tusks were associated with dominance
h78o/o of the social interactions recorded. Since dominance
can promote access to females as well as prevent other males
from coming near receptive females, male s with longer tusks
may be able to "influence" females to choose them. In this
way, relatively longer tusks may indirectly increase male

reproductive lttness.
In general, females are likely to use information from several
signals when exercising their choice over males (Zahavi,
1975). This study has provided evidence in favour of one
such signal, musth. Previous studies suggest that female
African elephants itr oestrus prefetred musth males to nonmusth males (Poole, 1989b). Howevet, while the occurrence

of female choice have not been scientifically
in Asian elephants, there is anecdotal evidence of
females consorting with musth males (de Launey, 1938;
Eisenberg et a/.,1971; Eisenberg & Lockhart, 7972) as well
and mechanisms

studied

occasionally rejecting musth males (Stracey, 1963). Clearly
the complementary aspect of sexual selection, female choice,
needs to be studied in detail before the existence of sexual
as

signalling in Asian elephants can be conftrmed. Further
studies are also required to understand whether other visual,
chemical or vocal signals are used for signalling between the
sexes

in elephants.

Further research and applications

All interpretations of the results reported

above are subfect

to verification in futute studies, due to the small sample sizes
obtained in this studl'. Despite this lmitation the studl' 641
be of value to consen'ationists interested in promoting long
term viability of the species and of small and threatened

elephants populations. The following are possible
applications of the hndings
for further research:

of this studl',

and suggestions

(1) A simple non-invasi'r'e method of assessing the health of
elephant populations over regular inten als ma1'be developed
bv using a combination of BCI and parasite densit't' ralues.
As seen in the case of musth versus non-musth individuals,
there are significant measurable differences in these tw'o
health indicators over short intervals, rvhich could also serve
as sensitive indicators of declining or improving health trends

in indir.iduals and populations over different

a signal of handicap, medium-sized and uncrossed tusks can
increase the survival of the individuat b1' functioning as
digging implements for minerals, for debarking trees, for

yeafs.

resting the heavy trunk and as a 'weaPon of offence and
defence. Thus it appears unlikelv that tusk lengtbs rvould
serve as effective siqnals of handicap, u'hereas rnusth, which

male elephants are often responsible for most

seasons and

(2) Studies on crop raiding b)' elephants have showo that

of

the damage

&

Saku'a, 1995; Bhima, 1998;
Hoare, 1999). SukLrrnat & Gadgit (1988) had suggested that

(Sukumrr, 1989; Thouless
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this could be viervecl as an adaptive strateg)' of "high-risk,
high-gain" followed by male elephants, in order to attain
better bodv conditior-r, increase their chances of attaining
the musth condition and thus increasins breeding success.
The current study lends support to this speculation, by
demonstrating the relationship between musth (especially
earll'musth) and better health.
(3) The suggestion was

put forward to selectivell'remove the

most frequent crop raiding bulls from raiding elephant
populations, as this might alleviate human-elephant cont-lict
and reduce a serious conservation problen-r (Sukumar, 1991).

However,

if

the local pool

of

male elephants is small,

capruring the most persistent male crop raiders might remove
the most healthy and reproductively successful males and
may adversely affect the genetic htness of the local breeding
population in the long term.
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Passive receipt

o[ dominance behaviours without

retaliation

Santiapillai for his encouraqement while preparing this

Turning away/moving away from dominant elephant's
approach

Appendix

'
Ethogtam ofsocial behauiours ofwild elephants recorded
at Nagarhole I{ational Parlg It{ovember 1998 - May 1999:

by dominant

'

Dominance and threats

Penis descends and hangs limp in response to approach

Urination or defecation in response to approach by
dominant

Approach by dominant with concomitant or consequent
turning away/moving away by subordinate

Musth

Approach by dominantwith head swinging (up & dorvn)
or with trunk slung over the tusks

Placement

of

Frequent tests

of trunk on facefback/rump/tail of

Stand still

subordinate
Pushing subordinate with tusks, trunk base, head butt

female genital area

& alert )5

seconds

Dig tusks in shallow water

or bodv side

Hit subordinate with trunk

Valk with head swinging up and down

Mount subordinate from behind
Placement

of trunk into mouth of

Female interest
subordinate

Facing subordinate and throwing mud over the head

in / pteference for male

'

Approach male

'

Turn around and present posterior to approaching male

'

Spread legs when male tests genital area

slowly

Rubbing or swinging forefoot above the ground while
facing subordinate
Swing trunk out forcefully to$/ards subordinate
Sensing directly and overtly towards subordinate with

Urinate,/defecate'ilhen male approaches female's

trunk
POSteflOr

Lock tusks with subordinate and ousb him backwards
Passively accept male dominance behaviours (listed
above)

Kick subordinate with hind foot

I\{ove along with male wben he leaves the female group

Approach with head up and tusks pointing foru'ard at
subordinat

Female reiection

of male interest

Nlove close to subordinate from further arvar.

'

'

\\hlk

'

Run away with/without vocalisation when male

away when male approaches

or attempts to mount

Displacement of subordinate for feeding

Subotdination

approaches persistently
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Plate 1 A nrale e lephant in musth. ln adclition to the temporal gland secretion dos'n the cheek, the hind
Ptobabll' due to urine dribbling

le.q appears \riet,

Plate 2 A musth male .,vith a female herd. Body size dimoryhism between adult male and
female elephants is evident in this prcture

ch<-rsen by female elephants? Long and crossed tusks such as these
ma1'be a handicap for the males possessing them

Plate 3 Are longer-tusked males preferentially

()aiah 22: ([uli' 2t)03)

2l
Plaet 4 A male clephant showing relativeh poor external bod1. cooclition. The degree oi visibiliq' of skeletal comPonents
such as pectoral and pelvic girdles, backbone, ribs and cheek bones were used to subjectivell'score
.he b<-rdy condition index

plate 5 patterns of holes, cuts and tears in the
identification were size and shape

to identify elePhants. Other features used for individual
tusks, pattern of ear fold, length and shape of tail, etc'

ears were used

of

Plate 6 A wild bull elephant crossing the road. Such photos can be used

to

measure

the shoulder height and tusk lengtb.

,'\ll photographs
Gaiah 22: (Julr
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'uvere taken

at the Nzrgarahole Natiorral Park, South lndia bv Chett'l Nath'

The economic vqlue of conserving the Asion elephont: confingent vqluqtion
estimqtes for Sri Lqnkq
Raniith Bandara and Clem Tisdell

Abstract The Asian elephant

(Elephas maxzmus) is one of
the world's most seriously endangered species of large
mammals. However, the economic value of consen'ing it

from

r total economic

evaluation perspective has been little
studied. This paper addresses this matter for Sri Lanka. It
summarises the results of a contingent valuation survey of
willingness to pay fe1 the conservation of the elephant of a

sample

of

urban residents in Colombo. The majority of

respondents favoured the survival of the wild elephants, and
were willing to pay ('WTP) Rs. 110.16 per month amounring
to a total of Rs 1,322 per year on average for a period of
five year to support this goal. Extrapolating this valu€ to the

tt a 5o/o
of interest- Comparing this amount with our

sum is Rs. 2012.43 million per annum in perpetuiry

real rate

economic estimates of annual total crop and property damage
caused by elephants in Sri Lanka (Rs.1121.42 million per
annum) shows that urban residents could compensate farmers
for these damages and be better off than in the absence of
elephants in the country. This suggests that there is a strong
economic case for the conservation of the wild elephant
population in Sri Lanka, at least at their current population
level. The economic value to urban residents of the continued
existence of wild elephants in Sri Lanka appears to be about
twice the extent of economic damage caused to farmers by

other urban centres in Sri Lanka, we found that urban

elephants.

dwellers are WTP Rs. 506.7 million per month, amounting
to a Rs 2,713.3 million per annum and Rs 40248.61 million
for a period of five years. The annual retum on this capitalised

Keywords Asian elephant, Sri Lanka, contingent valuation
method, crop damage, compensation, conservation.

fnttoduction

t

In many respects, the sutvival of the Asian elephant (Ebpbas
maximus) is more precarious than that

of

the African elephant
(Bandara & Tisdell, 2002a).IUCN (1996) declared the Asian
elephant to be one of the most seriously endangered species
of large mammals in the woild. At present, it occurs in only

thirteen countries in Asia, including Sri Lanka (Kemf &
Santiapillai, 2000) and its population has fallen significantly.
The Sri Lankan elephant population, for example, underwent
a marked teduction starting from the mid-nineteenth century
(Santiapillai &Jackson 1990; De Silva, 1998). Fragmentation
and loss of natural habitat are the major factors contributing
to this decline and these help generate human-elephant
conflict (Desai, 1998). This situation largely results from the
ad boc development proiects carried out during the last fifty
),ears (Weerakoon, 1999), and is exacetbated by the lack of
co-ordination between different {aovernment departments

and wildlife authorities. Moreover, poor integration of
economic aspects and lack of attention to public preferences
for elephant conservation compounds the problem.
Several techniques are available for measuring the economic

value that members of the general public place on the
conservation of wildlife and other natural resources. These
include the hedonic pricing approach (HPA), the travel cosr
method (ICNI), and the contingent valuation method (CVI.Q
(Carson et a/.,1996). Hower.er, the HPA and TCNI have been
criticised bt' a number o[ authors for failing to measure the

non-use

or intangible values oI rvildlife adequatell. (see

Stevens

a/.,1,995; Oglethorpe

et

& N{iliadou, 2000). The CVNI

is free from this particular criticism.
Raniith Bandara and Clem Tisdetl
School

of

liconomics

The Universitr of Queenslancl
Iltisbane, Queensland 4072,
Australia
?2

It

is able to elicit q'pes

of benefits that these other methods cannot elicit (Kotchen,
2000). CVM uses survey quesrions to elicit people's stated
preferences for public goods such as conservation
elephants

of

E

eta/.,1996;I-aomis & Ekstrand, 1998;White
"dy
et a1.,2001). However, CVM also has l-imitations. It can for
example, jnvolve errors in estimation of economic value due

to strategic, design, part-whole and hypothetical

biases

(Bateman & Turner, 1993).
Nevertheless, CVM is a widely applied monetary evaluation

method. For example, it has been widely applied to the
valuation of environmental and natural resource-related
goods such as the preservation of wildlife species and
outdoor recreational amenities (see Seip & Strand, 1992;
Diamond & Hausman, 1994; Jakobsson & Dragun, 1996;
Loomis & White, 1996; Wills & Powe, 1998; Witzer & Urfei.
2001; Bandara & Tisdell, 2002b). In CVM, the non-use
economic values of a given environmental amenity, 21s
generally measured based on the willingness to pa1' for an
improved situation, or using the willingness to accept
compensation for a damaged or diminished situation. An
appealing aspect of the contingent valuation merhod is that
it allows us to estimate total economic value (Pate & Loomis,

1997). It is widely used. Carson et a/., (1994) provide a
bibliography of 1,600 CVNI studies and related publications.

In econornics, the importance of total economic raluation
of wildlife and other natural resources is increasingly
recognized. Estimates

of

total economic value combine

willingness oF stakeholders to pay for their direct interactirc
use o[ wildlife for harvesting, tourism or other puryoses

plus economic values generated by other than direct
intetactive use such as ftom the knowledge that a species
continues to exist (existence value) or that it will be available
to future generations (be<1uest value). Such willingness to
pav can be influenced b1'fee lings of moral obligation towards
Gaya.l't
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a species (cf.

Tisdell, 1997;'l)tzion| 1988). C\/M is desi.gnccl

to capture all values that influence willinsness to pay te
conserve (or eradicate) a species. Therefore, it is a
considerable advance on those economic techniques that
merell' measure economic value genemted bv direct use of
a species. As a rule, these onll'given partial indications of
economic value. Nevertheless, economic methods, such as
CVM, represent only one philosophical approach to value.
One should be clear that despite its wide perspective, CVI\[
does not constitute a compl€te or exclusive approach to
valuation flisdell, 19971' cf. khman, 1993). Yet, provided
this is kept in mind, methods, such as CVM, designed to
determine total economic valuation can significandy enhance
our appreciation of social choices involving conservation
of wildlife. The purpose of this article is to show how analysis
using CVM can provide new perspectives on the desirabi-[ity
of conserving Asian elephants in Sri Lanka.

Our study involved first a CVM survey of a sample of urban
residents in Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka, in order to
determine their I7'TP for the conservation o[ the Asian
elephant. This was then used to estimate the willingness of
Sri Lankan urban dwellers, as

of

the Asian elephant.

a

whole, to pay for conservation

A dichotomous choice form of

contingent valuation is applied to quantify the conservation
value of the wild elephant. An analysis is undertaken to
investigate the underlying factors that determine the
willingness of urban respondents to pay for the conservation
of the elephant. Furthermorg in this analysis we consider

whether urban residents' WTP for the conservation

of

elephants is sufficient to compensate farmers for the damage
caused by elephants and to raise farmers' tolerance of the

present elephants on their farming fields. The survey
procedures are oudined first. This is followed by analysis of
the results. The economic losses associated with crop and
ptoperty damages caused by elephants are then compared
with the estimated urban WTP benefits in order to determine

whether the urban residents' potential contribution for
conservation of elephants would be sufficient to compensate

farmers for the crop and property damage caused by
elephants and consequently raise farmers' tolerance
Presence of elephants

of

the

Methods
Contingent uaharton market to
elephants

in

.fi

assess tbe

coueruarton ualae

of

the

I-anka

protected areas and non-protected areas. Sociall)' acceptable
strategies for an appropriate level of co-existence between
farmers and elephants are needed. Such co-existence hinges
on greater compensation for farmers to tolefate elephants
to a greater extent than cuffentl)'.
In the second step, the surve)r respondents were presented
with an alternative policy designed to address these issues.
They were asked to assume that an autonomous body', reputed
for its efficient and honest work. would introduce a sound
conservation programme so that the current downward trend
in elephant population could be halted while addressing other
elephant related issues. The respondents were informed that

this organisation would ioitially implement the following

of the elephant: a) Provision
of extra protection around existing national parks and
protected areas, b) translocation of excess and troublesome
measures for the consetvation

elephants, c) domestication of the elephants for local and
foreign zoos, tourist establishments, temples, study centere,
or for use as work animals, and d) establishment of animal
orphanages and recreation centets to promote eco-tourism.
Respondents were also informed that this policy alternative

was developed based on the assumption

of that

the

conservation of elephants can be achieved through integrated
policies involving both public and private landholders in the
elephant's range and other interest groups, such as citydwellers.

In the third

step, the respondents were informed about the

need to finance the proposed programme and the required
support of the general public to establish a 'trust fund'to
support the proposed conservation Programme. Mofeover,
they were also told of possible benefits that they would be
able to obtain after the successful implementation of this
programme. The benefits presented to the respondents were :
a) greater possibilities to view more elephants in a single
herd in the wild, b) greater opportunities to see elephants in
the wild during a short number of visils to a given national
park, c) opportunities to domesticate more elephants for the
purpose of religious festivals and the local tourism industr5
and d) increase in agricultural crop production due to the
mitigation of HEC in the main agricultural regions in the
dry zone of the country

Finallf in the fourth step, the respondents were presented
with the contingent market valuation question: "For the next
faelears, wouldlou be willing to pa1 Rs Xfrom tbe montbl1 ittcome
of loar hoa.rehold, that is k X perlear, startingfrom Jantnry l"
2002, towards tbe establishment of

the propond

trastfatd

t0

inpbneltt

Interviews with urban respondents involved four different

tbe aboue mentioned programr to clnserue tbe elepbants

steps. In the first step, the respondents were presented with
updated information about the prc.-nt status oI the elephant
population in Sri Lanka, and the policy and institutional issues

of bid values at four different
stages conditioned to their response for the first WTP
elicitation question. After sutvel' respondents were presented
with WTP elicitation questions, two follow-up questions were

that need to be addressed to conserve elephants in the
country Respondents were then told why it is important to
adopt new approaches to ensure the survival

of

the elephant

in Sri Lanka in the long-term. They were informed that
existing protected areas are inadequate in size to ensure the
Iong-term survi'r'al of wild elephants if elephants are confined
to these areas. Furthermore, there is little or no prospect of
a significant increase in the size of these areas. Thus, the
survival of elephants seems to depend on their use of both
Gaiah 22: (ful1' 2003)

in the coant7t".

Respondents were offered a set

of reasons for the response
to the contingent merket and the tespondent's pteferred
method of pay,rnsnl. These questions help to identify protest
asked. These contained categories

responses as well as motives for preservation.
,famplz, data collectiort procedure and method

of anallsis
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Thc surveyed popularic.rn was purposefullv chosen

residents

t-ron-r

urban

in Colombo. The population densitt', level of

urbanisation, living standards and life sq'le of residents were
taken into account for the selection of a sample of urban
residents. A sample of 300 residents was chosen from three
main housing schemes n Colombo, JE antbipan, Jg awadanagraa,
and Anderson [r/a/r. The Urban Development Authoritt' of Sri
Lanka (2001) classifies these schemes as upPer middle class,
middle class and lower middle class housing schemes
respectively. This classiflcation is based on the value of the
property and other urban facilities in the area where these
housing schemes are located i.e. public schooling, shopping
centers and recreational sites. A hundred residents from each
of these housing schemes were chosen as the sample. A
stratihed sampling procedure was adopted in selecting this
sample.

An interview schedule (IS) was used to gather the information
used in the analyses presented in this paper. This consists o[
five different sections. The first section of the IS contained
the personal ptofile of the respondent. The second contained
questions to assess the attitudes of the respondents on
'der.elopment' and'environment'. Section three presented
respondents with information about the present status of

c()mparerl to mailed questionnaires and telephonic survevs in
deveIoping countr], contexts.

A non-linear logit regression model was constructed to
analyse the respondents' responses to the WTP elicitation
questions. Jaibi & Raa (1998) provide a list of economic

applications of this model and Pate and Loomis (1997)
describe this model as the most commonly used non-linear
model in CV studies. Sellar et a/,. (1986) outline the merits
of the logit model, and Kanninen & I(hawaia (1995) discuss
the advantages of use of logit anall'5i5 for a contingent

valuation survey with dichotomous fotmat. One such
advantage is the opportunity to use logit analysis, a nonlinear method, to regress a binary (dichotomous) dependent
variable on one or more independent variables. McFadden
(1974) has also outlined the bases of the dichotomous choice
theorl' corresponding to the logit specification.

In this stud1,, 1vs used the probability of the

respondents'
responses to principal WTP elicitation questions {P, / (/
P)), where P = Probability of yes to the IX/TP elicitation
questions as a dependent variable and considered factors
that influence their probable responses. A number of socioeconomic, demographic and attitudinal variables were
included as independent variables for the preliminaty logit
analysis. The variables were: the respondentt age (ACERQ,

elephant conservation and the problems that are encountered
in conserving elephants in the existing Protected area

attitudes to alternative elephant conservation approaches
(zlTHEC) bid value (tsIDVA), awareness of the current

network. Section four of the IS contained the most imPortant
questions in the survey, where respondents were presented
with dichotomous choice elicitation to assess their WTP for
the conservation of elephant. Section five of the IS contained
a set of questions for the inter'"'iewer. In these questions,
inten'iewers were asked about the level of understanding
and sinceritl' of the respondents. Nine graduate students
from the Faculty of Graduate Studies of the University of
Colombo were used as interviewers to administer the IS. A
face-to-face survey was conducted to gather the information.
Hadker (1997) suggests that this is a more useful method

Table

conservation issues (CON.'E), concern about future
generation needs (FUPR-Q, pro-conservation perception
(GREE 0, association with environmental guilds or groups
(MEMtsE), concern about non consumptive use-value of
the elephant (NOI\UI,J, personal income (PERIIQ, pro-

development concern (PRODE), occuPation (OCCUP),
position in the household (RPOJI), total family income
(IOF1 D, and 1,s21. of schooling (YRtCFl). The choice of
these vatiables was partly based on choices in several previous

1 The factors influencing

respondents' resPonses for the Payment principle
questions : The final logit regression results

Variable

Coefficient

/-statistics

CONSTANT

-5.021

-2.098

Respondent's rye (AC ERE)

-0.872

-3.392

-1.029

-4 198

1.045

4.685

Opinion on pro-conservation petception fCRfiEA)

3.322

7.583

Opinion on the non use-value o[ the elephant

1.284

2.904

4.785

9.213

-0.043

0.904

Position in the family EPOSF)

1.224

2.253

Years of schooling Q'PrlCH)

2.990

5.207

Rupee value ftom the V/TP question (BIDV"1)
Arvareness about current consetvation issues

(CONlt:/

A'ONUt']

Petsonal income 1PEIUA)

Atti tudes towards pro-d€velopment activities

(P RO D

E,

Summar) stausilcs:

Dependent variable

= the probabilitl of saring'res'to tlre principte VTP

questions, Numbet

of

obsen'ations =300; log- likelihrxrd is 73 8654,
F statistic: 31.184(r; q = (l 05; df = 9; Rr = 0.0.60-i(l; Adjusted

RZ 0 58(r1

Gzifi
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CVNI studies of environmental valuation (see Whitehead,
1992; I\{iller & Lindsari 1993; Bateman & Langgord, 1997;
!(itzer & Llrfei, 2001).

t/tat catrse seiotrc enuironmenta/ danage", 88.6To respondents
agreed, implving that the1, wete rather 'green', and inclined
strong\' towards environmental protection. Lladker et a/.,

Results

this

The preliminarlr le*1, tegfession analysis was undertaken b)'
using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)

eilrtronment.

Version 10.0 to identify the factots associated with

tsIDVA had a negative influence on the probability of the
respondent sal,int 't.r' to the WTP question. This means
that the larger the bid value ptesented in the interview to
the re spondent as a 1VTP elicitation question, the less willing

(1997) observe similar attitudes in a CV study in lndia. In
stud1,, it was found that about 72o/o of respondents
strongly disagreed with development programs that hurt the

respondents' responses for the WTP elicitation question at
the p < 0.05 significance level. This anall'sis reveals that
some of the independent variables cited above'were either

statistically not significant, or were highly correlated with
other variables at the r > 0.8 level. Hence, it was decided to
exclude these variables from the final logit regression analysis.
Several goodness of fit measures were used to estimate
overall statistical performance of the estimated model in
this study. These results indicate that the overall ability of
the model to yield a correct prediction of urban residents'
rJflTP for the conservation of elephant is significant at the

of

statistical significance. A summary
logit regression results is presented in Table 1.
0.05 level

of

the hnal

Discussion
F'actors infhencing the respondents' resPlltse

to conseruation ya/ue

qaeikofls

these respondents were to pay for elephant conservation.
Miller & Lindsay (1993) notice a similar relationship in a CV
survey which was conducted to analysis WTP for a state
gypsy moth control program in New Hampshire. Loomis &
White (1996) also observe a similar result in an analysis,of
economic benefits

of

rare and endangered species.

Among the socio-economic characteristics, age, personal
income, years of schooling, and respondent's position in the
family were considered as influences on the probability of
respondents being willing to pay for the conservation of the
elephant. The positive sign of the coe fFtcient of the YRSCII
indicates that the probability of saying 'yes' for the WTP
question increases with an increase in the number of years
of schooling. This is understandable because more years of
schooling would arguably increase the knowledge a person

As indicated in Table 1. most of the estimated coefficients
have a positive influence on the probability of saying 'yes'

has about social, political, economic and environmental
happenings. Moreover, the education would help a person

to the principal conservation value questions by

comprehend news about environmental effects of economic
development. Several CV studies find a similar relationship
between level of education and respondent's response

the
respondents in the sample. The positive sign for the CONIE
variable supports the hypothesis that the probability of the
respondent saying 'yes' to the 1i7TP question increases with
the respondent's awareness of the present status of HEC
and the issues involved in the conservation of elephants in

Sri Lanka. Loomis & Ekstrand (1998) observe a similar
situation in relation to conservation of the Mexican spotted
owl. As might be expected, the coeffrcient for the NOAIUZ
is positive and significant in the model. This suggests that a
respondent who values the non-use values of elephant (such
as altruistic bequest and existence values) has a higher
probability of answering'yes' to the rWTP question. This is
understandable because the elephant in Sri Lanka is closely
associate with Sri Lankan, their history, religion, culture,
folklore, mythology and ceremony.
The coefficients for the attitudinal variables such as GREEN,

are positive and significant. The result suggests that
respondents with pro-conservation attitudes are likely to
contribute mote to'ilards the conservation of the elephant.
Loomis & Larson (1994) observe a similar situation in a CV
sun'ey of the grey whale. On the other hand, the variable
PRODE was used in the model to assess the response of
anti-conservation attitudes on the probability of saying'yes'
to the \)/TP question. The PRODE was not significant. This
is understandable because the maiority of the respondents
in the sample disagreed with development programs that
cause environmental problems. In our preliminary discussion
when we put the proposition ".fri lanka shozld rct encoilrage
deue/opment programs sucb ar tobacco cl/tiuation in centra/ hrghlands

G{th 22: (Jul1, 2003)

towards the WTP elicitation questions. For example,

of education is often
positively correlated with the WTP amount in an ex ante
willingness to pay analysis. Pate & Loomis (1997) describe
the rationale behind this relationship in a case study of
White head (1992) noticed that the level

wetland and salmon conservation in California.

The variable ACERE is significant with a negative
coefhcient. TtLis implies that younger tespondents were more

willing to say 'yes' to the !7TP question than their older
counter?arts in the sample. Heinen (1993) observes a similar
situation in a study of people's attitudes to\vards the wildlife
in rhe Kosi TapPilViIdIlfe Reserve in Nepal. In this study, he
found that the positive attitudes towards the preservation
of nature could be measured by the individual willingness
to pay amounts which correlate highly with the responde nts'
age, years of schooling and the gender. He also notices an

interesting relationship between age and the years of
schooling. Younger respondents are found often to have more
of schooling than the older ones in the sample. This is
quite similar to the situation Found in Sri Lanka.
),ears

The variable PER/

I is significant. The positive

sign of it

implies that the respondents whose personal income is greater
are more willing to pay for the conservation of the elephant

than the respondents whose personal income is lower. A
number of other CV studies have obtained a similar tesult.
Boyle & Bishop (1987) estimate the effects of the income

26

on the determination

of \\'TP amount for thc

conscrvatron

of endansered

species. Carson et a/., (1996) found that the
sum individuals are less willing to pay for the preservation
o f quasi-public goods tends to rise rvith their income. Loomis
& Larson (1994) estimate an individual's VTP for increase
in the quantit)'o[ an environmental public good in relation

to a number oI socio-economic factors including household
income. Findings of Hadker et a/., (1997) suggest that the
higher income earners in the mettopolitan area of Bombal'
have a stronger interest in environmental consen'ation than
the lower income earners.
The variable RPO.fF is significantwith

a

positive contribution

to the likelihood of being WTP for conservation of
elephants. However, this result may be linked to the
traditional Sri Lankan family culture and values. In this setting,
families are represented by the head of the household. In
most cases, the head of the household is the father (or the
mother in the absence of the father) or the oldest child (in
the absence of both the father and mother). As a result, in
this study over representation of heads of households in
the age group of 30 years and above was unavoidable. This

cultural situation restricted the opportunities to interview
the other members in certain households. In most cases, such

of the
household was absent at the time of the interview and he or
she permitted another family member (in most cases the
most educated person in the family) to represent him or her
in the interview.
opportunities were found only where the head

The agregation and extr@otation

of WTP benfits

Of the 300 respondents, bids of 34 respondents were
identified as protest bids. These responses were removed
from the sample so that genuine WTP could be analyzed.
Therefore, a total of 266 WTP amounts were used in
aggregation and extrapolation of WTP benefits. This was
carried out at three different levels: a) ftom the sample to

estinrated that residents in these areas \r'ere \\TP Rs. 438.48
million per month fcrr the conservati<.rn of elephant. This
amounts to an annual r'alue of Rs 5.261.17 million. As the
pa)'ment u'ill be made over a period of five ),ears, the total

present discounted r,alue of these annual amounts, at a 5oh
real rate o[ discount, equals Rs. 24,554.20 million. Finally,
when we extrapolate WTP for the entire urban population
in Sri Lanka, using a population size of about 6.67 million
(this figure was drawn by deducting 17.3o/o ftom the total
population of 7 .49 million people in urban areas to represent
the protest responses based on the findings ofthe case studl'
presented in this paper), we found it was Rs. 734.83 million
per month. This amounts to an annual value of Rs 8818.01
million. As the payments are specified over a period of only
ftve years, the total present discounted value of these annual
amounts, at a 5oh real rate of discount, equals Rs. 40248.61

million.
know that urban residents are 1WTP Rs. 8818.01 million
per year for five years but we do not know their lfTP beyond
that. Damages caused by elephants will, however, continue
in perpetuity' given current populations of elephants. One
possible way to compensate farmers would, in principle, be
to invest the urban dwellers' contribution over frve years in
the capital market to give an estimated return on the
capitalised sum of Rs 2012.43 million per annum at a 5o/o
real rate of interest. This could arguably be considered an
indirect indication of the willingness of urban dwellers to
pay in principle in perpetuity to conserve wild elephants.
rWe

It is also worth

mentioning that although in this study, we
asked respondents about their WTP for the conservation of
elephants for only five years, some (maybe most) respondents

certainly would probably be willing to pay beyond this period.
Furthermore, this amount could be increased by at least
another 1000 ,1f we extended our extrapolation to the
population of residents in the rural areas where elephants
do not occur or interfere with farming practices.

Colombo metropolitan are^, b) from the Colombo
metropolitan
ao other maior urban centres, and c) from
^re
major urban centres to the entire urban population in Sri
Lanka. In this process, the authors, mindful of the sensitivity
of sample effects, referted to a study done by the Department
of Census and Statistics of Sri Lanka on economic and
demographic aspects of the population in the Colombo
metropolitan area (Department of Census and Statistics,
1998). It was found that household characteristics of the
urban population in Sri Lanka were quite close to the sample
of the present studl'. flswsl'er, it must be noted that the

Urban residents WTPfor conseraation of elepbants exceeds ualw oJ
crop and

prEenl

lostes of Jarmers

mean WTP values used to extrapolate from the sample to
the population refer to the ones after the removal of protest

As mentioned elsewhere in this paper, one the of obiectives
of this study is to find out whether the urban residents' W'TP
for conservation of elephants is sufficient to compensate
farmers for the crop and property damage caused by
elephants, and to raise farmers'tolerance of the presence of
elephants. In this analysis, it was assumed that if urban
dwellers could compensate farmers for losses associated with
crop and propert)' damages caused by elephants, given the
curreot elephant population, and were better off than in the

bids.

absence

of wild

elephants, the current population

of

elephants rvould be (Kaldor-Hicks) superior to the absence

In our extrapolation process, we found that urban residents
in Colombo metropolitan area were \X/TP Rs. 166.35 million
per month for the conservation of elephant. This amounts
to an annual value of Rs 1996.22 million. As the payment
will be made over a period of five

years, the total net present
discounted value of these annual amounts, at a 5'h real rate
oF discount, equals Rs. 9,075.02 million. Extrapolating to
these results to all maior urban areas in Sri l-anlta, it was

of wild

elephants.

According to Bandara & Tisdell (2000b) the total value of the
crop and properq'damage caused by elephants in Sri Lanka is
about Rs. 560.71 million per cropping season or Pts.7121.42
million per annum. These authors have derived this figure by
extrapolating the elephant damages estimated in three selected
case studies (see Bandara & Tisdell, 2O02c;Jal,ztyardene, 1998;
Gajah

?J2:
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l)e Silva, 1998) cartied out in three difftrent locations in
the elephant's ranse. Flou'ever, before we use this figure to
reach an)'conclusions, it must be noted that the crop and
property dan.rase calculated in this anall'sis did not pay much
attention to the possible cost that could be associated with
elephants othcr than crop and properq'damages. Under nomral
circumstances, the total economic cost should include the cost
of control measures undertaken by farmers to scare away the
crop-raiding elephants, inc<,rme foregone bl,farmers in having
to replace some crops with others that are less attractive to
elephants, and the management cost borne by government
ancl

departments to undertake various programs for the
conservation of elephants and the mitigation of HEC. Such
comprehensive assessments of total losses associated with the
elephant are yet to be estimated.
Nevertheless, when we compare the economic estimates of
crop and property damage caused by elephants of Bandan

& Tisdell (2000b) with above estimated return on the
capitalised sum of Pts. 2O1,2.43 million per annum, it shows
that urban residents' financial support for the conservation
of the elephant significantly exceeds the economic losses
caused by the elephant. This means that our estimated return
of Pts.2012.43 million per annurn on the capitalised sum in
perpetuity is mqre than sufhcient to compensate farmers
for their estimated crop losses of Rs 1,721.41 per annum; in
fact dmost twice the needed sum.
When compensation is paid, control of elephants by farmers
is likely to be much reduced. Furthermore, a lot of their
current control costs are ineffective in aggregate, either
because elephants have become resistant to control measures
or because, in many cases, control measures merely result in
elephants moving from one farmed ate^ to another (cf.
Rollins & Briggs, 1996, p.369). Consequendy, in the latter
case, a type of prisoners' dilemma problem exists. If
compensation for damage caused by elephants leads to much
reduced control of elephants by farmers, they should achieve
a net economic benefit because their control costs will be
greatly reduced (or in the extreme case, eliminated) and the
te damage experienced by them from elephants will
^ggteg
increase litde or not at all. Nevertheless, there might be a
small increase in damage in aggregate, if, for example,
elephant populations increase slighdy due to less harassment
of elephants. Despite this, it is clear that, if compensation
were paid to farmers, a sum of less than Rs 1,724.42 million
per year would compensate them if allowance were made
for the reduced cootrol effort of farmers. The latter will
reduce farmers' costs of control.
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Guidelines for the mqnogement of coptive Asiqn elephonts qnd fhe possible
role of rhe IUCN/SSC Asiqn Elephont Speciolisf Group
Fred

l(urt and I{hyne U N{ar

Abstract N{any reports refer captive Asian elephants

as

kept in traditional zoos where mortaliq,' rates are extremely

"domesticated" animals. However, most of the elephants
living in captivity have been wild-caught and a large number
o[ them are the result of wild bulls mating with females in
captivitl'. Although captive elephants have existed since 3,500
years in close contact with man, yet they have not been the
subject of sustained captive breeding, nor have they been
selected for particular characteristics as it was, and still is,
the case with really domesticated animals such as horses,

high at J/oung ages. But the survival chances are relatively
high in the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage in Sri Lanka,
modern zoos as well as in extensive keeping systems with
low mortality rates at young ages. Vell maintained elephant
parks, orphaniges, and transit homes allow for the

sheep or dogs. It is therefore inaccurate to refer to the captive
Asian elephants as domesticated animals. There could be as
many as 14,000 Asian elephants in captivity, with Myanmar
accounting for 40oh. At least 1,047 Asian elephants are kept
wodd wide in zoos and circuses. Therefore the total captive
population includes at least 15,000 elephants. The chances
of survival of captive populations are practically zero in
intensively kept elephants and very insignificant for those

opportunities to socialize. Elephants kept in such a way make
more sense to the visitors than do "dancing' elephants or
elephants that are forced to ride bicycles, paint canvas, play
football, guitar or mouth-organ.

maintenance

of

elephants free

of

chains and in social groups,

thereby enabling the animals to express their natural
behaviour patterns, and provide them with exercise and

Keywords Asian elephant, management in captivity,
domestication, captive breeding.

Introduction
During the IUCN/Asian Efephant Specialist Group (AeESG)
meeting that was held in Phnom Penh, Cambodia in May
2002, the AsESG formed a "Captive Elephant Taskforce".
Some AsESG members met again at the lJ7orkshop on
Captive Elephant Management in Trichur in October 2002
and again the Chairman of AsESG, Ptof. Raman Sukumar,
asked for ideas concerning the aims of such a taskforce. In
this paper we have drafted a few ideas along the following
lines: First of all the AsESG should desist from referring to
"domesticated" elephants. Then one should ask what are
the aims of IUCN and the IUCN Specialist Groups as
compared to the aims of animal welfare organizations and
those zoos concerned with management problems of captive
elephants. Then very brief overviews are given on existing
and forthcoming guidelines on the management as well as
on the estimated sizes of captive populations. Different

Numerous reports consider captive Asian elephants as
"domesticated" animals (c.f. Lzir, 1997). However, most of
the elephants living in captivity have been wild-caught and a
large number of elephants that have been bred in the.range
countries are the result of matings between captive females

wild males. Although captive elephants have existed since
3,500 years in close contact with man, yet they have not
been the subject of sustained captive breeding, nor have
they been selected for particular characteristics as it was,
and still is, the case with really domesticated animals such as
horses, sheep ot dogs. It is therefore inaccurate to refer to
the captive Asian elephants as domesticated animals (e.g.
Baker & Manwell 1984; Herre & Rrihrs, 1990; Stevenson,
and

2002).

of

the significance of captive populations are broadly
discussed after keeping sys.tems have been defined. Final\'
we have made some proposals concerning further activities
of AsESG regarding the management of captive elephants.
aspects

Are captive elephants really domesticated?

Fred Kurt
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I(hyne U Mar
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Misuse of the term "domesticated" leads to the fact that
many captive elephants were, and still afe, treated as cattle
and managed accordinglyr For example, in old fashioned
western zoos and circuses the elephant is the on\'wild animal
still kept more or less permanent\r i11 chains. Imagine the
reaction o[ animal welfare organizations, if suddenly zoos
would keep rhinos, hippos or tigers in chains! All members
of AsESG should consider tamed Asian elephants as what
thel' are, as captive wild animals.

What are the aims of the IUCN, modern Zoos and
Anirnal Welfate Organizations?
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Jhe IUCN aims to cooserve the biodiversity of the planet
earth with particular emphasis on the maintenance of
threatened species and their genetic diversitl' and the
G\ah
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s'ith challcnges in a tnore normal wai'. Elephants kept in

maintenancc of ecological pr()ccsses. Tl-rc r\sian elephant is
corrsidered an endangered species. Furthermore E/epltas

near-natural conditions con\/e)' more understanding of the
species ancl its requirements to the visitor and provide insight
into the necessitY to protect the species. Furthermore nearnatural conditions promote breeding in captivity and hence,
add to the consen'ation of genetic and behavioural diversities.

ruaintls must be considered a ke,y,stone species as rvell since
it plal's an important role in ecological processes (e.g.
dispersion of seeds, acceleration oI soil fertility in
cooperation with insects and other invertebrates) in its habitat.
The Asian elephant can also be regarded as a flagship species
promoting conservation of numerous less popular plant and
animal species surviving in its habitat (Leader-\Villiams &

During the past few vears, animal rvelfare organizations have
hetped raise elephant welfare standards. A considerable
number o[ new elephant welfare organizations have been
formed. They campaign, ttain and ptovide resources to
impror.e living conditions of captive elephants in western

Dublin, 2000).

In

1993 some modern zoos fotmulated the "World Zoo

zoos as well as several range states including India, Sri Lanka,
or Thailand. Animal rvelfare activities refer mainly to the

Conservation Strategy" and started to take responsibiliq'for
the ex-sita conservation of certain animal species including
the Asian elephant. Accordingly these zoos '*'ould like to
keep elephants in as natural ecological and social conditions

fitness (e.g. health, body condition) of the individual, but
hardly touch on socio-ecological considerations to maintain
captive populations living in near-natural conditions. In
traditional elephant keeping establishments the caPtive
animals are not able to enjoy what rWebster (1984) terms

as possible. This means that the environment must be
provided to ensure species-speciftc behaviout patterns, e.g.

food preparation or social possibilities for forming

a

"the five freedoms" (freedom from malnutrition, from
thermal and ph1'sical discomfort, from injury and disease,
from feat and stress, as well as freedom to exPtess most
normal patterns of behaviour). Nevertheless assessment of
the fundamentals of animal welfare organizations is the
fundamental basis of the maintenance of the Asian elephant

dominance hierarchy, family units and successfully rearing
of offspring. The !flotld Zoo Conservation Strategy' aims to
maintain a natural socio-ecological set-up, refers to results
of field research on wild populations and aims by
environmental enrichment to reduce the frequencies of
abnormal behaviour as well as the increase of behavioural
diversitl', the range or number of behaviour patterns, the
oositive utilization of the environment and the abilitv to coDe

rn caDuvlt\'.

of captive Asian elephants in range countries, zoos and circuses (worldwide), population
trends and employment (-F occurs, ** occurs often, - not found).
CRN{ = ceremonies; BEG = begging shows; ECO = ecotourtsm.
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Taking the above mcntioned definitions into consideration,
AsESG has to assist all serious animal welfare activities. but
according to the aims of the IUCN, the AsE,SCi has to
promote the aims formulated by the \X/orld Zoo Conservation
Strategl' a5 well. The goals of the strategl'should accordingly
be valid for any consen,ation-minded faciliq'keeping captive
Asian elephants.

Existing guidelines for the management
Asian elephants

of

captive

The earliest wotk concerning the care of captive elephants
was decidedly the Haslalarueda which appears to have been

rvritten in the

-5'b or 4'h century BC. The Artbasastra of
I(autiliya (300 BC - 300 AD) deals, in two chapters, with
capture, keeping, cate and training of elephants. The

In North America and Europe a considerable number of
management guidelines have been formulated by
governmental and non-got'ernmental organizations. Many
of them are rightly criticized by elephant experts or welfare
organizations as being not strict enough to guarantee a
minimum of species-specific requirements. However, most

of these guidelines consider the Asian elephant as a species
with highly evolved social behaviour and there fore
of the species in groups. In Europe
change came with the "EEP
Management for Elephants in F,AZA Institutions" (2000).
recommend the keeping

for example, a iadical

Among many other points, it was suggested that "matriarchal
famill' gni15 are developed and kept together, i.e. the intention
to keep female offspring within their family group during
their life" (Dorrestyn, 2001).

of Nilakantha, another ancient source, may go
back to a thousand years or even to a much earlier date.
Next to these three standard texts are a number of other old
Buddhist and Hindu sources referring to the management
of captive elephants such as the Tanjore Manuscript (a

ln 2002, the "Rtyiew of the Welfare of Zoo Elephants in Earope"
was commissioned by RSPCA and catried out by Ross Clubb

of captive elephants in areas under the control
and Hindu rulers in South Asia.

population should be frozen, i.e. breeding and importation
should be ceased until these factors have been identified.
Only zoos that then solve these problems should be allowed
to keep elephants in the future."

Matangalih

and Georgia Mason of the Oxford University, which
summarized results from a few rathet traditional zoos and
found poor welfare of most zoo elephants and demanded
compilation of several older texts), the GQanirupana, the - improvement of the elephants' social and physical
Cajacikitsa, the Calalaksana, or the Brbat-.farnhita of environments. They concluded: "The factors responsible for
Varahamihira (c.f. Edgetton, 1931). All the rules and
the poor welfare of zoo elephants should be empirically
regulations given in these texts formed the basis for the
investigated as a matter of urgency. The zoo elephant
management

of Buddhist
In the

19'h and eady 20'h centuries, the British civil servants
recorded many local practices, improving them if necessary,
and formulated a number of guidelines to regulate the
capture, care, daily food rations, work schedules and working
loads of timber and army elephants in India and Myanmar
(e.g. Sanderson, 1879; Evans, 1912; M1hoy, 1922 or Ferrier,
1947; Krishnamurthy & \(emmer 1995a;1995 b). State-run

In her "Management Cuidelines for tbe lhelfare of Elephaxts",
Miranda F. Stevenson (2002) has compiled all the
requirements for a near-natural keeping of elephants in
modern zoos and the Ehpbant Management Poliql Statement of
Federation of Zoot in Creat Bitain and Ireland snpdates that
"Elephants must only be kept in zoos as part of an overriding
conservation mission so that they are in actively managed
breeding programmes....Their presence must enable

elephant establishments had guidelines on elephant
husbandry which were later prescribed as Department
Standing Orders and are still implemented (Khyne U Mar
pers. comm.) A system of record keeping right from the

progressive educational activities and demonstrate links with

eady days of elephant management under colonial rule
provides valuable data on the performance of individual
animals. Several forms of reportage are routinell' practiced.

field conservation proiects and benign scientific research,
leading to continuous improvements in breeding and welfare
standards. Zoos must exercise a dutl of care so that standards

These records also provide guidelines, particulady to the ne'w
entrants to the administrative set-up, in the proper usage of
working elephants under their custodl' (Khyne U N{ar pers.

of husbandry practices, housing, health

and welfare

management are humane and appropriate to the intelligence,
social behaviour, longevity and size of elephants..."

comm.).

FIow many Asian elephants live in captivity?
In India, the Central Zoo Authoritl'has prescribed standards
and norms for all zoos in the Recognition of Zoo Rules
(1992). But no such standards and norms exist for the care

of

of private\' o'*'ned elephants. In the last seven
".ltatdord and Nornts _for E/epbattt On,ner.;" has been
drafted (Bist, 199(r) and for Kerala, the "Captire L-lepbant
hundreds

1'ears

2002' ha'r'e been clrarvn up bt' Dr. V. Cheeran
and his colleagues. These neu' guidelines are paramount in

hlanagennnl Ru/et

impr<x'ing the living conditions

of

captive elephants.

Hou'evet, the fact that onl)' fe',v captive e lephants are bteeding
ancl that fes' live in a social and ecological environment and

Accurate numbers of captive Asian elephants in the range states
are not knorvn. According to most tecent estimates their total
population numbers about 14,000 animals (Iable 1). The largest
population is found in Myanmar (40% of the total population
frorn the range states), followed bv India (267") and Thailand
(19(Zo). r\t least 1,047 Asian elephants are kept world wide in

zoos and circuses. Therefore the total captive population
includes at least 1 5,000 elephants. But the captive population
is dwindling rapidll' as a result of manl' factors such as low

reproduction and high (juvenile) mortalitl., restriction of

are in pht'sical and pst'chological conditions conducir.e to

capturing operations, or lack of employme nt opportunities

breeding, has hatcllr- been recognized.

logging s'as banned in many south Asian countries.
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Table2 Definitions of management

timber and
J ungle-bascd

Temples,

r\{<ilern

-
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D

b.ggt"g

rescatch

Forefeet hobbled but frec
in nearby forest

stmds or stables

exceptiona.lly
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Dctermined by man

+ Detcmined by eleptnns

elephanrs

12
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By

J
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-
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By
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-

Beth, skin care:

-

Place

fot

sleep:
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I

-

Permitted
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Saial

contacts:
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Rqndutim:

-
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Very low

Relatively high

-
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Relative\'

-

Rate
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Very low
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-

Role of"aunts"
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Not exstent
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Itltsth

chains
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-

tr{usthbulls kept:

Permanently'in chains

Permanentl5'in

-

Social contacts:

Not permitted

Not

-

r\{usth period

Relativel)' shon

Relatively

Opner (- nabontt:
- Orvnership:

N{ainll' government

tr{ainly private

Private

-

Soc status os'ner
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Higb

-

Soc status keeper

Relativelr hiqh

lncreasingll'ven los'

Relatitell high

-

Skill of keeper

High

Increasinglt

-

Fluctuations of
m ahouts/ keepers

I

Tool

Srick or lrcl,

-

usecl:
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blunt pointecl auktLs

permirted

Permitted

lone

RelativelY long

lo\'

High

Hiqh

T,os'
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sharplt poinred kni[e
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ancl

lncreasinglt coilmon
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Ncvcrthclcss thcrc arc exceptions. In Inclia, I\ [_r'annrar ar-rcl Nepal
the populations oicaptive elepl.rants appear to be stable.

Thcr lrc usecl as riding, carrving and tou.'ins animals. During
their rest periods thel' live, rvith hobbled front feet, in the
nearbl forest, u'here the]' flnd food and meet their tame and
u'ild conspecifics. In South India, depending on tradition,

In all the range stateis considerable shitts of captive elephants
tiom f<rrest to urban areas have been repotted. In India for
exatnple, restriction of logging operations in dre north-east
and the Andaman Islands imposed bv the Supreme Court in

additional fodder is give n. Example s are the timber elephants
the Nl,r'anma Timber Enrerprise O{TE) of lVlyanmar or
those under the care of forestry authorities in Assam, Tamil
Nadu, I{arnataka or Iterala rvhere captive elephants are
increasing\' used as riding animals for witdlife patrolling,

of

1996 resultecl in a .qreat exodus of captive elephants ttom
these regions, while their number has increased in Kerala
from about 250 in 1983 to more than 700 v'ith a male-biased

conservation research and tourism.

population structure at present €iS.1). The city of Jaipur
(l.afasthan) has about 100 captive elephants with a femalebiased population structure (Fig.1) and has become a major

In N{1'anmar most of the elephants are maintained for wotk,
particularl)' logging, and a definite schedule of work is

elephant center. Captive elephants all over Thailand suddenly
became unemployed after the government banned loeeing

in

allocated. Work hours are adjusted according to the seasons

thereby avoiding the hottest parr

of them are involved in illegal logging,
and many are given amphetamines to speed up work.
1989. Now most

Unworkable elephants are sent to slaughter houses and their
meat sold (1\{ahasavangkul, 2002).

of

captive Asian

elephants requires various keeping s)'stems (Kurt, 1995)
whose extremes can be defined as follows Qable 2): Working
elephants in jungle villages live in extensive keeping s)'srems.

the day A working

to restrict their movement. Elephants can move distances
of 8-15 km per night. The amount of work that an elephant
can do in a day depends on the sex and age of the animal, its

Keeping systems

The multiple and diverse deployment

of

elephant is able to work six hours a da1, over a period of
eight months in a year. After the work hours, elephants are
allov'ed to forage at nights with front limbs loosely hobbled

general bodl' condition, size of timber, the state of drag
paths, nature of terrain, quantity and qualiq, of food available
in the vicinitl' of the forest and the ambient tempetature of
the season. Pregnant elephants and female elephants with
suckling cal'"'es are given rest until the neonate reaches the

Table 3 significance of capti'e Asian elephanrs according to keeping systems
(0 = not significant;1 = low;2 = medium; and 3 = relative\.high).

Keeping
System

lntensive
Temple
Tourist Co.
Circus

lntermediate
Trad. Zoos
Pinnawala

Extensive
Timber Co.
Tourist Co.

Alternative
Modern Zoos
Transit House

economical

religion

owner mahout social

3't
2103'l
3101.1

urban education

ecological

total

tourism

forestry keystone

(r1)

00
00
00

't1

7

00
00

8

331

32012
32033
2
2

3
1

7

't1

20
20

2
3

33
33

12
13

30
20

3
0

00
00

3

11
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In verv nrodern zoos alternative keepine svstcms (Iable 2) are

ase ()f ()ne )'ear. Bulls in nrlrsth arc n()t all()\\'ed to bc put in the
rvork fcrrce and are give n rest at secluded areas. Howevet, durinq

evolr-ing nou' \'en' fast accordins to the euidelines of the
Iltbrld Zoo Consenntiott .ftrategl'.ln these systems elephants live
the

the pre-musth period, u'hen most of the maiting takes place,
captive bulls can roam freelt'cluring the night.
During the hottest period of the 1'ear, when f<rod <lualitf is
at a minimum, the animals are shifted to a new' camping

in appropriate family grouPs rvhich are Paramount for
process of learning and socialization (Garai,20O2t;

ground and given complete rest. In My'anmar, workin.g
elephants will continue to plav a vital role in the timber
operations of the MTE for the foreseeable future (l\{ar &

Intensive keeping systems (Table 2) are those in which

in temples or by private owners more ot

less individual\', fed exclusively on prepared fodder and at
night or if idle, shackled with longer or shorter chains to a
hind foot or to both one hind and one front foot. Contact
with captive conspecifics is avoided. Contact with wild

conspecifics is unlikely because intensive keeping is
concentrated in urban regions. Today intensively kept
elephants are rarely employed for work (e.g. sawmills), but
increasingly used in religious processions, political
demonstrations or wedding ceremonies. Restricted
movements and the Practical absence of contacts with
conspecifics has led to extreme aggressive behaviour towards

mahouts or elephant handlers and to the evolution

&

A further alternative keeping system is found in
Elephant Transit Homes situated in the Uda Walawe National
Park in Sri Lanka, where young elephants are kept in a seminatural environment with minimal contacts with bumans (e.g.
bottle-feeding) to avoid imprinting processes which could later
complicate the rele ase of the captive animals into the wild'
musth).

Win,1 997; Mat, 2O01 ; 2002).

animals are kept

I(urt, 2001;

N'Iason, 2002; Stevenson, 2002) and only
subadult and adult bulls are kept singly if necessat)' (e.g. dudng

2002; Clubb

of

stereotypic behaviour (e.g. Kurt & Gani,2002). The intensive
keeping system has been adopted by western circuses todal',

and in the former times, zoological gardens too followed it.
The keeping system in traditional zoos as well as in the
Elephant Orphanage at Pinnawala, Sri Lanka can be
considered as intermediate between extensive and intensive
systems. For example, during the day the elephants are kept
free in their paddocks but in the night, they are shackled or
otherwiSe kept solitary in small cages.

Signifrcance of captive Asian elephants
Captive elephants have an economical significance for owner,
keeper or mahout. They may be important as a motive force
for forestry operations. Furthermore they may have a religious
significance (mainly in Buddhist and Hindu countries) or a
social significance for non-religious ceremonies. Captive
elephants can be an attmction in urban tourism, they can be
paramount for education (including eco-toudsm) concerning
life sciences and conservation. Last but not least, captive
Asian elephants can still have an ecological significance in
selective timber harvesting and as keystone species in the

maintenance

of biodiversity

and ecological Processes

(Santiapillai & Vidodo, 1992).
For each of these above categories the degree of significance
has been crudely estimated and given 4 scores: 0:
insignificant; 1: low, 2: medium and 3: high significance.
Relative low total significance (total less than 10 points) is

found in elephants kept in transit homes, urban tourist
centers, citcuses or traditional zoos (fable 3). Relative high

Table 4 Living conditions and population dynamics of captive Asian elephants according to keeping s)'stems
(0 = not present; 1 = low; 2 = medium; and 3 = relatively high)

keeping
system

total

population dvnamics

individual fitness

vel body
care condition

food

activity

social social
behavior

reproduction

(r2l

structure

lntensive
Temple
Tourist Co.
Circus

22
1'l
11

lntermediate
Trad. Zoos
Pinnawala

22
22

Extensive
Timber Co.
Tourist Co.

22
22

2
2

3
3

3

3

18
18

Altemative
Mod. Zoos
Transit House

3

3

3

3

20

1

1

0

6
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11
11
1'l

0
0
0

0
0
0

06
04
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9
18
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significance (total > 10 points) is found in elephants kept in
temples, the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanaue (Sri Lanka),
modern zoos, timber and tourist camps (Iable 3). It must be
stressed that relative high significance has di€ferent reasons.
Those living in iungle camps reach high values mainly due
to their value for local people, education and ecologv, while
those living in temples reach a relarive high significance due
to their economical, religious and tourist value.

based extensive systems find a most diverse diet. In modern
zoos as well as in the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage the

diversitl'

of food must

be consideted as intermediate.

For elephants kept in extensir.e systems daily life includes,
besides work, the search for food, skin care, socializing and
sleeping at a species-specific place. There are no or at least

Living conditions and population dynamics of captive
Asian elephants

hatdll' any stereorypes. Their daily species-speciFlc activity
is consideted as medium (2). Elephants kept in extensive
and intensive systems are brought twice a day to certain
wateting areas by' their mahouts, where they are scrubbed

Living conditions can be defined by the individual fitness,
the food offered, the daily activity as well as aspects of

and massaged with the husk of the coconut or the skin of
the bread-fruit, or stones or bark. Elephants kept in intensive
systems are fed once a day or repeatedly with prepared food.

population dynamics such as social behaviour, social structure
of the population and reproductive performance (fable 4).

Individual fitness depends on rhe degree of care by
veterinarians and keepers/mahouts and becomes apparent
in the body condition of the animals. Both aspects have been
assigned scores: 1: low, 2: medium, and 3: high. The food

offered to elephants can be monotonous (1), diverse (3) or
intermediate (2). Monotonous food consisting of the leaves,
branches and stems of one to three plant species is common
for elephants kept in temples and urban tourist centets. But
also in most of the traditional zoos and circuses food can be
considered as monotonous (Schwammer, pers. com.). The
same applies to the baby elephants kept at the Transit Home
in Uda Walawe National Park (Sri Lanka). Beside the daily

!flhen they are not working they often remain idle.
Stereotypes occur regularly. The daily species-specific activity
is considered as low (1). The same applies to elephants kept

in traditional zoos, circuses and in the Transit Home at Uda
Walavze. However, a high degree (3) of diverse daily activities
is found in modern zoos and in the Pinnawela Elephant

Orphanage.
Species-specific social behaviour is very rare or practically
absent (0) in elephants kept in intensive systems. But it is
relatively high (3) in the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, in
extensively kept elephants as well as in modern zoos. Low
social activities (1) are found in traditional zoos as well as in

a few wild

the Transit Home. Low or even an absence of social
behaviour is due to the respective management systems,

growing species of grass. Elephants living in jungle or forest-

where intraspecific interactions are either not allowed by owners

portion

of milk, the animals survive on only

Table 5 Significance of captive Asian elephant populaiions for conservarion
(0 = not significant; 1 = low; 2 = medium; & 3 = relative\, high)

keeping
system

total promoting

lntensive
Temple
Tourist Co.
Circus

17

1

0

0

11

1

11

o

0
o

0
0

reproductive

T1+T2 conservation potential

chances

of

pop.survival

natural

Total

biodiversity

0
0

18
12

o

11

lntermediate
Trad. Zoos
Pinnawala

17
28

Extensive
Timber Co.
Tourist Co.

30

2

J

2

3

40

31

J

.t

J

J

43

Alternative
Mod. Zoos
Transit House

31

3
3

e
2

J

0

40
>15

a

19
37
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p<-rssible because of a
monotonous social structure of the caPtive grouPs concerned

and keepers/mahouts or hardly'
Gig.1).

sustainable captive population at Pre sent due to a lack of well
managed breeding progtams. Nevertheless thete are smaller
populations with a high (3) potential for reptoduction as can
be seen in the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, modetn zoos

In most intensively kept populations social structures can
hardly be recognized (0) since only members of certain age

and extensive keeping systems. In intensive keeping systems,
reproduction.is practically absent (0), due to several reasons,

and sex classes are kept (e.g. mainly subadult and adult bulls
in temples, or older females in circuses, or iuveniles in many
urban tourist resorts). Groups in traditional zoos consist
mainly of middle aged or old females and nrely include
bulls or younger members €ig.1). Therefore their social
structurb can be considered as being comparatively low (1).
The same applies to elephants in the Transit Home at Uda
Walawg where only orphaned neonates, infants and iuveniles

the most important being the lack of economical incentives
for the owners to breed elephants. But many intensively kept
elephants are neither physiologically nor psychologically able to
reproduce. They show serious retardation in body growth (Kurt

&

Kumarasighe, 1998; Weihs s/ a1.,2002); they never went
through a specie s- speci fic socialization Proces s (G zrn, 20022)
and tend to practice infanticide (Kurt & Mar, 1996), or they are

kept under such tremendous physical and psychological

are kept. The populations in the Pinnawela Elephant

suppression by their keepers/mahouts that neither their sexud

well as those in fungle based camps are socially

organs nor their sexual behaviour can develop normally
fttildebrandt ar al.,20N;2001). Many females kept in traditional

Orphanage,

as

well structured

(3).

zoos become so obese that reproduction is impossible after an

Reproduction is practically absent in intensive keeping
systems and - of course - in the Transit Home. But
reproductive performances are relatively high at the Pinnwela
Elephant Orphange and in extensively kept populations. The
sum total of crude evaluations of different parameters of
living conditions and population dynamics is low (<10 points)
in intensive keeping systems as well as in traditional zoos
and the Transit Home, but is significantly higher in the
Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, in modern zoos as well as
extensive keeping systems (Iable 4).

age

of 30 years (Hildbrandt & G6it2,1995; Kurt & Mar,7996).

The chances of survival of caPtive populations are practically
zero in intensively kept elephants and very insignifrcant for
those kept in traditional zoos where mortality mte is extremely
high at young ages (Fig. 2). But the survival chances are
relatively high in the Pinnawela Elephant Oqphanage, modern
zoos as well as in extensive keeping systems (Sukumar a/a/.,
1997) with low mortality rates at young ages (Fig. Z). Finally
the significance of captive populations increases when they

add to the natural biodiversity

The significance of captive Asian elephant populations
for conservation

of captive elephants for the economy,
religious education as well as for the natural environment
are the root-causes for the ex-itu conservation of the species.
The same applies to paiameters of living conditions and
population dynamics (t1 and t2 in Table 5). To assess crudely
the significance of captive elephants for the consetvation
of the species it tnust also be taken into consideration that

The^ significance

captive elephants can promote conservation efforts, that some
of the populations can add to the natural biodiversity and

of the

species habitat.

Summarizing the single values of qualifications for different
keeping systems (fable 4), the following condusions can be
drawn: Elephants living in intensive keeping systems, circuses
or traditional zoos have lour significance fot conservation
of the species (total < 20 points). But elephants living in the
Elephant Orphanage at Pinnawala (Sri Lanka), modern zoos

and extensive keeping systems have a relative high
significance for conservation. The same may apply to Transit
Homes (see belov).

The role of the AsESG in the management of captive
Asian elephants

that captive propagation is possible in some populations.

There is a wide varieB,

of

ways in which captive Asian

elephants can promote conservation efforts. Riding elephants
enable researchers to cairy out ecological and behavioural
studies in wild areas. Zoo elephants living under ne ar-natural

conditions are pa.ramount for fundraising as u'e]l as
consen'ation orientated education in urban areas. And in
protected areas, riding elephants are an important asset for
wildlife and conservation research as well as eco-tourism. lt
must be stressed, hower.er, that more and more caPti\-e
elephants are being misused in sPectator shows u'hich have
little or nothing to do with the species-specific behaviour ot
good taste and aim to entertain the crowds in a ver)'
questionable way. Often such shows owe their existence to
some of the most cruel training methods.
Several captive populations reproduce on a more or less regular

basis.

lt

must be stressed, hoivever, that there is no sel[-

Gaiah X2: flul1' 2003)

The adequate management of captive Asian elephants can
only be reached by coming together of people with varied
talents such as wildlife exPerts, r'eterinarians, elephant orvners,
and managers and every effort must be made to ensure that

all captive Asian elephants meet the maximum welfare
requirements. The authots would like to highlight tbe
following reasons wh1'the AsESG ought to becorne involved
in the conservation orie ntated management of captive Asian
elephants:

1. The relative high number o[ Asian elephants living at
present in captivity which is estimated to include some 2533'/o of the total population of Elcphas naimts living todal'.
of traditional knowledge on elephants and
biodiversitl' of the natural elephant habitat by local, often tribal,
elephant people. Regional AsESG members need to identifv
individuals rvho keep traditional medical and other knowledge
2. The impottance

of elephants (capturing, taming etc.) and document their

38

Fig.l. The population structures of rvild (Uda \{hlau'e N.P) ancl captive Asian
ptesented as A tYo of the size of the toal population (n).

In the ordinate six age classes

elephants

are distinguished:

Bottom:0-10 years, followed by 11-20,21-30,31-40.41-50, and >50 1'eats (top).
Nlales: gre1., females: black. (Sources: Kurt, 2001; N'Iar, 2001;2002, pers. com.)
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knowledse bctirre

it is lost. The

emplovmcnt

oi

captive elephants working in these stations should be
emplol'ed in research, eco-tourism and education.

thcse:

traditional specialists in f ungle or fbrest-basecl capti\.'e elephant
establishments can be a great boost fcrr conservation, applied
research and local politics. In collaboration with local NGOs,
the AsESG should play a leading role in the settine up of
vocational training programs for the families of the mahouts
in order to supplement the mahouts' inc<,rn-re (e.g. integrated
farming, weaving traditional fabrics etc.). This would hinder
the emisration of the mahouts and their families to the urban

2.

In urban areas zooloeical sardens should be improved
so that they reach the standards defined bv the
lnternational Zoo Conservation Strateg)'.

3.

For elephants living in establishments for religious and
other traditional ceremonies (intensive keeping systems)
AsESG should encourage the improvement of elephant
welfare and, if necessar)', restrict or reduce the size of
these populations.

3. The importance of AsESG as a data base on speciesspecific ecological and

4. AsESG should find
behavioural characteristics which are important to alter
unsuitable keeping systems and to improve living conditions

o[

captive elephants. Furthermore, the AsESG should

encourage the formation

of

data bases and studbooks by

regions. The AsESG/IUCN/SSC can monitor the
demography of captive elephants onll' after a proper
registration of captive elephants, owners and elephant holding

ways

to update the scientific

knowledge on elephants of range officers, managers and
representatives of animal welfzre organltzations. The [fe
of elephants in their natural habitat must be the model
for conservation minded keeping systems.

5.

AeSG could assist all agencies concerned with captive
elephants to find alternative keeping systems where the
animals can be kept under near natural conditions, where

facilities is made.

of the AsESG must be used to
set up an International Veterinary Consultancy Group to
give free advice and medical care in the range countries.
4. The international prestige

genetic and behavioural diversity is maintained and, if
suitable, where a release into natural habitat is possible.
Remarks on such alternatives are made in the following

Each range country should sign a memorandum of

Alternative keeping systems: Elephant Parks and Ttansit

understanding (l\4oU) to share elephant database. Appropriate
software should be created to enable each country to maintain
a computerized registration database and to exchange daa
with neighbouring countries.

Homes

4.

2000 yeats ago Kautiliya's Arthasaslra proposed the
establishment of a Mrgavana, a fenced park for (tamed)
elephants and other wild animals. Such a recommendation
needs to adopted todal'. Large areas

5. The AsESG should establish a network that could lobby
the respective governments

of

elephant ran{ae countries to strengthen and improve

existing national laws in order to enforce at least the
Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals Act

Prevent the misuse or abuse

of

and therebl'help

elephants in captivity.

of

at least a quarter

of

a km2 could be fenced and furnished with adequate water,
shade etc. to become a home for orphaned and otherwise
problematic (e.g. dangerous, surplus) elephants. Elephants
kept in such an elephant park have to be fed and regularly
checked by veterinarians. But otherwise cortacts between
men and elephants should be reduced to a minimum. The
Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage ma)I become a good example
of such an elephant park after renovation although the area

It is doubdessll'more important for species conservation to
maintain large wild populations in their natural habitat than
considerable captive populations. However, the pressures on
a number of wild populations bv hun-ran elephant conflicts,

is relative small. ln Spain a large park is currently being
established for surplus of zoo born Asian elephant bulls.
There are already two large parks in the counttl' fs1
problematic African elephants (Cabarceno and Reserva

poaching of 1'ouns elephants and other disturbances b1'man
(e.g. destructive agricultural practices, fuel wood extraction
etc.) seem to bc the reasons that cause continuous inflov'of
u.ild elephants into captive pc>pulations in the vears to come.
Taking this fact into consicleration sovernment and nongovernment conservatiorr agencies har.e to flght for relevant
elephant keeping thcilities where elephants are kept under
modern.*'elfhre guidelines but also uncler the considerations
of conservation, such as capti\re propagation of genetic ancl
behavioural dir.ersities, conservation mindcd education and
promotion. This soal is best reached bv:

Natural el Castillo de las Guatdas). There is a tremendous
experience in South Africa on elephants kept in fenced tange
areas and it u'ould be u'orthr'"'h ile to learn from South African
experts (see Garai, 1997 ; 2001; 2()02).

1.

Nlaintenance of junglc based estal>lishments aLrcl, rvherc
selective log.qing hacl to be st<.,pped, local people ancl
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In acldition to the Elephant ()rphanage in Pinnau'ala, Sri Lanka
there are se veral other, [I()re or less similar establishments,
u.here c>rphanecl neonate, infant, and iuvenile elephants are
cared for (e.g. in Thailand, in Assam or in Nlalaysia). As known
from the studies in Finnawela, many orphans show retarded
bod1 gro.,'"'th, their daill' food intake is significantll'lov'er than
that in vr.rung clephants grou'ins up ',"'ith their mothers and/
or all<;mothers, thel'ate not familiar with efficient methods to
prep^re tl-re foocl and thel are sociallt' n<>t fully integrated (c.[.

40

Fig.2. (Survival rate according to age of wild (adapted from Sukumar 1991 and Kurt 2001) and captive populations (Kurt
2001, Mar 2001,2002). N{ales

ot total: black;

females: red lines.

Wild population
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* data from Emmen (}Iolland) and Hagenbeck (Germany).
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Kurt, 2l)01;

2('t02; ()arai,20()2a,

\\t'ihs t,r/.,2t)Q2). The fact that
manl'orphans are kept sociallt'more or lcss isolated, i.e. lack of
"aunts" and other subadult and aclult helpers, na1' be intur
alia, a reason for the extreme high mortalitl'at young ages, as
often seems to be the case. It is well knorvn that certain adult
females are exttemely altruistic and therefore willing and capable
of nursing the orphans (even females that have not reproduced
before). Such allomothers should be available in all orphanages
as well as in all transit homes. The1, '*'ould guarantee that
behavioural diversity is preserved.

As it is well known From translocated juvenile orphans in
African elephants (Garai, 1997;2001;2002b; Garai & Carr,
2001) sociall)' non-integrated elephants ma)r face later
difficulties in mating (bulls killing females or e\ren buffaloes
and rhinos) or parturition (killing of newborns, as it is also
very well known from Asian elephants kept in western zoos).
Such obsen'ations must be taken setiously, since they teach
us that survival of reintroduced juvenile elephants may only
be a short-term success. Success of reintroduction can only
be measured long term, once we know that the elephants
are capable of fending for themselves, remain healthy, are
integrated into a social organization, can reproduce and do
not cause problems. Accordingly all released orphans should
be marked, not necessarily with radio-collars but with easily
visible optical marks as well as with chips, and they should
be monitored continuousll, from the moment of release. This
is also important from the point of view of animal welfare.

If

monitoring is not carried out properly certain animals
may escape and latet end up dead when the tadio-collar
tightens round the neck with the growth of the elephant,
slow\' 6[eLittg the animal.
Well maintained elephant parks, orphanages, and transit
homes allow the keeping of elephants free of chains and in
social groups in appropriatell' furnished paddocks. This
allows the elephants to express their natural behaviour
patterns, and provides them with exercise and opportunities
to socialize. Elephants kept in such a way convey more
understanding of the species and its requirement to the visitor
and insight into the necessity to protect the species than
"dancing" elephants or elephants that are forced to ride
bicycles, paint canvas, play football, guitar or mouth-organ.
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The Asiqn elephonf (Efeph as mqximus): its hqbitqt, stqlus qnd distribution in
Arunqchql Prodesh, Indiq
Bharath Sundaram . Surendra Varma, Arun Venkataramanand Raman Sukumar

Abstract The sun'e)'
and status

of

assessed forest

elephants in some areas

contiguitl', distribution

of Arunachal

Pradesh

Tirap and Papam-Pare had high, medium and low abundance
areas respective\r Qualitative information on district wise

to identifl' likely gaps in the protected area network. The

elephant status, distribution and conservation is also

survel, also examined changes seen in elephant distribution
between 1984 and the present. The study was carried out
through field and questionnaire surve)rs in the administrative
districts of the state. Elephant habitat maps with vegetation
types and elephant distribution information were produced.
The encounter rates of elephant signs per kilometre were
calculated to ascertain specific zones of high, medium and
low elephant abundance. Based on the results, East Kameng,

presented. The survel' found very patchy habitat in many
areas and many areas that are important for elephants do
not fall under the protected area network. The paper also
discusses specific recommendations for conserving the
species and its habitat.

Keywords Elephant, Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Humanelephant conflict.

fntroduction
Arunachal Pradesh, the largest state in the north-east India,
covers an area

of

83,743 km2 between 26' 28'-29" 30'

N

and

97" 30'-97" 30' E. Lying in the Eastern Himalayan region of
the Himalayan biogeographic zone, Arunachal Pradesh is
located at the junction

of

the Palaearctic and Oriental (Indo-

Malayan) realms (Rodgers

&

Panwar, 1988). Arunachal

Pradesh comprises mountains that ring eastern Assam, terrain
thrown up by the sharp twisting of the Himalayan ranges as

they turn suddenly from a southeastern to a southerly
direction. These mountains drop precipitously into the
tropical lowland evergreen forests of the region. Because

of

the wide gradients in elevation (50 m-7,000 m asl) and

annual rainfall

(1

,000 mm-5,750 mm), an a:ray

of forest types,

ranging from tropical evergreen forests, tropical semievergfeen forests, riverine semi-evergreen fotests, subtropical pine forests, temperate broadleaved forests,
temperate coniferous forests, alpine forests, and high
montane grasslands are seen. Such a diversity of habitats
harbouring rich plant and animal life, packed into a relatively
small are4, makes Arunachal Pradesh a hotspot of global
biodiversity. It is also home to over 5,000 species of plants
(including 600 species of orchids), 500 species of bitds and
29 species of mammals listed under Schedule I of the Indian
Wildlife Protection Act. These include 4 species of latge
cats, 7 species

of

primates, and 3 species

oI

goat antelopes.

There are over 100 species of amphibians and rePtiles
recorded from the region (Anon. 1994).
Arunachal Pradesh shares international borders with Bhutan
in the west (border length 160 km), China to the north and
northeast (1,080 km), and Myanmar to the east (440 km).
Culturally diverse, Atunachal Pradesh, with a population
under 10lakh (of which 70% are tribal people), has 21 mafor
tribal groups with over 100 e thnically distinct subgroups and
over 50 distinct languages and dialects. Spread ovet 14
districts, the people of Arunachal Pradesh practice seminomadic swidden agriculture (also cilIed jboom cultivatioo),
terraced wet agriculture, high montane pastoralism, and
traditional trade and barter. Arunachal Pradesh is a Iand of
mighq' rivers such as Siang, Dibang, Lohit, and Kameng, all
of which ioin the Brahmaputra in the Assam valley Over
70'h of Arunachal Pradesh is forested, md 17-8oh of the

total land area falls under the protected area network (Fig.
1), with one Biosphere Reserve (BR) (Dibang-Dihang
Biosphere reserve), one Tiger Reserue (fR) Q"lamdapha Tiger
Reserve), one National Park (IrlP) (Mouling National Park),
10 Wildlife Sanctuaries (WLS) and one Orchid Sanctuary
(Sessa Otchid Sanctuarl). Eighty-six Reserved Forests (RF's)
account for an additional 72.7'/o o[ the total area. The rest
of the forested areas come under the pun'iew of the 3,649
villages in Arunachal Pradesh and are classihed as Village
Forest Resen'es (VFRt) or Unclassed State Forests (USF's)'

Bharath Sundaram, Surendra Varma,
ArunVenkatatarr:.aln & Raman Sukumar

At least tw'o populations of the Asian elephant (Ehphas
nainns) extend along the Himalayan foothills and plains

Asian Elephant Research and Conserr.ation Centte
(A division of the Asian Nature Conservation

from northern \n'est Bengal eastwards through Assam, Bhutan
and Arunachal Pradesh (Sukumar, 1989). It has also been
estimated that 10,000 km2 of hill1' habitat may be available
for elephants in Arunachal Pradesh alone. The Arunachal
Pradesh trorest Depattment estimates the population of
elephants in the stete at 4,000, u'hich is twice that o[ an
earlier estimate (Lahiti-Choudhurt', 1980). This discrepancv
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thc lact that elephants movins into r\rlrnachal

and s'hen thel occurred. Proximit_r' to the closest human

from z\ssam u'cre also counted (AESG Rcport, 1981). In
c<-rllaboration u'itlr the Forest Department, the Task Irorce
of the IUCN/,\sian Elephant Specialist Grcrup (Lahiri-

settleme nts u'as also noted. [n addition to ftelcl data collection.

Choudhurl', 1980) mapped the distribution of elephants in
northeast India (Lahiri-Choudury et a/., 7984). Hou,er.er,

included information on distribution, movement patterns,
and numbets of elephants. Since verl' ferv elephants in
Arunachal Pradesh are resident, data on seasonalitv of
sightings/mo\rement rvere also collected. Fieldrvork was
carried out during the dry periods of 2001.

ct

'ulcl

l>c clue k r

rvidespread destruction of foothill forests through
developmental and other anthropogenic actir.ities have
shrunk the range of the elephant, consequently restr'ct ng 't

to smaller landscapes having very little connectivit)'. An
increase of encroachment in forested areas has also led to
an increase in elephant-human conflict.
The prime objectives of this survey were to assess the forest
contiguit)' and status of elephants, to identify possible gaps
in the protected area network in some areas of Arunachal
Pradesh, to examine the changes seen in elephant distribution
betweeo the 1984 stud)' and the present one, and ta proiect
all the data on maps that could be used by both the Forest
Department and researchers for better managemenr and

further research.
Methods

The status and habitat available for elephants were
determined through field sun'eys and questionnaire sun'e)'s.

Field survelrs were undertaken in East Kameng,

$57est

I(ameng, Papum-Pare, Lower Subansiri, Dibang Vallel', Lohit,
Tirap and Changlang districts of Arunachal Pradesh. Survey
of India toposheets were used to assess forest contiguitf in
the low- and mid- elevation (100-900m) areas. Information

regarding the area was first gathered from the Divisional
Forest Office, after urhich animal trails in the forest were
identified. These trails were then traversed on foot, and data

on elephant signs, i.e. dung, pad marks, scratch marks, and
feeding signs were collected. GPS locations were taken at
kilometre intervals, and the habitat at that point was classified
by noting geographical features, and the fout species of rees
characteristic of the vegetation in the nearest vicinity were
noted. Direct sightings of elephants were also recorded as

Table 1 List of

areas where

seconclarf infcrrmation rvas gathered through questionnaire
surre ):s in villages and Divisional Forest Offices. This

Encounter rates (freqyency of sighting elephant signs per
kilometre traveled on foot) were calculated ffable 1). From
these encounter rates it was possible to determine, within
the study area, specific zones of high (encounter rate in the
range 4 and above), medium (encounter rate in the range 2.5
to 4), and low (encounter rate in the range 1 to 2.5) elephant
abundance.

Maps wete created using Maplnfo Professional, ArcView
GIS, and GIWView. La1,s1r .1 political boundaries, prorecred
atea network, forest cover were created using VMap Level 0
data (the data set was derived from 1-km resolution Advanced
Verl' fli*1l Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data spanning
a 12 month period, from April 1992 to N{arch 1993), and
Global Land Cover Chartcterization datasets obtained from
the International Steering Committee for Global Nfapping,
Geographical Sun'e)' Institute, Japan. The GPS sur\re)' points
'\vere overlaid on the forest co\rer map (Fig. 2), and infetred

elephant distribution (from secondarl, information) was
plotted (Fig. 3).
Results
The elephant ranges in Arunachal are mainly distributed along
the foothills adjacent to Assam. Elephants are found usually
between the altitudinal range from 2,000 to 6,000 m asl but
there is some evidence to show that they could migrate to
higher levels in seatch of food and other resoutces especially
during v/inter months. A total of 1,600 elephants were
estimatcd for the state during 2001 elephant census (Forest

ground surveys for dung were carried out, with encounter rates for each area

Distance Number of
walked ftm) signs

Encounter

L.rr.l

Bandardewa

RF, USF-

l2

2.33

Chessa Papum-Pare Bandardeu,a
Kimin
Papum-Pare Bandardewa
Deomali Tirap
Deomali
Deomali Tirap
Deomali
D'Ering East Siang Pasighat

RF, USF
RF, USF.RF, VFR
RF, VFR
WLS

8

I]

1.88

15

24

1.6

Khellong
Khellong

Area

District

Chessa Papum-Pare

r

lP'

Jellosa

llas t

Kameng
East

I\ameng

Iorest ljlvlslon

Protection

28

nte/km

15

79

5.21

7

29

4.14

l6

88

5.5

WLS

12

78

6.5

\(1LS

15

89

5.93
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Departmer.rt, unpublished teport). \\'ithin Arutracl'ral Pradesh,
elephants occur in Papum-pare, Lorver Subansiri, East Siang,

r\ssam <lue
cultivation.

to the

large-scale trlnsformation oF land fnr

East &West Kameng, Lohit Dibang Vallev, Tirap &
l>apant-Pare and I -oaer

Changlang districts.

East and lVest Kameng disticts
Areas surveted in these nvo districts incluclc Pakhui \\'t,S

and Iihellong Forest Dir-ision, both

of

rvhich support

abunclant elephants and experience severe hun-ran-elephant
conflict. The high abundance mal be due to these areas
bordering Nameri NP and Sonitpur RF in Assam, from where
elephants tend to mo\re out. \\'hile the forest t1'pes in Pakhui
\\ILS range from semi-evergreen to evergreen *'ith Patches
of secondarl'jbooru forests, the forests in the Bhalukpong

side (I(hellong Forest Division- Amartala, Doimara and
Papum RF's) are mostl)' degraded, u,ith some patches of
evergreen forest still existing due to their inaccessibilitrr
Elephants range right from the foothills of the Dhansiri rive r
(at the Bhutan botder), to Papum RF east of Pakhui V'LS. A
specific arez of high human-elephant conflict is Tipi (a town
close to Bhalukpong). The position of the Tipi Orchid
Reseatch Centre (situated

increased levels

in a natural elephant

Path$'ay),

of human encroachment, and

the
construction of a Territorial Range Office on an elephant
path have been the reasons for increasing levels of human
elephant conflict. Project Elephant has recognised the
I(anreng -Sonitpur interstate luea (ca 4,300 km'z) as an
Elephant reserve Q'ilational Elephant Consetvation Action
plan, 1992), but this area experiences a lot of pressure in

,fabansii Di.rtids

The areas survel'ed in these t'wo districts include the Itanagar
\flLS and Bandatderva Forest Division, which had medium
highly migrant animals' These areas
elephant abundance,
"vith
are also highly ftaumented and degraded due to human
encroachment and illesal deforestation. r\reas such as Poma,
Jote, I{imin, FIoi, Tataiuli, Chessa, Hollongi, Changmara,
I{okila, Tengabari, and Baliian have a matrix of habitats
composed of semi-er-ergreen ftrrest, evergreen [<rrest, and
.cultivation. Unplanned development in the Itanagar area has
also destrol'ed much of the habitat and has been identified
as an issue of concern in 1984 (Lahiri-Choudhurl" 1985).
An elephant reserve has been planned in Papum-Pare district,

but the success of this plan depends entirely on how
effectively' encroachers can be removed' This area shows
vety little influx of elephants from Assam because the areas
on the Assam side ate completely under cultivation.

In the Subansiri

range

of Panir RF (Bandardewa Forest

Division) disturbance affecting elephants has been observed.
Dolunmukh is a village botdering Panir RF, which has not
reported the presence of elephants for the Past 10 years due
to such disturbance. Though the disturbance has ceased a
few 1'ears ago, elephants are )'et to return. These areas have
large patches of semi-evergreen and evetgreeo forests. Mote
interesting\., Dolunmukh was reported to have been an area

of high human-elephant conflict

1 Eagles Nest WLS

2 Sessa Orchid Sanctuary
3 PakhuiWLS
4 ltanagar WLS
5 Kane WLS
6 Yordi Rabe Supse WLS
7 Mouling NP

I
I

Dihang-Dibang BR
D' Ering Memorial WLS
'10 Mehao WLS
'11 Kamlang WLS
12 Namdapha TR
Wls- Wildlile Sanctuary
NP- Nalional Park
BB- Biosphere R6erve
TR- Tiger Heserve

G{rh
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1984). A maior hldroelectric project

ofa dam across the Subansiri
I-nhit

involvins

rhe

consrrucrion

Dirtitt

The floodplain areas of the Lohit River, such as the Paya
and Digaru Ranges, were surve)'ed in the Lohit Forest
Division within this disttict. Of the 7 ranges here 2 showed
seasonal presence of elephants. Dung encounter rates
indicate that these areas have medium elephant abundance.

Affected heavily by flood, the landscape in these areas is
highly amorphous. Struck by a major earthquake in 1950,
many

of the natural forests of this area were destroyed due

to inundation and the changing of the course

of

Saccharam grasslands and plantations.

Plantations were established following the earthquake to
restote some of the original fore st. In providing fresh herbage
for elephants after the first rains, this area assumes immediate
importance and hence it is necessary to bring these areas
undet the protected area network. This area is also heavily

disturbed due to the presence of 'kbatis' (herds of
unproductive catde). Overgnzingwas seen the Digaru area.
The Paya and Digaru areas are approximatell' 300 km2 in
size, and this area supposed\'has at least 70-!2 klturts @a,

Di.;tict

The areas in and around Nfehao WLS were surveyed. N{ehao
WLS (281.5 km'Z) lies along an elevational gradient and
evergreen forests are found up to 900 m (an area o[ around
100 km']). This area shows medium elephant abundance, and
appears to be highly disturbed with a high degree of
encroachment (especiallf in the I(oronu and lppipaani areas),
where the people are not aware that they are living in the
midst of a wildlife sanctuarlr. Elephants that use the DibruDeomali elephant corridor sometimes visit this. area.
Changlang

Dirtict

Namdapha TR (1985 km) is located on the Myanmar border,
and movement of elephants to and from Myanmar cannot
be totalll' ruled out. This area was found to have low elephant
abundance. A survey by our team in 1999 also yielded very
poor results as far as elephants were concerned. The forest

types

in Namdapha TR range from

semi-evergreen to

evergreen on the lower reaches. Evergreen forest habitat has
been found to be sub-optima for elephants and this may be
the reason for their low abundance.
T;raP Dirtrict

of

catde). Such large number of cattle is
bound to put undue pressure on the grassland ecosystem,
2500-3000 heads

11/e1,

the Lohit

River. The habitat in this area is a combination of secondary

riverine forest,

Dihang I

is also being planned.

and should be brought under control. Choudhury (1999)
has also cited illegal capture of elephants to be common in
this district, but no such instances u/ere observed during this
study.

Fiq.

lClosed Canopy Foresl
E Open Canopy Forest
E Agdculture

2

Extent

of

In this district, the Deomali Forest Division (286 km2)

was

surveyed. The Arunachal Pradesh Forest Corporation used
this area for timber operations until 1997 and selectively felled
patches are recuperating. This is an area of high elephant
abundance, with elephant influx from Nagaland in the west, as

forest cover in Arunachal Pradesh

50

0

50

Krlometers
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well as movement of elephants from neighbouring Joypur
RF in Assam. A large number of natural salt ltcks (pungs)
were found in the Namsangmukh area. These areas are
classiFred as VFR's and RF's, and must be incorporated into
the protected area network, taking into account their value

Discussion

Tinsukhia
for
NP) to
Dibru-Saikhowa
(especially
around
and Digboi areas
this area and vice-versa

habitat. Mosaics

elephants. Elephants also frequently move from

East SiangDis*ict
The D'Ering Memorial \flLS was surveyed in this district. The
D'Ering \fLS (184 km2) is composed mainly of Vettiaeia
grasslands and plantatiorc of Dalbergia znd Bombax. It is
of high elephant abundance and is used
another
^teeseasonally by elephants (before and duting the monsoons)'
The zrea is also flood prone and is rendered a virtual island
during heavy rains and flood. Heavy siltation occurs in the
areas affected by flood. Elephants frequendy ctoss over from
Jonai and Kobo Chapori in Assam to this area. Cited as an
important movement path for elephants (Choudhury, 1999),
the Dibru-Deomali elephant corridor includes D' Ering WLS,
Jonai and Kobo Chapori areas (Assam), Dibru-Saikhowa Nl
Joypur RF and Deomali Forest Division. Consequendy, this

whole area (ca 4000 km2) is under the Dibru-Deomali
Elephant Reserve. Presendy D' Ering WLS is not protected
effectively due to the shortage of manpower and resources.
As a result many people from Pasighat and Mebo use it as a
hunting gtound. Frequent burning of the grassland also occurs.

Habitat patchiness and Elepbant-Haman Conflict

Most of the areas surveyed, excepting

of forest

a few, showed very

patchy

types such as semi-evergreen'

degraded thoomed forests, degraded gtasslands and degtaded
riverine forest are interspetsed uzith cultivated lands. During
their attempts at maintaining normal ranging pattem, elephants
encounter an increased interface between natural vegetation
types and cultivation. Elephant-human conflictwas a common
problem in most of the areas surveyed. The people of

Arunachal Pradesh have always been livingin close proximity
to their forests, but uncontrolled development has already
destroyed many prime elephant ateas, such as the foothill forests
in Papum-Pare district and Lower Subansiri. The problem of
elephant-human conflict is compounded by the fact thattlarge
proportion of agdculture in Arunachal Pradesh is subsistence
agriculnre. Crop depredation affecs the subsistence agdculturist
very hard, and the existing system is not equiPPed to deal with

this problem. The formulation and implementation of a
compensation scheme will greatly help improve relations
between the common people and the governmental agencies
involved.
Gaps in

tbe

pmtected arca rctu'ork

Many areas that are imPortant for elePhants do not fdl under
the protected area network. The Deomali area in Tirap district
is one such example. An important link in the Dibru-Deomali
corridoi, this area is Presendy classified as a VFR. It is not only

important to bring some areas under the Protected area
network, but existing Parks and sanctuaries must be well

protected as well. The D' Ering Memorial \(ildlife Sanctuary is
for elephants as they use the grasslands
a very imPort^At
^tea
extensively for feeding. Limitations of manporver and resources
make the job of protection difficult, and a solution to the

problem lies

Fig.

3

in finding a cost-effective temedy to ensure

Distribution of Asian elephants in Arunachal Pradesh based on a questionnaire survey
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protection bv

inr'<--,h.'ing

thc local communities. Since the

eleplrant populations in the northeastcrn region knorv no
political bounclaries, it is necessan'to ensure their protection in
the neighbourin.q states of Assam, Nleghalaya and Nagaland.
Unprecedented levels oIdeforestation in Assam often cause
problems in the areas where cross-border moven-rent of

elephants is common, as for example

in the Kameng

@orderingv-ith the Sonitpur and Balipara forests of Assam)
and East Siang-Tirap @ordering with Dibrugarh-Dieboi areas)
zones. The Forest Department in these states must \Mork out
a common strategl' f61 1le protection of elephants on a regionwise scale b)'identitpng these ke)' areas.

Fig.4 The location o[ K
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Prutnntion ol kqy ltabitats

Habitats such as the riverine semi-evergreen forests and
grasslands ate extremelv important for elephants, as thel,are a
readl' source of forage, e special\' following the first rains. These
habitats are constantl), under thteat due to possible conversion

to cultivated land. A viable alternative to livestock grazing is
stall-feeding and this must be promoted in a large scale in
order to reduce the pressure on forest resources. It is very clear
that there can be no long-term solution u'ithout the combined
elfort of the Forest Department and the indigenous people
of the area.

ng Sonitpur area tn the Arunachal Pradesh and Assam

canopy Focst

canopy Facst

Fig. 5 Map of the Dibru-Deomali zrer of Arunachal Pradesh and Assam
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Mqn-elephont conflict in Assqm, Indio : is there ony solution?
Bibhab Kumar Talukdar and Rathin Barman

Abstract Assam is one of the important

states in India that
conserving elephants in the wild for
centuries. However in recent times, due to gradual shrinkage,
fragmentation and deterioration of habitats, and increase in

have had the legacy

of

human population around elephant habitats, the conflict
between man-elephant conflict has increased in Assam.
Fragmentation in elephant habitats has enhanced the level
of elephant depredations in crop fields, further worsening
the already tenuous interface system. Due to the increased

conflict between man and elephant, mutual intolerance and
animosity has also increased resulting in man killing elephant
and elephant killing man. This is indeed a crucial and most
critical management issue, which needs to be addressed
through the adoption of innovative approaches.

Keywords man-elephant conflict, habitat, poison,
managefnent, conservation, Assam.

Introduction

Elephant population and conservation

The state of Assam occupies a special place in the context
of the elephant conservation in India (Stracy, 7963; Gee,
7964; Lthiri-Choudhury, 1 980; Santiapillai & Jackson, 1 990;
Choudhury, 1991,1997 & 1999; Bist, 2002). Around 207o

The gloomy aspect

of

India's elephant population are found in Assam. In fact,
Assam alone accounts for more elephants than Myanmar,
Thailand. Indonesia or other South East Asian countries.
Howevet in recent times, as a result of unabated shrinkage,

fragmentation and deterioration

of

habitats, elephant

depredation on cultivated ctops has increased in various parts
of Assam, leading to conflict with man. There has been an
increase in the number of incidents of man-elephant conflict
in Assam in recent times (Ialukdar,7996) and a number of
elephants have also been poisoned in the Sonitpur district

of

Assam during the later part

represents an extreme example

of

of

the year 2001. This

man's intolerant attitude

towards the elephant, which has now raised widespread
concern from wildlife conservationistg NGOs, general public
and the mass media.

In this paper, we address the history of elephant conservation
in Assam, the gradual changes in habitat and the current
trend and people's perception towards elephant conseryation.
tried to analyze the factors responsible for the
mutual intolerance between man and elephant in the context
of the recent conflict, and at the end, based on the study, we
offet a few suggestions to minimize the man-elephant conflict

of elephant conservation in Assam is
that from 1993 to 1997, the population of elephants
decreased from about 5,524 to abot 5,372 (Iable 1). Serioud

decline in elephant numbers has been recorded in the central
part of Assam, while the elephant population in the southern
part of Assam has virtually gone astray. \fhile fragmentarion
of habitats has isolated elephant populations, poaching has
reduced them to levels below the minimum viable population
size, thereby making them extinction prone, as has been the
case in southern Assam. There is a need for us to understand
the ecological requirements of the elephant for its long-term
survival in the wild, and its impact on the flora and fauna.

The protected area network in Assam today comprises some
2,860 km2, which represents 74oh of the managed forests
and 3.6oh of the total geographical area of Assam. The
reduction of elephant population is mainly due to deaths of
elephants from poaching, poisoning, diseases, electrocution
and unknown factors besides naturd mortality from old age.
Ho-uzever the adult male:female sex ratio of elephants in
Assam remains hedthy at7:1.29 (in 1997), although reduced
somewhat compared to the situation 1993 where the adult
male:female sex ratio was 1:1.58 (Iable 2).

Sfle have also

in Assam.

of the maiot concerns about elephant conservation has
of the elephant population
from the Barak valley, located in southern part of Assam.
Sukumar (1 989) referred to the presence of 100-150 elephant
in this area. However this population had been gradually
One

been the almost total extinction

decreasing and by 1993, when the Assam Forest Department
carried out a census, there were only 18 elephants. By 1997

Bibhab Kumar Tdukdat and Rathin Barman
ARANAYAK
Samanwoy Path (Survey)

PO: Beltola
Guwahati - 7U, 428
Assam, India
E-mail: bibhabl @sancharnet.in
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the population was reduced to just 5 individuals, which is
not viable at all. During 1993-94, almost a dozen elephants
were reported from the Barak valley, of which two were
declared rouges and subsequendy killed by the government
in 1996, and poachers are believed to have wiped out the
rest. This might be the likely fate awaiting other elephant
populations in parts of Assam in the near future

if

corrective

steps are not taken.

Gaiah XL: $uly 2003)
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worst affected areas. Such degradation and lragmentation
led
to the loss of prime elephant habitat in Assam and
have
have become the main factors contributing to the current intense
man-elephant conflict. Between 1991 and 1999, the Forest
Survey of India recorded a decrease of about 600 km2 in the
forest cover. On the north bank of the mighty Btahmaputra
River alone, more than 1,500-km2 forest atea has come under
human encroachment. A number of Reserved Forests in
Assam such as Nanoi RF, Rowta RF, Maibat RF, Dhekiaiuli

Cultural affinity with the elephant

as the

of the elephant .on the people o[
Assam is unique which could be hardly experienced in other
parts of the countrl'. The elephant happens to be the part of
the Assamese culture and ethos. Nowhere in India are thete
are so many folk tales as well as folksongs about elephants
as in Assam. Assamese have grown up watching elephants
and listening to the stories and songs about elephants, which
highlight tlr'e amazing bond that exists between man and
elephant. The region has also contributed towards the
knowledge about elephants, especially that concerning their
capture arid management. Elephants are used on different
auspicious occasions and in cultutal processions and pageants.
Furthermore, the words of command used to train and
handle elephants throughout the country are similar to those
The cultural influence

RF, Batasipur RF, Sonai-Rupai Sanctuary Chatiduar RF, Balipara

RF, Nameri NP, Pabhoi RF, Biswanath RF, Naduar RF

Current studies carried out by various'remote-sensing
agencies have also shown the reduction in total fotests to be
more in Sonitpur District of Assam between 1999 and 2000
than recorded between 7994 and 1999. Morc than 86.75 km2

used in Assam.

(about 1.77o)

Recent studies carried out by the Indian Institute of Remote
Sensing, using the techniques of remote sensing Geographic
Information Service (GIS) and phytogeographical analysis
have shown that biodiversity is at great risk in Assam as a

of the age-old practice of ihum cultivation. A
of dense evergreen forest is now being

continuous belt

fragmented. Patches

of evergreen forest

are gradually being

converted to secondary forest and degtaded in many areas.
Karbi-Anglong and North Cachar Hills have been identified

Table 1 Number

of

of

the forest area has changed from 1994 to
1999, while 145.44 kn,-r (about 2.86%) has changed ftom
1999 to 2001 (Srivastava et. a1,2002). Moist deciduous forest
of 229.64 km2 has been lost berween 1994
totaling
^n ^rea
and 2001 and the decline has been more acute from 1999 to
2001 where some 143.40 km2 of moist deciduous fotestwere
are^
lost. Between 7994 md 2001 encroachets damaged
^rt
of
Much
in
the
district.
forest
km2
semi-evergreen
of 2.55
to
the
attributed
can
be
loss
in
these
the forest cover
Parts
large-scale encroachment, aided and abetted by politicians,

Loss of elephant habitats

result

for subsequent conversion to agricultural land. lU7ell-oganized

of

elephants recorded in the Forest Divisions
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Behali RB that form a continuous Bhutan-Assam-Arunachal
Pradesh elephant belt is under severe threat.
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encroachers .o'itb the supp()rt trom political leaclers are
destrof inu the fbrest cover in the Sonitpur District. They are
well armed and prepared to [<ril eviction at the risk of lite. On
one occasion, on 28 Lprtl 2002, u'hen the forest c,ft]cials
accompanied b1' polic.e started the eviction drive against
encroachers in Nameri National Park of Sonitpur District, a
local member of legislative Assemb\, G\{t-A) of Assam and
his supporters set ablaze the Rangajan Chapori anti-poaching
camp inside the national park to halt the evicrion drive. A case
was registered against him in Rangapara Police Station [or
violating Sections 147 / 148/ 149 / 353 /436/447 and 506 of the
Indian Penal Code. The MI-A has been interfering in the eviction
drive against encroachers for a long time, ever since he was
elected as MI1A. Such political interference has led to further
degradation of present elephant habitat. Hence, it is inevitable
that ordinary people will suffer along with elephant from the
intense man-elephant conflict in the district.

Man-elephant conflict

It

appears that areas u,'[-rere tl-re maximum deforestation has

taken place are the areas where the n-ran-elephant conflict is
intense. Large-scale destruction of forest in the Golaghat,

Sonitpur, Darrang, Tinsukia, Dibrugarh and Lakhimpur
Districts has resulted in intense man-elephant con[lict here.
The Gohput RF in the Sonitpur District is now total\,

of the forest evident. Similady other
Reserved Forests such as Balipzra,, Chariduar, Naduar,
Biswanath, Behali, and Singri in the Sonitpur District are
under heavl' encroachment and forest destruction is on full
swing due to political patronage given to the encroachers. In
the Golaghat District, which is one of the prime elephant
habitat and migratorl' route from KazirangaNP to Nagaland,
has been bad\' affected because of forest destruction and
subsequent encroachment by tea plantations in some areas.
RFs in Rengma and Doyang are merely on paper, since in
encroached with no sign

for the elephant and other

reality tea gardens and other crops and development activities

animals has suffered gready from an acute scarcity of funds.
The forest staff has not been paid salaries for months. Lack

have taken over. The Nambor RF in Golaghat is also
threatened with forest destruction, timber extraction and
subsequent encroachment. In the eastern Assam, RFs in the
Upper Dihing and Lower Dihing are also degraded from
timber felling and other developmental activities including
the oil refineries, thereby forcing the elephant to move out
of the forest in search of its basic necessities and in the
process causing man-elephant conflict as well. This is seen

The forest

of funds

^rea,

rr:,anagement

has also curtailed anti-poaching and forest

of funds is either belated or
uncertain given the lack of priority at the State government
level. This has led to a shortage of manpower, equipment,
and poor infrastrucnrre development. The plight of the forest
staff working in far-flung areas goes unnoticed by the
government. However, Mr. S.S. Bist, Directqr, Project
Elephant of the Government of India, has revealed that the
north-eastern states currendy receive a large amount of
Itnancial assisance from the Ministry of Environment and
Forests for conservation of forests and wildlife, including
special fund for conservation of the elephant under the
Project Elephant of the Government of India. Nevertheless,
the situation in the field remains rather gloomy in view of
the general insensitivity and lack of vision on the part of
the state government. As a result the state government of
Assam finds it difficult to utilize fully the funds earmarked
protection activities. The flow

for wildlife conservation or elephant conservation. This
problem needs both political and administrative solutions.
The finance secretary of Government of India should be
informed well in advance about the anticipated central
government funds earmarked for the state government for
elephant or other wildlife conservarion initiatives, so that
tl.re same provision is made in the state annual budget. It is
mainly due to the non-provision of the allocated money in
the state budget, that problems get worse and the central funds
hardly reach the field to deal with the situation effective\'.

as a consequence

of

the destruction

of

the elephant habitat.

Elcphant collccts bigbwal toll

As a result of the latge..scale destruction of forest cover in
the Golaghat District in the past two decades, elephants
moved to the National Highway 39 (which goes to Dimapur
in Nagaland from Kumarbandha) in their search for food
from the trucks, buses and other vehicles passing using the
highway and a ferv accidents have taken place. The highway
bisects the Nambor RF, which is one of the oldest RF in
Assam and had dense forest cover until two decades ago. At
present, about 4070 of the northern side of Nambor RF
have almost been encroached, thus putting immense pressure

on elephants on their way to seek food. However, elephants
have also learnt the art of stopping vehicles on the highway
during food crisis, and only after they are provided with some
fruits, do they allow the vehicles ro pass through the highway.

This may apper fanciful but it is true. In a stretch from
Rangamati in Golaghat District to Silanijan in Karbi-Anglong

Table 2 changes in the population composition of elephants in Assam (1993-1997)
Year

Adult

Subadult

luvenile

M:F

M:F

M:F

Cow :Calf

Makhna : Tusker
Subadult

Adult

1993

I :1.58

1:1.47

1:1.52

1:0.55

1:0.54

1:0.77

1997

l:1.29

1 :1

.05

1:1.12

1.:Q.63

1:0.59

1:0.42
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District of ,\ssam on the highv-ay' 39, elephants <,rtien block
the road for vehicular traffic and ask fbr 'tax' in the fcrrm of

forest areas or illegally settlecl in the forest areas, so far, no

tbod. Transpotters use this highu'ay to haul sugarcanc from
Nagaland to Assam and other parts of lnclia. Some truck
drivers started the habit of providing sugarcane to elePhants
on the road as a gesture of goodwill. But subsequendl', this
has habituated the elephant to exPect food from all the
vehicles going down the highwar,! Elephants would stop
vehicles for food. It is still undear when elephants in Nambor
developed this peculiar habit, but Choudhury (1993) reported
an observation dated 14 March 1982, when a forest range
officer saw a herd of 18 elephants stopping a truck carrfinq
sugarcane and pulling out the canes from the loaded truck
and disappearing into the forest. This phenomenon can still
be seen especially between November to April. Local people

for the loss o[ revenue. Even cases of human deaths and
injuries are oot properl)' attended with ex-gratia paymbnts. This
has eroded much of the public sympathv towards the elephant
in areas where the human-elephant conflict is severe.

and even the drivers passing along the highway have become

so familiar with this tlpe of 'toll' collection by the elephant
that they often carry with them food such as bananas, sugar
cane or biscuits. Such phenomenon has also been reported
from Digboi area of eastern Assam where the elephant herds
block the vehicular traffic for a long time during April-May
and November-February.

schemes have been implemented for providing comPensation

ElEl:ant ruortali4t
According to the Forest DePartment of Assam, from 1989
to 1997, pozchers killed 41 elephants. From 1998 to 2001,
some 147 elephants died from various causes (Table 3).
Poaching, electrocution and poisoning have been identiFred
as the major threats to elephants in Assam. Some elephants
have died of diseases, which needs to be studied in-depth
studies if elephants are to be secure against outbreaks of
such contagious diseases as anthrax or Foot and Mouth Disase
(FMD). During the same period, 37 elephants died from
unknown causes which may be concerned with diseases.

Crop damage b1 elephants

Deaths due to unknown causes must be investigated scientists
of the veterinary department. They should also be reported
to these scientists as early as possible so that they get have
time to visit the spot, examine the carcasses, and perform
postmortems to determine the exact cause of death.

The main season of depredation by wild elephants is from

Mass poisoning of elePbafis

October to January which is also the main harvesting time
in Assam. This is also the time when elephants find it
increasingly difficult to find food inside the fotest since the
condition of forest itself has deteriorated substantially in
the past few years due to ovel exploitation and encroachment.
In order to save the crops from the marauding wild elephants,

there has been a direct cooflict of interest between the
cultivator and the wild elephant. Every year wild elephants
in Assam damage a sizeable atea of cropland. However the
exact area ofcrop damage has not been calculated through lack
ofverifiability on the part ofthe concerned agencies. In order
to protect the standing crop of the cultivators residing close to

Poisoning of elephants by culprits in Sonitpur District of
Assam has dented the age-old bond between the elephant
and man. It is related to the encroachment of forests' Assam
cutrently accounts for about 90o/o of the cases of poisoning
elephants, about 25nh of the cases of electrocution and
about 507o of the cases of elephants being run over by ttains
in the country. Indeed nothing has defamed the elephant
management in Assam more than probably the mass poisoning
of elephants it 2007. Mr. S.S. Bist, the InsPector Genetal of
Forests and also the Director, Proiect Elephant of the
Government of India, has commented that the incident of

of

Table 3 Causes of elephant mortality from 1998 to 2001 in Assam. (Source: Fotest Department)

Causes

of death

Gunshot
Poisoning

Old

age

Electrocution

Train accident
Tiger predation
Infighting
D iseases
In jury
U

nknown

Total

Gairh

2I2z

(ulv

2003)

| 998

2OO1 Total

1999

31

l8

"

3
11
124
517
79
-6
-4
314
31
837

41

20

53

3

l47
45

1

()

J

z

42
4

27
3l
8

10

147

19.
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mass poisoning of elephants provides a case study of rhe
insensitivity and technical handicap that generally characterizes
the forest administration in the North East India. Although
the first carcass of poisoned elephant was detected in Nameri
on2July 2001, yet it was not before the mid-August thar the
state forest department took notice of the incidents and sent
senior officers to visit the site of mass poisoning of elephants.
By the time the senior officials visited the site, considerable
damage has already been done to elephant. Lack oftechnical
competence has been a major disadvantage of the forest
department in taking stock of the crisis.
Therewere reports from the villagers and forest staff that about
8-10 elephants were found dead in the reserved forest and
village areas outside the Nameri Nationd Park sinceMay2CfJ.T.
In fact we found a dead elephant iust outside the Nameri NP
on 3June 2001 on way to Seiiusa in Arunachal Pradesh, which
is adjacent to Pakhui wildlife Sanctuary. However no forest
ofFrcials found it necessary to examine the cause of death or
alert their countelpans in other forest areas. It seems everyone
is iust concerned on what happened within his area of
jurisdiction. If the elephant died just one meter outside his
area of iurisdiction, he hardly attends rhe case. The territorial

division of forest department often thinks that the wildlife
matters, even within its territorial jurisdiction, will be taken
care of by the wildlife wing, vrhose office may be located 100
km from the site where the elephant diEd. Shifting of the
responsibility for protecting and deding with poisoning has
been responsible to some extent for the forest departrnent
inabiJity to control the mass poison of elephants in the disrrict
of Sonitpur. Even the role of the police in nabbing the culpdts
involved in this heinous crime has been a disappointment.
Over 17 elephants were reportedly poisoned to death, and
polce could arrest only one person!
Furthermore, the forest staff wds also confused on the cause

of elephant deaths once the carcasses were detected. At first
they claimed the elephant deaths wete the result of infection
by liver fluke, followed by anthrax and only then identi$ring
the cause as poison using chemicals called "DEMECRON".
Identification of causes of elephant deaths should be le ft to
the scientists from veterinary departmenr Forest saff should
not pretend to be veterinarians. rVhat the forest saff should
have done was to call the veterinary expert from the College
of Veterinary Science, based at Guwahati to visit the site
and discern the cause of death as s6on as possible. These
experts, if informed on time, could have investigated the
cause and offered possible preventive measures for the future.
The.seriousness of this kind of crisis, whether epidemic or
man-made problem, needs to be understood and realized.
Of course everyone learns from mistakes, but it should not
take too long to rectifl, 5uqh mistakes. It is a good sign that
the press in Assam has helped publicize the tragedy, as a
result of which the state government became more serious
about the plight of the elephants. Even the Chief Minister
of $.ssam has convened a meeting of forest ofhcials to
discuss the problem and expressed his deep concern.

fbund that the labourers of various tea estates around
the elephant habitat have easy access to these pesticides, which

has been

they often use to kill fishes in lakes and ponds. They also sell
these pesticides to villagers. Thus most of the water bodie s are
affected with these poisonous chemicals and much of the fish
population has suffered by their accumulation in their tissues
(bio-amplification). A few culprits have used these pesticides
inside fruits preferred by elephans, which die as a consequence
of eating them. What is more disturbing is that the elephant
being the largest mammal received much publicity from the
poisoning cases, but the same process has killed numerous
fishes, insects, reptiles and other animals inhabiting these water
bodieswith no aftention being directed towards theirplight.
The government should monitor the easy access of the tea
plantation workers to such pesticides, and to the culprits intent
on killing elephants.

On October 2002, Frve more wild elephants were poisoned
to death in areas of tea plantations in the Sonitpur District
suggesting that the poisons were used either within the estates

or in their vicinity. The use of pesticide by tea growers needs
to be monitored stricdy, and legal action should be taken

against them

if they are guilty. It

appears that the

organophosphate pesticides used to kill elephants were from
the tea gardens.
Hzman casualties
Between 1990 and 2001, wild elephants killed more than 450
people across Assam. On average some 38 people lost their
lives (range 15-52), which translares roughly into a human death
once every 9.6 days. According to Choudhury (1999) berween
1980 and 1994, some 670 elephant related human deaths
occurred in Assam. He further adds that in 1985 alone,85
persons died in the conflict in Assam. Some of the state
governmeiat officials are of the view that elephants have
increased in number and hence human casualty at the hand of
elephant is on the rise, which is not true. On the conrrary,
elephant numbers have gone down in Assam from 5,524 in
1993 to 5312in1997. Some state government officials are of
the view that more elephants need to be captured from the
wild to minimize the man-elephant conflicr in Sonitpur and
elsewhere.

However, it is unlikely to solve the conflict since no one has
seriously addressed the issue ofpeople sttaying into habitats
occupied by elephants, which in fact is the crux of the problem.
Most of the administrators and politicians in Assam ovedooked
the fact that capture of wild elephants irr Sonitpur and elsewhere
in Assam had failed to give desired result. This due to the fact

that the contractors, who get the permit to capture wild
elephants often target the calves or juveniles which are easier to

capture and train. This has not helped minimize the manelephant conflict. Even the electric fences erected in parts of
Sonitpur district have not offered any respite owing to poor
design and management coupled with the lack of goodwill of
the local people. It is high time we evaluated the past efforts
and develop a sensible strategy that could reduce the man-

The current study found that the rampant and uncontrolled
use of pesticides, mainlv by the tea estates, has beccrme a

elephant conflict in Assam. If only wheo problematic elephants
are identified and captured, that villagers around the affected

maior threat to elephants as far as poisoning is concerned. It

areas

lna\ get some relief.
Ga,ia,h
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(a) So far the construction
There are four inter-state elephant reser\€s in Assam, ancl thel'
too har.e expetienced great clisturbances due to human
interference, as a result oI u'hich elephant depredation has
become a cause for concern affrong the ftrrest managefs,
especially those direct\' involved with elephant management.
The frequency of elephant depredation is given in Table 4.

ARANAYAK, a Society for Biodiversitl' Cotr..ru"tion in
North East India, started an education-aware ness programme
in the Assam part of the Kaman-Sonitpur Elephant Reserve
in March 2002 with the support from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Sen'ice. As part of the project, ARANAYAI{ has
been working closely with the district administration, police
and forest offtcials along with all the village heads o[ the
fringe villagers living around the Assam part of SonitpurSonitpur Interstate elephant reserve. Alreadl' fir'e villagerlevel meeting and more than 20 educational cum awareness
programmes have been organized in various parts of the

Sonitpur District in collaboration with other NGOs and
Police and Forest departments. Such effort has paid dividends
since no case of elephant poisoning was recorded since

March 2002 ]n the district. Once this au/areness cum
education programme proves effective, ARANAYAI{ will
initiate a similar programme in other interstate elephant
reserves in Assam.
Recommendations
The recommendations can be divided into two categories:
(a) those that are feasible, and (b) those that are challenging.

The feasible recommendations are those that can be

of elephant-proof

trenches,

establishn-rent of ele ctric fences ancl adopting other measures
to prevent crop degradation had been the responsibility oFthe
forest department. Such initiatives need to be taken at indir.idual

level too so that the people living along the peripherl' of
elephant habitats can look after the maintenance o[the barriers.
Eco-development initiatives need to be taken up in the fringe
villages to encoLrrage the villagers to adopt alternative livelihoods

such as horticultute, poultrl; pig farming, bee-keeping and
fi sheries instead of expanding ttaditional agricultural practices
b1' encroaching into more forest areas. Anti-etephant
depredation squads involving the villagers need to be set up
especially in those few months when elephant depredation is
known to escalate. Furthermore, awareoess programmes for
the villagers must be carried out by the NGOs and government
agencies to enlist the support and participation oIthe people

in protecting elephants and minimizing the conflict.
Compensation as ex-grarta should be paid to the affected
families within the shortest possible time to minjmize their
suffering, otherwise they would be further antagonized. In
addition, we realize that it may not be practical to stop jhum
cultivation, as it is a way of life among the villagers in Assam.
However, some effective measures should be taken along
the fringe areas of elephant habitats and elephant corridors
in order to reduce such agricultural practices. Furthermore,
commercial timber extraction in the remaining patches of
elephant habitat should be stopped immediatell'. Power lines
passing through prime elephant habitat and corridors should
be telocated. It has also been observed during the study that
the digging of ditches by oil companies often become death
traps for manl' calves and juveniles. These ditches must be
filled to minimize the death of elephants.

implemented b), the government and the people, while the
challenging recommendations, as can be inferred, are difflcult
but not impossible to implement, provided the government
and the people are determined to sole the problem of maneleohant conflict in Assam.

(b)

It is only

through the adoption of a coordinated and

balanced effort for overall forest management and rural
development can the present trend in man-elephant conflict be
reversed. Since Assam still has more than 167o of forest cover.

Table 4 Intensity of elephant depredation in the four inter-state reserves

Name

XIanas-Buxaaldapara
_f

()nith 22:

area (kmr)

elcphant
number (I\)

2,622

.tL)4

KamengSonitpur'

1,265

670

Dibru-Deomali

1,49r1

336

Kazirar-rga Karbi
r\ nsolons-l ntrn ki

4,116

1,828

(fLrlr' 2t)t)-i;

no. of protected
2fCAS

I2

frequcnci, of
depredation

loq'

verv hish
38

high

high
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Introduction
The value

of captive elephants

Currently in North America, there are about 280 captive
Asian elephants. The question is often asked: "Do caPtive
elephants truly benefit their wild counterParts?"
We feel that the answer is 1as and will present evidence from
specific areas to reinforce our answer.
Captive elephants serve as good will ambassadots for their
wild counterparts. Elephants capture human attention in
multifaceted ways. The public and young Potential scientists,
are drawn to this charismatic mammal. Every day, elephants
in facilities of all kinds plant important seeds of conservation
in fertile minds, creating concern and raising consciousness
of the world's greatest land animal. If we are to teach people
the impottance of conservation, we have to reach them in
as many ways as possible.

Captive elephants provide an opportunitl'for people to learn
more about elephants. Education serves conservation, and
that education take s man'1' forms. Ultimate\', the more people
know about elephants the more likell' the1, are to care about
what happens to tbem as a species. Elephants are a ke1'stone
species with important ecological interactions with other
fauna and flora. The study and conservation o[ a keystone
species allows manl' other smaller species to be helped.

Detailed knowledge of inter-species interactions is useful to
conservation efforts.

Captive elephants provide opportunities for conservation.
whether it is
Captive elephants raise public awareness
facing wild
the
challenges
or
about
about the animal itself,
need to
and
the
conflict
elephants such as human-elephant
in
awareness,
Public
areas.
identify and support protected
on
consetvation
policies
important
public
turn, helps drive

and habitat protection, and also provides imPortant
opportunities for fundraising.
Financial support for conservation comes not only from
people who experience captive wildlife exhibits, but also from
the organizztions who exhibit captive elephants. Zoos,
circuses, wildlife parks and Private exhibitors are uniquely
able not only to communicate important consel\ration
messages, but also to raise funds for conservation thtough
special fundraisers, gate Proceeds and even from general
revenues. N{ember organizations from gtouPs like the
International E,lephant Foundation, which comprise both
commercial and non-commercial exhibitors, come together
to support lmPottant conservation and scientific study
proJects.

Captive elephants aid in scientihc study which can be applied
in the field. Captive elephants help validate field techniques
used in conservation. F'or instance, in a carefullt'controlled

experiment using captive elephants, dung extracted DNA
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was compared to blood extracted

sl-rowed that dung is a source

extractetl DNA fron-r rvild elephants is a useful and in-rportant
t()ol to ans\\'er some consen'zrtion questions, such as genetic
diversitf in sn-rall or isolatecl populations.

Captive elepl-rents oiict unique oppottunities kr intinrateh'
unclcrstentl hos' tl'rese anitlals function. Nlr-rch has bee n

learnetl :tbout elephant phvsiologr', biologv
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communicatior-r it is ottcn neccssafl to stuclt' ()nc sc.nsor!
nrodalifl'at a time in an up-close context. Thus captive elcphants
allow a startins point for collecting basjc information about
how elephants communicate. A substantral amount oF our
understanclins about the details of elephant communicarion
originates from captir-e elephants. For example, to demonstrate
that infrasound is produced bv Asian elephants, itrvas necessarv
to use the sound-friendh'environmentof
and the close
^zoo
proxinrin, of a single elephant at that zoo Qavne et a/.,1996).
Recordings proving such elephant-emitted noises opened the
way' for 1,ears of field research about how elephants utilize
these sounds.

Olfaction is an important sense driving mammalian behavior.
Our ongoing research into elephant olfaction has shown that
elephants behaviorally demonstrate the extensive and precise
use oI their olfactory' s)'stems in complex life situations. Thus
a fundamental

biology question, "how do animals cope with

their environment?" can be partially answered by linking

rnight bc an individual elephant problern which rna.r. be
nt on tbat inclividualt gender or hormonal state, ()r
even the time o[ year. Such cletailed knou'ledge is important
if specific biocbemical information, such as the identitl, of
indi'r.idual pheromones, is to be utilized in the management
Lrut

depenc{e

of *'ild elephants
for example in developing deterrents
betrve en cropland and crop raiding elephants. Most
importantl)', information about chemical communication
needs to be utilized now, not twentl, years from now, if it is
to effectivell' benefit wild populations of. elephants.
Physiology and Reproduction
Elephants, both rvild and captive, are a challenging animal
to manage due to their great size, strength and intelligence.
Carrf ing out detailed research into physiological parameters
is simpll, not possible to do safe\' in the wild. It would be
unrealistic to think about easily collecting blood samples daily,
or even weekly, from a wild elephant. However, by intensely
studying captive elephants to further our knowledge about
biologv and ph1'siologl', these captive animals do effectively

specific elephant-emitted chemical compounds with elephant
behaviors. For example, chemical signal mediated behaviors
have been demonstrated to be female-to-female, male-to-

contribute to conservalon.

male, female-to-male, mother-to-offspring and male-tofemale (Rasmussen & Krishnamurthl', 2000).

!(ith

Our understanding of how elephant olfaction works is
improved by easily collecting excretions such as urine and
breath, as well as secretions such as temporal gland and
mucus, ftom living captive elephants to allow biochemical
and molecular anal1.ss5. Armed with the identity of active
chemical signals, we can figure out how thel' work, which
signals are ephemeral and which ones are long lasting. In
captivity we can easily and rapidly confirm these biochemical
results b1' bioassays with living elephants ar each step. lndeed,
elephants exhibit observable and measurable responses to
pheromones, facilitating the correlation of biochemical and
behavioral events (Rasmussen et a/.,2003).
Our ability' to link behavior and biochemistrl' allows more
rapid understanding of the results in the real ,.xzorld of the

elephants, man), medical diagnostic methods, including
radiographl', have been limited in their scope because of the

size of the animal. Since 1995, a new procedure,

ultrasonography, is revolutionizing our understanding of

elephant biologl, (Hildebrandt et al., 1995, 1997).
a clear view of many internal organs
of elephants therefote providing us with previously unknown
intimate knowledge about elephant biology. Through
ultrasonography scientists have a better understanding of
Ultrasonograph)'offers

important biological issues in elephants such as the rimeline
of ovulation, and internal physical changes that occur as
elephants mature and during musth. The knowledge gained
b1' closell' study'ing numerous captive elephants in facilities
in the Vest is being shared in elephant range states everJ,
Year.

animal. Two outstanding examples exist for the Asian
elephant. The pre-ovulatotl'pheromone of the female Asian

To successfulll'presen'e any species,

elephant was identified through work on capti\/e elephants

essential. Ultrasound technologl' has made a significant
difference to elephants b1, contributing new information, and
this knowledge has recentl)' allowed successful assisted

in North America, and was subsequent\' r'alidated in

the

wild (N{yanmat and India) through behavioral observations
and biochemical anall'ses (Rasmussen et a/., 7996). A

a

detailed understanding

of the reproductive process of the particular

animal

is

u,as

first identified in captive North American elephants, as
was the discoverr of the "honer"' musth of teenage .r\sian
males and the chernical explanation of moda musth

reproduction techniques. While the number of elephant
calves produced thtough Artificial Insemination (AI) may
not yet be enough to significantll'contribute to consetvatton
of the species, bt'u'orking tovard successful and repeatable
AI, our unclerstanding of the physiological reproductive
process of elephants has been, and continues to be, greatlv

(Rasmussen et a/., 2002).

enha ncecl.

In otcler to hate the tools f()f better manauing this endansered
it is imperative t() understand the extent of their use
of chemical communicati<.rn throush the translation of the
chemical signaling function. [lo$' pheromones rvork, hou,
thet aficct behavior benveen conspccifics and horv thel'can
be used to possibly modulate elephant behavior clirectll.
begins to acldress some conservation issues such. as crop
raiding and huntan-elephant cont-lict. For instancc, crop
raic{ing bv elephants is not necessarilt' a population problem,

Captive reprocluctive studies clearl.r' help conservation
decisions. For example, studies of the caprive population
have shorvn that alth<-rugh females may have .normal,

pheromone

of

musth male temporal gland secretion that

sends varf ing messages

species,

to both

sexes

of

elephant societl,

horm<>ntl estrous ct'cles as measured in blood serum or fecal
samplcs, sorne have reproductive tract pathological conditions

reducing their fecunditr' (i.e. making them poor breeding
candidates). Interestinglr', these captive assessments
dernonstrate that these reproductive tract changes usuallv
occur rvhcn a temalc has not had an opportunitl.to be
Gai::h 22:
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presnxnt ven ofter-r These abnormalitie

s

can onl_\' bc cletccted

bv a detailed internal assessment, primarilv ultrasonosraph\.
(Hildebrandt et a/.,2000). Such information is useful in making
consen'ation decisions on horv to best preserve wild elephant
populations with disproportionately high numbers of females.
For instance, in an almost exclusivell, female population, if
most oI the females are older and har.e not had an opportunity
to conceive for some time, these females may experience similar
reproductive tract pathologies as seen in captive animals, therebv

reducing even further the potential for pregnancy. These
populations would therefore benefrt from a relocation infusion
of both males as well as younget reproductively active females
as the best way to ensure future population gtowth.

Another example of our basic understanding of elephant
biology being enhanced by captive elephants is in the field
of endocrinology. It'ilas discovered that elephants have two
luteinizing hormone surges; one is anovulatory and occurs
about 21, days prior to the second ovulatory surge. In
elephants, ovulation occurs about 24 hours after the second
ot ovulatory luteinizing hormone surge. Elephants are the
onl1,621tr-^l knou,n to have this unique double luteinizing
hormone surge. This significant physiological finding was
possible through an intense study of captive animals, as it
was discovered only by closely monitoring captive elephants
by daily blood sampling throughout the estrous cycle to
determine the most fertile period forAI @rown eta/.,1999).

In regards to diseases, particularll' those which may be shared
by humans and elephants, such as tuberculosis, much has
been learned from captive elephants. Captive elephants are
known to contract the same strain of tuberculosis as humans
(Mlcobacteiam taberczlosis), and as c^ttIe (M. bouis). These
vadous strains have been diagnosed in captive elephants, and,

where necessarl', effective treatment protocols have been
formulated and implemented (I\{ikota et a/.,2000). These
t1'pes of illnesses ma1, also affect wild elephants and more
studies are needed to understand this possibiliq,. Havingwell
established diagnosis and treatment plans, as studied in
captive populations, will assist in an1' possible detection and
there fore re solutions of such problems occutring in the wild.
Focused studies of capti'r'e elephant pathology have also
identified an elephant specific herpes virus. Although the
virus is highll' fatal to young, capti\re born Asian elephants
(Richman x a/.,1999),it is unknown at this time how prevalent
this virus is in the wild elephant populations in Asia, and
rvhat possible impact it may have on the conservation of
these populations.

r\s the elephants' rvorld shrinks, and the humans' u,orld
increases, such zoonotic cliseases tnav expand. Elephants, as

t'ell

as humans, may be increasinglr ancl more quickll
exposecl to ne\\' r'irus and bacteria thet jump from other

lI this l,ere to occur, the information gleanecl br'
of ckrse studl oI captive elephant populati<.rns in

species.

I'ears

Glah 22: (ulr'2l)t)3)

detection and tre'.rtment c>f cliseases will be invaluable in helping
to preserve u'ild populations of Asian elephants.

Conclusion

Helping Conseruation
Elephants are centerpieces of manl'conservation issues. Thel'
are charismatic ecos)'stem engineers of economic importance
)'et their needs often conflict with those of humans (Sukumar,

1991). Humans, as the dominant species, have the
responsibility to decide who gets v/hat resource, when, and
hovz much. Elephants help call attention not only to th€ir
needs, but to the requirements of other species. Therefore,
an intimate knowledge about elephant habits and needs,
including communicative, physiological and reproductive, is
important for long-term conservation decisions.
The translation and exchange of information ftom captive
to wild is important and needs to be rapid as time is running
out for the Asian elephant. Recent exchanges of information
between elephant managers, mahouts, veterinarians and
reseatch scientists from Asia and from the $/est have
escalated, and the elephants can only benefit from such
educational interactions.
\Western exhibitors of captive elephants are providing
increasing support of conservation projects and issues in
elephant range states. In the U.S., a group of commercial

and non-commercial exhibitors as well as wildlife
organizations, worked for legislation to provide federal funds
for Asian elephant conservation. This was the creation of

the U.S. Fish and riflildlife Sen'ice administered Asian

Elephant Conservation Fund which was signed into law in
1997 nd continues to financially support many important
elephant projects all over Asia through the use of government

funds and private matching donations, many of which are
provided b1' western exhibiton oI captive elephants.
areas available for elephants are shrinking daill'. Due to
a lack of habitat in most range states, elephants may face
death or captiviq' as their on\' ep6.rttt. Some wild areas are
in realitt' captive sanctuaries. As elephants around the world
become more intensel), managed b1' humans, captivitl'will

Wild

have to expand.

Captive elephant facilities in Asia and in the West have

a

risporlsibilitl to promote and support elephant conservation
by sharing infcrtmation, by creating autareness of problems
and issues facing rvild elephants, and bv raising financial
support s'here p<,rssible. These facilities must als<.r promote
and support public education of these same issues. Of equal
significance is the cont.inued stuclt of elephant biologl
throush a rariet\ of projects, such as the development of

d)
technologr t(, prcservc the genetic cliversitv

of

the highli'

I

Iilde branclt T.8., G<-retitz, P, Pratt, N.C., Brown,J.l-.,

R.J., Schmitt, D.L., Fritsch, G.

endanqerccl Asian elepl-rant.

Ultrasonographl'
Captive elcphants are indeed irnportant to conservation, anc{

to the survival

of all elephants.
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Biogos from elephont dung: q meqns of mitigoting humqn-elephont
conflict
S. Wijel,amohan

Introduction
The human-elephant conflict (HEC) is one of the longest
unresolved problems in Sd Lanka. This paper attempts to
provide a solution to the HEC using the biogas ptoduced
from elephant dung. Biogas is not something new. It has
been known as eadl' as the 18'h and 19'h centuries (Gatg,
1980). It was introduced to Sri Lanka by the Industrial
Development Board in 7979 (Amarakone, 1981). Although
further development and work has been done b1' thg
Agriculture Department, the Ceylon Elecricity Board, the
National Engineering Research and Development Center,
and the Ceylon Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research
(Amarakone, 1981), biogas has never been very popular in
Sri Lanka. However during the past 100 years, especially after
the second world war biogas production techniques have

improved and highly sophisticated methods have been
evoh'ed in other parts of the wodd, namely in the USA,
India, and China. Nfany of these methods are verlr expensive
and highly technical.

Characteristics

of

biogas

mixture of anirnal faeces and plant material have been used to
produce biogas (Hansen,2001; Amer^tung ,1980; Gatg, 1980;
Amarakone, 1981). However, it is the first time that elephant
dung has been used in the production ofbiogas in Sti Lanka.

Biogas from elephant dung

of biogas plants around the wodd.
Nevertheless, a newly designed prototype biogas plant using
elephant dung has been set up in Puttalam, Sri Lanka. The
cost of production'il/as Rs. 5,000 (= US$ 50). The volume
of the plant is berween 375 to 400 litres and about 50 kg of
dry elephant dung was used. After a week the plant started
to produce biogas. The maximum yield was 50 litres per day
under ambient pressure, which meets the level of biogas
production levels achieved by Amarakone et al. lJ nder current
There are several types

estimation, 400-500 litres

of biogas undet ambient

atmosphetic pressure at sea level is enough to cook a mezl
of rice and 3 curries for a famlly of five. This would require
500 kg of dry elephant dung, but does not mean that such
an amount is needed every da1'. The 500 kg of elephant
dung would produce 500 litres of biogas daily for at least 14

After this peak activiry', the production rate will decrease.
However, biogas production is spontaneous and it can go
on for a ferv months.
days.

Biogas is also known as natural gas. It is colourless, odourless,

and smokeless when it burns. It is a mixture of gasses:
methane, carbon dioxide, hl,drogen, nitrogen, carbon
monoxide, ox)'gen, hldrogen sulphide and water yapour. The
major proportion of the mixtute consists of 60.700/o methane
and 30-40% CO2 (Hansen, 2001). Other gases are found in
trace amounts. It is methane that burns and gives off heat.
One molecule of methane has one carbon and four hydrogen
atoms. Chemists often write it as CH4. Biogas contains 6570
methane and yields 650 British Thermal Units (Btu) or 5,857
k. cals of heat per cu. ft or 0.028 cu. m., whereas gasoline

yields 120,000 Btu per gallon (Hansen, 2001). Biogas

is

produced b1' certain groups of bacteria and protozoa as a
byproduct, when they digest cellulose containing organic
materials, under anaerobic conditions. Thus practicallt,, 61o*",
can be produced b1' [ermenting cellulose using these
organisms under controlled anaerobic conditions. As a
tradition, cou'dung (cattle dung) is used as the source to
produce biogas, but it is true that biogas can also be produced
from the faeces of any herbir.ore or omnir.ore s,hich contains
cellulose material. Horver-er the faeces of various other
animals includinc that oI man, other plant materials, and a

An adult elephant, on average, defaecates at least 100 kg of
dung per day. This may be equivalent to a minimum of 50
kg of dry dung per day. Therefore 500 kg of dry elephant
dung can be collected either from droppings of one elephant
during ten da1's ot droppings of ten elephants during one
dayr Furthermore, using the present prototype gas plant, 500
kg of dung can be used to produce sufficient biogas for a
fami\' of fir'e at least for two weeks. Therefore, these ten
elephants can continuously supply dung for 14 fir'e-member
families in rotation. Studies show that about 707o o[ the
estimated population of 3,000 elephants in Sri Lanka are to
be found outside the s1'slsrrr of protected areas (I{ar1'awasan
et a/.,2002). They may produce a minimum of 105,000 kg
of dry dung per dav, which can be used to provide biogas to

around 7,500 fir'e-member families in rotation ever)' two
u'eeks. Since the newll'designed gas plant is being imrpoved,
the values gir.e above must be considerecl the minimum. Once

the production and retenti()n times are improved, hiuher
tarsets can be reached.

Why use elephant dung?
S. Wiieyamohan

Department

oI Biological Science

Facultv of i\pptied Science
\/.n'uni1'a Campus of the Unir-ersitl of Jaffna

Kurumankaclu, \/avuni1-a
Sri Lanka
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The rationale behind the use of elephant duns in the
ptrduction of biogas is to change the percepti<,rns o[ the
farrners s'l-ro often shoot elephants in the wild as thel are
regardcd simpll as a dangerous pest. I I elephant is to surr.ive
outsicle thc protectecl areas in Sri l-anka, some ways must be
()ria,h 22:
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found to reconcile the needs of the species with the legitimate
aspirations of the local people. As Eltringham (1994) argues,
one solution is to give the wildlife a value so that local people
will want to conserve it. The production of biogas and its
use by the villagers living in areas frequented by elephants
would give an economic vdue to the elephant.

As mentioned earlier, biogas production is mainly by the
fermentation of cellulose found in the cell components of
plants by certain groups of bacteria and protozoa. Catde
being ruminants, their dung has very litde plant fibre content.
Various plant materids can be added to cow dung to increase

biogas production. By contrast, elephant being a nonruminang its dung has considerably more fibres. The cow is
a fore-gut feeder while the elephant is a hind-gut feeder. In
the cow, the digestion and absorption of cellulose is almost
complete and the excreta contains very litde plant fibres,
whereas in elephants, the process being incomplete, the dung
contains a high percentage of undigested plant materials. As

a result, comparatively more biogas can be produced from
elephant dung than from cowpats without additional plant
materials. Furthermore one of the reasons for the failure of
biogas production in Sri Lanka vis-i-vis the situation in India,
is that people in general do not like to handle cow dung in
Sri Lanka. It may have something to do with the texture,
pastiness and the strong smell associated with cow dung.
But by contrast, handling dry elephant dung is much easier
as it is not as pasty and smelly as cow dung. Therefore people
would Iike to make use of elephant dung rather than cow
dung to produce biogas as a fuel for cooking.

the elephants intent on raiding crops. The height and intensiq'
the flame can be conttolled by anyone from a safe distance.

of

But this needs to be tested in the field.

As a cooking fuel Ftom the studies carried out by the
Department of !flildlife Conservation (D\flC) in Sd Lanka,
it appears that elephant depredations do not occur everl'day.
Therefore, after storing the gas required to deter elephants,
the excess biogas can be used for cooking. Cooking with
biogas offers many benefits in comparison to cooking with
firewood. It is easy as biogas gives off a pure blue smokeless
flame when it burns. This in itself would help keep the pots
and pans and the kitchen free of soot. Furthermore, to create
the blue fame with biogas, there is no need for sophisticated
burners as in the case with LP gas. Cooking with firewood is
a health hazatd and causes problems in the respiratory tract

and eye ailments as a result of the smoke. These
characteristics of biogas give an advantage over the use of
firewood as fuel for cooking, which is the maior source of
fuel for the majority of people living in areas frequented by
elephants. Promoting people to use biogas will therefore help
of hrewood from the forest nearby.

minimize the extraction

The D'WC can also make it their policy to use biogas in park
bungalows for cooking. This would set an examPle to the
visitors and also save purchasing and transporting expensive
LP gas cylinders from the city. Furthermore, viSitors who
fail to see wild elephants during their stay in the park may at
least derive some satisfaction of having enioyed meals cooked
with biogas produced from elephant dung!

How biogas can be used to mitigate the HEC and thus

The hotels, which have invested on ecotourism in

help conserve the elephant

frequented by elephants, can also use biogas produced from
elephant dung to cook food and keep food warm during the
buffet meals. These meals can be sold at a higher price to
the foreign toutists, if it would help conserve the elephant
in Sri Lanka. Foreign tourists would willingly Pay that extra
if they were convinced that they are ptomoting conservation
of elephants. The elephant dung used for this could be
purchased from the local people living in nearby villages. In
this way', the people who suffer constantl)/ from elephant
depredations will be able to derive extra cash from the sale
of the dung. Therefore, given that the villagers can derive
tangibte benefits from the presence of the elephant in their
neighbourhood, they would not like to see the disappearance
of the elephants from their neighbourhood.

As a detertent to w'ild elephants,Therc are several methods
to deter wild elephants from raiding crops. The mote effective
methods such as electric fences, trenches, etc are usually more
expensive as rvell. However, fire has been used from time
immemotial to deter wildlife including elephants. Even today
people carry fire-torches at night in villages frequented by
wild elephants. A fire line would be a very effective way of
deterring wild elephants. But establishing and maintaining a
fire line around a home garden or around an elephant habitat,
unlike an electric fence, is difficult but not impossible. To
maintain a ltre line with the available technology is expensive.
Usually either pettoleum products or firewood is used as
fuel to create the fire. Using petroleum products to create
the fire is easier but \rer)'expensive, and is be1'ond the means
of the villagers. On the other hand, using firewood to create
the fire line is bot only difficult, but environmentalll, un',viss,
as it u'ould encourage further encroachment of the forest
bv villagers in search of firewood.

areas

Biogas, as Lewin (1999) points out is a valuable source of
energ),, and so it has beerr used to cook food on many farms
in India, N{alaysia and China, and also used as fuel on a much
latger scale, even in highlf irris5lria.lized areas, to produce
electricity (as for example in Denmark, Los Angeles and Cook

Counq', lllinois).
Biogas is cheap to produce and easv to set up to maintain a
fire line. The raw material - the elephant dung - is freell'

available in the neighbourhood of the villages. It is not
proposed to keep the fire line on throughout the dal and
night. lnstead it is recomme nded that biogas be litrvhenever
the need arose, as it can be storec{ under Pressure. A fire line
around the horne gatden could be connected with 'fire pillars"
which r'"'ould give large flames for short periods to threaten
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As a high quality fertilizen The residue of biogas
production is a high qualitl' fertilizer (Hansen, 2001), and it
comes free. Toda1, there is a great demand for organicalll'
gro\iln vegetables. Crops grown using the residue will not
onll' vield bigger han'ests, they will also fetch higher prices
and thus bring greater profits to the villagers. Farmers will
therefrrre be assured of a hieh return ftrr their investment.
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The hotels in particularwhich attract the wealthl'foreign tourists
may purchase such organically grown vegetables at a higher
price therebl,wean the farmers from suing harmful chemical
fertilizers which are also vefl' expensive. The bllrroducts of
biogas production may in sorne small wali help compensate
the farmers fcrr the damage caused by wild elephants to their
croPs.

Other uses of biogas: In addition, biogas can be used as a
substitute for lighting in rutal areas. Most of the houses in
remote areas frequented by wild elephants have no electriciq'.
The people use petroleum products to light their houses.
Biogas can be used instead at very little or no cost. Biogas
also gives a brighter light. Successful trials have been carried
out to operate combustion engines using biogas. In this way,

compensating villagers adequately for their losses; and the
adoption of a multi-pronged approach to deal with HEC.
The use of biogas from elephant dung may relieve the pressure
on HEC b1' meeting some of the recommendations of the
Task Fotce. Villagers can obtain tangible benefits from the
elephant that is now considered a serious pest. It can become
an economic asset instead, if the use of biogas is promoted in
villages. Biogas may also compensate in a small wa1', the losses
incurred by villagers from elephants. Fire lines established using
biogas would also curb encroachment into forests by people in
search of firewood. Thus biogas from elephant dung can play
an important tole in mitigating the human-elephant conflict.
It can also make anyone think twice before shooting an animal
that is simply not a pest but an asset as well.

farmers can operate their water pumps or even electric
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the wild elephant is loss of
habitat from expanding agriculture. \7ild elephants are not
being killed for meat, hide or ivory since less than 7oh of the

In Sri Lanka the major threat to

bulls are tuskers Hendawitharara et a/., 1994)). Thus ivory
poaching is not a serious conservation issue in Sri Lanka.
But the loss of elephants from HEC is one that seems to
have replaced ivory poaching as a mafor cause of elephant
mortality in Sri Lanka. On average 3 elephants are killed per
m^ny reasons
week in Sri Lanka from the HEC. There
^re
for such an escalation in the number of elephants killed in
the wild: people who are affected by elephants, do not get
any compensation for their losses, there is no economic value
attached to the elephant, it has only a cultural value. No
wonder elephants are killed as and when they interfere with
agriculture. Unless there are proper regulations to prevent
the erosion of elephant habitat, the HEC is likely to become
exacerbated in the future. At the meeting convened by the
IUCN/SSC Asian Elephant Specialist Group in Cambodia

in 2002, a Task Force on HEC was fotmed.
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Eltringham. S.K. (1994) Can wildlife pay its way? Oryx28:
1,63-168
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The status of Asian elephant (Ebphas naxinzr) in Sri Lanka.
Country Report. A paper presented at the IUCN/SSC Asian
Elephant Specialist Group Meeting, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
27-30 May.

suggestions wete made to mitigate the conflict between man
and elephant. These include the provision of tangible benefits

Lewin, R.A. (1999) Merde: Excarsions into .fcientifc, Cuharal

to people from elephants frequenting their

and ,focio-Historical Coprology.

areas;

Elephants in stone (tloysala period,

c. 1260

A.

D)

Aurum Press, London
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Lqctoting elephqnt feeds o doy-old orphqned colf
R.C. Rajapakse and Samanthi Mendis

In the early morning of 14 October 2002, a da1'-6ld female
elephant calf was brought to the Elephant Orphanage at
Pinnawala, Sri Lanka by the officers of the Department of
Wildlife Conservation. The Director of the National
Zoological Gardens named the calf Tikiri (Sinhala for 'little
one'). As the baby u/as very thirsty on arivil, it was given
normal saline and 470 Dextrose to ddnk. At 0630 h, the calf
was examined by the veterinary staff and found to be alert,
active and highly excited. On examination, a wounded and
oedematous umbilicus, btuises over the vulva area and on
the lower lip, as well as minor inf uries all over the body were
observed. All wounds wete found to be infected and were
cleaned and dressed with surgical spirit and povidone iodine
solution. Moreover, negasunt powder mixed with margosa
oil was applied to the vagina in order to prevent maggot
infestation. To control bacterial infection. intra muscular

lnlectlon

s

of

Strepto-penicillin

forte

(Penicillin+Streptomycin combination) were administered for
five consecutive days. It was decided that Lactogen Formula
II milk powder with a dilution of 3 scoopS per 200 ml of
boiled watet was to be given to the calf at every one and
half hour interval. Tikiri gulped her first meal in a couple of
seconds via a rubber feeding tube as she was extremely
hungry, but her second mean given by the same method u/as
rejected. Therefore an infusion wire was fixed to the bottle
that allowed the calf to suckle the free end of the tube and

it proved successful. Greater efforts

were required to

administer further meals to the calf. She was reluctant to
feed even though the method of ptesentation was changed,
and preferred normal saline to milk. The following morning,
the calf was observed fo pass watery stools but remained
alert and had a good appetite. The body temperatute had
increased to 98"F and rehydration fluid (known locally as
Jeevani) was fed with milk. Diarrhoea was not observed again
that da1' with the calf retaining a oormal appetite. On the
third day, )'ellowish \r/atery stools were noticed, therefore 1/
3 of a3-care bolus (Halquinol bolus) was administered orally
3 times a da1' for 5 days.

Due to Tikiri's intense loneliness, it was decided that a tame
female elephant called Noni should be brought in to care
for the calf. Noni is a very gentle female known to look after
cal'r'es verl' well. She welcomed Tikiri warm\' with gentle
caressing with her trunk. The calf was pleased with her new
'mama' and was soon comfortable enough to suckle Nrtni's
dr1' 1rr.^t,. This behaviour encouraged us to introduce a
lactating female to the cal[. Thus l{omali rvas selected given
her gteat matetnal instincts and the fact that she is known to

R.C. Raiapakse and Samanthi Mendis
Veterinarl' Surgeons
Pinnarvala E lephant Orphanage
Pinnawala. Rambukkana
Sri Lanka
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allow other calves at the Elephant Orphanage to suckle from

her. Komali has a historl'

of

nursing and adopting her

grandson when her daughter refused to feed her infant calf.
Even though she was a good mother, there was a risk of
introduction since Tikiri was a stranfaer. Finally Komali was
introduced to Tikiri, with all the precautions to temove the
calf as quickly as possible should an emergency arose.
Fortunatell', this attempt proved very successful and Komali
began to nurse the hungry orphan.

Komali was kept in the shed with Tikiri starting from day
foug while her grandson Migara was sent out with the herd.
TVo and one-half year old Wgarz was being botde-fed in
order to meet his nutritional requirements. In addition to
Komali's milk, Tikiri was fed'ilith Lactogen Formula II, ten
scoops of it in 500 ml of boiled watet at two-hour intervals.
The calf was more active, alert and developed

a

good appetite

and passed solid faeces. Komalj cared for Tikiri as if she
was her own calf, but Migara's cries in the field would alarm
her, causing her to try and escape, and in the process push
Tikiri out of the way. For this reason, it was necessary to
keep Migara quiet and so every attemPt was made to feed
him on time. Due to the risk of Tikiri getting hit by Komali,
extreme vigilance was exercised while supervising the pair,
whenever N{igara was awa,y it the field. Komali adopted Tikiri
in this way during the first two weeks, which are the most
critical period of life as far as hand-reared elephant calves
are concerned.

Feeding orphaned calves in the eady stages their lives is the
most challenging task for managers of elephants in captivity.
The calves can very easily suffer from diarrhoea once they
are introduced to powdered milk, even when it is half-cream.
Sometimes the diarrhoea- malr f. due to bacterial,protozoal
or t-ungal infections. Stressful conditions such as separation
from the mother, the herd or the habitat, or even transPort,
starvation and dehydration can lead to diarthoea. There can
also be nutritional factors such as lactose intolerance or simple
indigestion due to the high fat content of the artificial feed
causing diarrhoea. The condition is exacerbated should the
calf fails to get cholestrurn from its mother withio the first
fir'e days following birth.

Introducing a nursing co'"v elephant to care for orphaned
cah.es turned

out to be the best solution given the

circumstances. Such a management tfeatment reduces the

stress suffered b1'the rescued calf, and provides an
opportunitv for it to receive the best milk and care from the
foster mother, who knows what to do better than even the
best mahout assigned to its care. Nevertheless, the constant
attention and vigilance of the mahout is essential, given that
the lactating cow is not the real mother of the calf.
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Tikiri was given powdered milk, according to the following schedule:

age

in

day's

t-2
J--)

5-10
10-30

31-60
61-90
90+

milk powder

3 scoops
10 scoops
15 scoops
20 scoops
30 scoops
40 scoops
400 g

boiled

water

feedins interval

200 ml

1.5 h

ml
ml

2.0h

ml

2.0h
2.0h
2.0h

500
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000

ml

ml
ml

2.0h

5 meals/day

After 3 months, the calf would learn to eat soft grass.

snl
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Elephants mating in captiviq' in Sri Lanka
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An overwiew of the methods for enumerotion of wild elephonts in Indio
S.S.

Bist

Introduction
Information on elephant range and numbers is important
for the effective conservation and management of elephants
in the wild. Despite their large size, counting elephants is
not often task. Nevertheless, reliable estimates of elephant
numbers, both within protected areas and outside, are
necessary to determine whether elephants are increasing,
decreasing or remaining stable in an atea. In man1, parts of
India, where competition for land is severe between man
and elephant, it is important to kno'w how large a protected
area ought to be in order to suppoit a viable population of
elephants. Furthermore, many management obiectives cannot
be achieved in the absence of reliable information on
elephant range and numbers. The following methods are
presendy being used for enumeration of elephants in India:
(1) Total Direct Count Q'{otthetn, North-Eastern and Eastem
India), (2) Line Transect with Direct Count (Southern India),

(3) Line Transect with Dung Count (Southern India), (4)
Block Sample-Direct Count (Southern India) and (5)
rWaterhole Count (Orissa and Southern India).

Total Direct Count

method relies on the experience of the forest staff and mahouts
(a) tracking and locating elephants, and (b) identifying and
distinguishing individual elephants and family units from one
another. During the enumeration in 2002, toal elephant habiat
in the State was divided into six zones which were further
divided into several 'Counting Blocks' as per feasibility of the
terrain, forest qpe, elephant densiry etc. Maps were prepared
for all the blocks showing details of important landmatks,
boundary, vegetation etc. One countingblockwis assigned to
one enumeration party. The enumeration was done over a
period of 7 days (11-17 March in two zones, 15-21 March in
one zone and 77 -23 March in three zones). Advantage of the
dry period was taken for enumeration as the elephants were
concentrated around fimited water sources and so rvere easy to

in

locate.

The initial six days were used for positioning of enumeration
parties and kankis, preliminary reconnaissance of elephants
and their signs and Frnahzation of tracking route. Actual
census was done on the last day by traVersing from the
opposite direction to the regular movement of the hetd.

This method is populat with the forest officers because of its
simplicitl', but not liked by the scientists as it is not amenable

Assan (1997)

to statistical analysis. It involves two essential steps: (a) searching
and counting all the elephants in a given area, and @) eliminating
double counts through suitable precautions and scrutiny of
data. Total Direct Count is usually carried out during the dry
season when elephants are easy to locate atound the limited
water sources. In some Protected Areas, grasses are burnt during

During the 1997 census in Assam, elephant habitats were
divided into three str^ta v12., high, medium and low,

winter, which increases the visibilty, and thus provides an
opportunity for enumeration of wild elephants. Such total

counts can provide information on the structufe and
composition of the population (e.g. sex classes, age classes, the
number of tuskers and, maknas or tuskless bulls). The
information is usually collected in the following format: Adults
(>7'), Subadults (5-7'), Juveniles (4-5'), and Calves (d"4').
Adult and subadult elephants are further classihed as tuskers,

of elephant populations as a Precensus exercise. Enumeration parties covered the high and
the medium density areas on kmkis and the low density areas
on foot on a single day (9 April 1997). An attemPt was made
to treat the Total Count statisticalll'. Immediately after the
enumeration, 1070 stratified sampling of the counting blocks
depending on the density

was done and counting was repeated in the sample blocks
on 10 April 1997. Two sets of counting data (obtained on 9

&10 April) for the sample blocks wete comPared to
determine the Standard Errot, which was then applied to
the Total Count to determine the confidence interval.
979, | 980 dz | 981)

maknas, [emales and unsexed.

Vestern

Assan (2002)

The method counting elephants in the !ilestern Assam (19791981) adopted b1' N{t. Deb Roy was inspired b)' the technique
of Mela .lltikar, the traditional method of capturing elephants
in the north-e^sr. I4eld .fbikar is practiced b5' phandis

Direct counting of wild elephants in Assam was carried out

b1'

engaging enumeration parties rvho traversed the fore sts either

on foot or on domesticated elephants (called krnkis). The

A:sant

(1

(profe ssional noosers) who chase fami\'groups of elephants
on kunkis.These pbandi.r, over a period of time, develoP great

Nes'Delhi, India

expertise in tracking wild elephants and identiff ing family
groups. During the third census (N{ay-June 1981), I\{t Deb
s26h comprising a kanki, a
Ro1' deplcryed two parties
phandi, an enumerator and an elephant attendant. The phandi
rvas to guide the partl'and its movement, identify the herds
and c<;unt the numbers, identify the sex and categorize the

E-mail: gajenclra@nic.in

animals into different age groups and dictate

S.S. Bist

Director, Ptolect Elephant
Govetnment of India
N'linistrl' of Environment and Forests
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enumerator the c{etails of individuals selected for identification
of the herd. He was also responsible for krcating fresh elephant
trails along his path, follo'*'such trails, and approach silently
and finally locate the herds. Each pany was to move in a general
east or u/est-bound direction in a zigzag fashion, covering much

of the area, so that no herds were left out during the exercise.
The parties traversed 30-40 km every day, made night halts in
the field and covered the entire census area in about 30 days.
Mr. Deb Roy recommended that each herd should be given a
name, but it is doubtful whether it was actually done.

such important features as tusks, shape of the back, tail, build,
height etc. The forest staff filled the checklists either.on the
basis of their own obsen.ations or collected the relevant
information from the villagers or the tea garden officials who
had seen the elephant in question. Double counting of
elephants was eliminated by comparing checklists of elephants
from the neighbouring areas and examining other circumstantial
er.idence such as time and place of sighting, previous history
etc. Screening

ofthe checklists was done

at the beat-level, range-

ler.el, division-level and the sector-level.

Nonb Bank of Brahnaputra (1982)

Tmcking of fani! groaps

In November 1982, enumeration of elephants was carried
out in the eastern part of the north bank of Btahmaputra
along the lines of the tracking method suggested by Mr.
Deb Roy. t'his 'vas followed by a sample count on 27
December 1982 under the supervision of Mr. A.H.

Family groups were counted by trackiog them inside forests.
Special tracking partie s on kunkis were deployed for counting

Choudhury. The entire census area was divided into 6 blocks

(strata) on a map, which were then subdivided into 131
compartments of suitable size so that each one could possibll'
be covered by one enumeration party on an elephant. By

using the Random Number Table, 13 compartments
tepresenting about 10%o of the total census area were chosen
from different blocks for sample counting. The sample
compartments were then located on the ground and their
boundaries demarcated. Attempts were made to cover the
whole area of the compartments on 27 December following
different trails of elephants. The data was statistically a;nalyzed,
to calculate standard error of mean population, estimate of

coefficient

of

variation

of

the total population and finally

the confidence interval of the total population. LahiriChoudhury (1991) used the stratified ratio method of
estimation to re-calculate the estimate of total population
of elephants in each stratum separately and also in all the

elephant herds. Each tracking parry had 2-6 kutkis * its
disposal, morc kunkis being pressed into service where
vegetation was dense or chances of encountering wild
elephants were good. It was found that tracking parties having
two or more krnkji could track family groups, observe all
the members of a family group and record details about the
height and sex of the individual members more conveniently
than a party with a single kanki.ln fact, when one enrunerator

filled up the checklist of the matriarch or other typical
elephants, the other recorded the height and sex of the
individual membets and yet another could look for the
'hidden' elephants. The enumerators could exchange notes
and together collect all the requisite information. The

of the tracking parties was so regulated that each
sector was covered twice during the census period by one ot

movement

two tracking parties. The tracking parties left for forests
befote dawn and attempted to encounter the family groups
when the elephants were resting. Each party carried a portable
wireless set and any information received by the local forest
staff and villagers regarding wild elephanrs was promprly

conveyed to them. 'On foot' parties were engaged for
covering hilly regions, which could not be traversed on
elephant back. It was felt that these arrangements were
sufficient to guard against any under-counting of elephants.

strata together.

Megbakla (2002)

The six districts having elephant populations were divided
into 38 counting zones. The exercise was cartied out in two
phases. Phase-I involved preparatory work and preliminaty

Over-counting of family groups was eliminated by comparing
one or more of the following features: (a) description of
one or more of the target animals (i.e., matriarch or other

surve),s. Phase-II involved ttaining of enumeration parties,
setting up watchtowers and hides at vantagepoints and actual
enumeration. Counting in each zone was carried out from
22 to 31. March 2002, The data collected b1' the enumeration
parties were scrutinized and errors were eliminated.

adult cows having any peculiar features) of the group
recorded through checklists. (b) size of the group. (c) numbet
of tuskers in the group and their description through

I\,lortbern

lY'e.ct tse4qal

(2000)

The enumeration of elephants in North Bengal, done in
NIarch-April 2000 under the supen'ision oI NIr. S.S.Bist,
entailed separate countins of unattached bulls and familv
grouPs.

checklists. (d) number o[ cows in the group. (e) number of
juveniles and cah'es in the group, and ($ time and place of
sighting. The exercise for detecting double counting was done
by the tracking parties themselves and then rcrified by the

supervising officers at different levels. Registration
unattached bulls and pre-census monitoring

of

of fami\'groups

was carried our from 24 Nlarch to 7 April 2000. Actual
tracking and enumeration of 'famill' groups was conducted
fron-r 0600 to 1300 hrs each day from 8-22 Apdl2000 with a
day ofT for rest

of

the departmental elephants.

Registration of nnattaclted bnl/s

Northtnt ll:2.rt Bugal (l 986, | 989 dJ | 992)
Counting

of

unattached bulls rvas done by the field staff bt'
registering them as to N'hether thev rvere sighted rvithin the
forest or encountered c.rutsirle the forest during crop raiding.
Registration rvas done bv means of a checlJisf rvhich contained

In northern West Bengal, total counting of elephants u'as done
in 1986, 1!)89 and 1992 using the 'Rolling Counr' method in
rvhich the eotire census area was divided into zones and census
Gaiab 22: flulv 2003)
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u/as done in one zone at a time n-roving from east to west.
Suitable arrangements were made tbr monitoring the elephant

sex can be obtained. Sampling methods based on indirect
€r'idence ma1' not give information other than elephant density

movement across the adjoining zones to avoid double
counting. As soon as enumeration was completed in a zone,

and population range.

some of the resources (e.g. trained elephants, compasses, etc.)
were moved ovef to the next zone.

Sampling with Direct Count
Kamataka (2002) dsTanilNatu (2002)

Orissa

2002)

In Karnataka

Reserve in Orissa, enumeration of
elephants is usually carried out during the monsoon. This is
based on a study that has demonstrated that with the least
input of time and effort, the success rate in elephant sighting
is the highest during August-September. However, during
the year 2002, enumeration was done all over the State from
5-7 May. The actual enumeration was preceded by a survey
to find out the beats: where elephants are either regularly
seen, or elephants \rr'ere seen during the last one month, or
where elephants are known to visit during certain months.
AII such beats were selected as 'Elephant Census Units'. Each
unit was assigned to an enumeration party comprising a Forest
Guard and two labourers. During the three days of census,

In the Simlipal Tiger

the atea of a unit was searched thoroughly. Some observers
were also put on watch to'\vers set up close to waterholes
and pools along the streams. Analysis of data involved the
elimination of overlap in elephant sightings in a partictrlar
unit during the same day or different days, and between
adjacent units.
Uthanchal (2002)

Counting was done in May 2002 betore the rains when the
elephants were easy to locate around the limited water
sources. The elephant habitat was divided into 'Counting
Units' and each unit assigned to one enumeration party.
Usually a unit coincides with an administrative beat. Three
copies of the map of each unit were prepared on a suitable
scale for marking the location of elephants. The enumeration
parties traversed the counting units on the appointed day
from dawn to dusk and counted all the elephants seen. The
counting was repeated second and third time after an interval

of

7 days. Simple average of the three counts was calculated

to get the 'Total Count'.
UttarPradeslt (l 991

In

6

/

992)

1991 and 1992, in the month

of

and Tamil Nadu sample counting was done
using the Block Count method (7 & 8 May 2002) and the
'Waterhole Count method (8 May 2002) under the guidance
of the Asian Elephant Research and Conservation Centre
(AsERCC). The Block Count was carried out primarily for
estimating elephant densities while the Vaterhole Count was
meant for ascertaining population stiucture. However, in the

final analysis, the data from both methods were pooled
together to obtain sex-ratios with larger sample size.

Block Count
Elephants were counted from samPle blocks selected
uniformly across the entire division. A compartment maP

of the division was obtained and approximately 307o of the
beats demarcated on the map were randomly chosen and
designated as census blocks. The sample blocks were
systematically surveyed by a team of 2-3 people and all
elephant sightings were recorded in the prescribed data sheet.
In addition, where possible, the age and sex of all the animals
seen were recorded. The mean density and range (confidence
intervals) of elephant numbers was calculated statistically
for each division.

Waterhole Count

of

perennial waterholes within each
division were observed between 0800-1800 hrs by a team
Iocated on a watch tower or hide. During this period, all
elephants visiting the waterhole trr'ere aged and sexed'
Elephants were classified into four maiot age classes based
on shoulder heights, viz. czlf (< 1 year), iuvenile (> 1-5
years), sub-adults (> 5-15 I's215; and adults (> 15 years)'
Animals wete sexed based on presence or absence of tusks
in the case of adults, subadults and iuveniles. Care was taken
to differentiate Maknas (tuskless bulls) from females using
body characteristics and shape of genitalia. Ftom this data,
sex ratio of adult elephants in each division was computed.

Approximately 30%

May, total count of

elephants was repeated three times after intervals of 3-5 days.
The data fot each )'ear !r/as subjected to statistical anall'sis to
determine its significance (by chi-square test) and to calculate

Line Transect Direct Count

9570 confidence limits for tbe mean population of males,
females, calves and unattached bulls as well as total mean

Transect- Direct Count method on 9 N{ay 2002 under the
superr.ision o[ the l{erala Forest Research Institute (KFRD.
In each block, a transect of about 2 km long was laid bt'
markins trees with paint or coloured biodegradable ribbons.

populati<-,n

of

elephants.

In Iierala, enumeration was done in all the blocks by Line

Sarnpling

These transects were covered on foot and the sighting

Sampling methods have been ttied in India usualh'rvhen sc-rme
scientific institute is invoh.ed in the enumetation of elephants.
Sampling methods may invoh.e direct sighting of elephants in

distance (r) and the sighting angle (d) to the geome tric centre of
the herds rv'ere recorded. Ocular estimate of the sighting
distance v'as made. The sighting angle (d) was measured with
the compass. The densiq' estilnates were obtained b1' using
the program DISTANCE 4.0. A 5'% truncation of the largest
distance values was adopted to improve the precision of the

which case inforn-ration about the estimated range of
population

as
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densitv estirnates. The densitl estimates were devel<-rped after
adjustin.q for cluster size bias. The cluster size esdmation
was by reqressing distance function g(x) on the logarithm o[

cluster size. As reported by the KFRI, the estimates of
elephant density flound by this method were not reliable in
most of the regions because of the high coefficients o[
variation, which was due to the low number of sightings.
Sampling with Indirect Count

Iine Transect-Datg Coant (fanil Nada

ds Kamataka, 2002)

In all divisions, line transacts were laid in the same blocks as
were the case in the 'Block Count'method. In each sample
block, a transact of 2 km length was laid across altitudinal
gradients and perambulated once on 9 May 2002 to
enumerate dung piles. On sighting dung piles from the
transect, information such as, perpendicular distance of the
dung pile, its status, etc. were recorded. Elephant density
was obtained using the program GAJAH (Ver.1.0) by
incorporating the dung perpendicular distances, total transect
lengths, defecation rate and dung decay rate. A defecation
rate of 16.33 calculated by Watve (1992) and a decay rate of
0.0097 calculated b1' Varman et a/., (1995) were used in the
analysis. In I(arnataka, densities estimated through dung
count were substantial-ty different from those obtained from
block counts fot sorne divisions when data was analyzed using

dung piles recorded up to 10m or 15m (perpendicular
distance) from the transect line and excluding outliers. In
divisions with very few or no elephants, dung count merhod
yielded much higher estimates of elephant numbers. These
differences could be due to sampling errors coupled with

the inexperience

of the field staff.

Therefore, the Dung

Count exercise in Karnataka was treated only as an experience
for the field staff. However, in Tamil Nadu, only marginal
differences across the densities of elephants estimated using

these two methods was observed

in some prominent

Protected Areas which confirmed the reliability

of

the results.

In addition, confidence interval in the Dung Count method
was found to be smaller (1059) than the Block Count method
(1320).

Ijne

Tra n.rect-D

a

ng C ount (K.era la, 200 2)

Enumeration of elephants b1'Dung Count method was done
in I{erala on 8 N{a1'2003 under the guidance of the I{FRI. 2
km long transects were laid in all the blocks. The densitl' of
dung belonging to fresh and old stages was estimated b1'

measuring perpendicular distances to dung piles from the

transect. The dung density

fot each vegetation type

was

estimated from the transecr using the program DISTANCE
4.0. The dung density was converted to elephant densiry by
the method described b)'Barnes &Jensen (1987). The decay
rates of 0.0187 and 0.0192 wete used fot moist deciduous
forests and dry deciduous fotests respectively whereas for
the other forest types, the decay rare of 0.0146 calculated by
Sale et a/.(1990\ was used. The defecation rate of 16.63
calculated by Watve (1992) was used in the computations. A
5%o truncation of the largest distance values was adopted to
improve the precision of the density estimates. The KFRI
has reported the density estimates of elephants to be quite
reliable because of the low coefFrcient of variation of the
estimates. However, this has given a very high population
growth rate for Ketalz- as compared to the neighbouring
populations in Karnataka and I(erala. The census results are

being reviewed.
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Aristotle's Notices on the Elephant
Merlin Peris
Few of those who know of Aristotle's reputation as a
philosopher would be xware of his extensive researches in
the field of biology. In fact it was his scientific approach to
natural phenomena that influenced his study of all othet
subiects, including metaphysics, ethics, and literature in which
his analytical approach is no less manifest. \0ilhat would be
most interesting to readers of Gajab in this context would
of course be his observations on elephants, in which also is
evident a scientific approach to their study the like of which
nothing has been known till recent times.
Asia is reputed to have tamed and trained elephants - if we go
by the evidence of the Indus Valley civilization - from as far
back at 1 500 B.C. at least. They have since then been captured,
singly by trap and pit, or in numbers by kraal ar.d othet devices
and employed for labour, ceremonial, war, and indeed even

execution. Yet of the very few works that have been handed
down to us in India and Sri Lanka on elephant lore - and these
are also of more recent antiquity - hardly any devotes itself to
a biological or zoological study of the animal that can be deemed
scientific.

Notable among these writings are the lndian C{a Sastra, and
in Sinhala, the GQayga Satakrya, Hasti l-.aksbana Vidlaua, the
Cajatu l-,akthanaJa, the Maha Gaja L.aksbana Sangarabaua, and

the Medieval Atange l--ak-shana, all of which either concem
themselves with a classification of the breeds and castes
among elephants by arbitrary intetpretation of physical
appearance, ptognostications based on crass superstition(r),
and (which is perhaps the least ridiculous) an attempt to lay
down the physical, psychological and behavioural features
of the first ten yeats, and theteafter. of ten-year periods
(dara) of the animalt life. To this hocus-pocus must be added

flusker by Manjula Wiiesundara)

the pretence of such elephantology to a knowledge of the
nerve-centres (nik) of the animal - the truth of which, as
far as I
aw^te, remains unverified - by the pricking or
^m
pressing of which it is believed the animal could be
manipulated to do the bidding of the mahout like a robot,
but which, to my thinking, may be no more than conditioned
reflexes(2).

In contrast to the supeistitions and fantasies that fill these
works and are of no credit to civilizations that have developed
in close association with elephants for centuries, come the
observations of Aristotle, hailing from a land to which

elephants wete exotic, making his study of them in a fx greater

antiquity than the authors of those aforementioned oriental
treatises, and having at best a few specimens, themselves
removed from their natural habitats, to work upon. Nor, it
must be remembered, were elephants the only - or even the
chief concern of the philosopher's studl', as will be seen.

Metlin Peris
Professor Emeritus
Department of Western Classics
Faculty of Arts

Universitl'
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Academy in Athens, studf ing researching and-lecturing for 20
years. When Plato died, he left Athens and spent some years in

Histoia Aninaliun

History of Animals

De Pmtibus Animabum

Asia Minor and the island of ksbos, then was invited by
King Philip of Macedon to Pella (343 B.C.) to be rutor to his
young son, Alexander. The advance Aristode made in his
biological studies, especially of marine life, belongs to these
years in Asia Minor --but as it now seems, also of his snrdies
of other animals as well, including elephants, even if it raises
the question of how he came by them before the campaigns

De

Parts of Animals
The Motion and Gait

of Alexander.
With the campaigns of Alexander, however, his acquaintance
with elephants must have increased considerably, as of other
exotic animals as well of which he wrote. For though he did
not accompany the conqueror, Alexander took along with
him scientists and scholars of all sorts and is said to have

Motu

et de Incessa

of Animals
The Generation of

De Generatione Animakam

Animals€)
Taken together these form the bulkiest group in the collection
of Atistode's writings. Altogether he describes in them five
hundred species of animals; of these he himself had dissected

specimens of Ftfty. The topics he discusses there are (a) the
classiFtcation by genera and species 1b) the distinction of
the meanings of the term "parts" i.e. as materials, like flesh,
bone, sinews, skin etc., or according to function, [ke heart,

liver, head, hand, etc. (c) differences in physiology,
psychology, character and habits, and (d) the question of the

instructed hunters, fowlers and the like of his rapidly
expanding empite to report to Aristode anything they

appropriate method to be pursued in natural science.

encountered that was of zoological cwiosity. There is also
mention of a handsome grant of 800 alents that he made
to the philosopher to pursue his researches.

Ho',v different all this is from the oriental works which I
have mentioned - even when they belong to a considerably
late age, is best left without comment. But before I get on to

By this time Aristotle was back at Athens, where he
established his own school in the Lyceum. Alexander died
rn 323 B.C., Aristode the year after, having left Athens
following a wave of anti-Macedonian feeling, which was
bound to have caught up with him due to his close association

with Macedonia and Alexander. It was in the Battle of
Hydaspes against Porus, king of the Pauravas, that Alexander
faced a formidable zrtay of elephants. But there can be no
doubt that war-elephants were also present in the Indian
contingents of the Persian
at the Batde of Gaugamela
^rmy
Q29 B.C.) and others. We know that the Greek, Ctesias of
Cnidus. who was at the Batde of Cunaxa in 401 B.C.. at
which the rebell-ion

Aristode's observations on the elephant, and more particulady
its trunk, which is the focus of this note, I need to draw
attention to his constant use ofa type ofcausation in nature
different from the mechanical in the inorganic sphere. This
is the teleological cause (Gk: tebs = an end) or final cause
Q,at.fnis = an end) which implies that Nature has an intention
for everything. This kind of causation visualized by Aristode
has been criticized, and if it is as a substitute for observation,
the criticism is justified. It would be like positing that the
purpose of the hand is to play the violin, says Benfamin
Farrington(a). Besides, every natural organ develops a variety
of functions which seem to be the result of the existence of
the organ than its cause.

of

Cyrus was crushed, had even then
in batde, so that there is no reason
to think that Greeks were not familiar vdth elephants before
Alexander's invasion of India.
seen elephants deployed

But, as mentioned earlier on, the question is how Aristode
himself had acquaintance with elephants before Hydaspes
to be able to come up with all his information on them in his
writings, which really belonged to the middle period of his
scholarship - the years in Asia between his studies under
Plato and Alexander's campaigns in the East. For, even if he
may have expanded his knowledge of elephants in these later
information that comes to us in his biological works
already show, not only a considerable familiarity with these
years, the

animals through association and observation, but an
anatomical knowledge that could only have been possible
by clinical examination involving dissection.
Aristode's notices on elephants, their zoologt'and anatomy',
do not come down to us in a single treatise or even a single
continuous account anyrhere in his writings. Instead, they
are sporadic references in the midst of his discussions of all
manner of other creatures, big and small.

In the collected works of the philosopher there are four
separate treatises on biology, viz:

Yet Aristotle was wise enough to realize that theories must
yield to observation, and credit given to theories only to the
extent that they are confirmed by facts. This is the manner
and temper of this great collection of biological works which
resulted in the classification of living things, a scala natarae
not superseded till the time of Linnaeus and which drew
from Darwin that oft-quoted remark, "Linnaeus and Cuvier
have been my gods; but they were only children compared
to old Aristotle".
Aristotle's most extensive information on the elephant has
to do with its trunk, for it seems to have intrigued him as
much as it did (and does) most scientists and writers. It is for
this reason also that I will dwell on it in some gteater detail,
giving also the references to the several notices fot the benefit
of those who desire them. Not that Aristotle did not have
surprising\' good observations on several other anatomical
and behavioural features

of

the animal.

For instance, he observes that the elephant has four teeth on

either side, present at birth itself, with which it grinds its
food lke so much badey-meal; that besides these it has two
"great teeth" - the tusks, though he may have been misled
by the specimens he had into thinking that in the male these
cun'ed upwards, and in the female in the opposite direction.
Again Aristotle speaks of the scantiness of the elephant's
Gaiah 222 flul1' 2003)

t.)

hair, its thick skin, the relative smallness of its tongue, the rwo
mammae of the female as located under the axillae of the
front legs and also being quite out of keeping with the size of
its frame; of the intestines being "so consuucted that the animal
appears to have four stomachs"; of the remarkable absence of
a gall-bladdet, though it has a liver; of the penis of the male as
(ike the tongue) being disproportionately small; the invisibility
of the testicles, concealed as they are inside the body in the
vicinity of the kidneys; of the semen as not hardening so

much'vhen dry

as

to become (as Ctesias had stated) like amber.

elephant is long and sttong, and the animal uses it as a hand"
(Hisr.ti.1,479b23).
Thus Aristotle observes the fact that the trunk is an elongated
nose, and at the same time, by appreciating "the causes
operative in living nature and how they telate to each other,"
sees the phenomenon as related to the inadequacy of the
forefeet to serve as hands. "In the polydactylous quadrupeds,
the forefeet are intended not merely to suPPort the weight
of the body, but to serve as hands" (Part. ii.76:658b30 f').

"In
Regarding the manner of sexual intercourse too Aristode
knew far better than the absurd notions prevalent even today
and in lands that bred elephants as well - though it is the
male who might seem to be squatting (and on the haunches
of his rear legs, with forelegs on the female's back) than the
female herself, usually a much smaller animal, who receives
him, standing on all fours(5). \Jfith regard to the life of the
elephant, Aristode observes that the age at which a female
becomes sexually receptive is between ten and fifteen years,
and of the male as being potent when five or six - and again,
that both arc fitted for breeding by twenty. He is nearly correct
about the period of gestation, which he opines is about 22
months - elsewhere, 3 years, observing philosophically "for
it is not easy for large masses to arrive at perfection in a
small time". But he did know of opinions which put it at 2
/z and 3 yezrrs, accounting for the discrepaficy as "due to the

fact that there are never human eye-witnesses to the
intercourse between the sexes", for "elephants copulate in
lonely places, and especially by river-sides in their usual
haunts". "The female", he says, "setdes down on its rear to
cast its young, and obviously suffers gready in the process.
The young one, immediately after birth, sucks the mother,
not with its trunk but with its mouth: it can walk about and
see distincdy the moment it is born".
says, "Man lives longer
than any animal of whichwe have credible experience except
the elephant."(6) But he will not commit himself to a definite
period, being content to give the opinions of others as 200,
120 and some even 300, perhaps because, as with the period
of gestation, one was usually not a'vare, or had not kePt a
record of its age at the time of capture or birth. On the
other hand, it must be our own misunderstanding of Greek
measures Qnedimni, mareis, cojlae) which is responsible for
the confusion regarding the elephant's intake of food and
liquid, which Aristotle was definitely in a position to have
observed and assessed. He is aware that elephants do not
sleep standing, as some used to sa)r, but bent its legs and
settled down - on\', that in consequence of its weight it cannot
bend its legs on both sides simultaneous\' but falls into a
recumbent position on one side or the other and in this
position goes to sleep. He also knew of their being easi\'
tamed and of their use bl Indians for rvar. and the manner
in which thel' ',vst. captured by' emplof ing tame ones.

As to the elephant's age, Aristode

Of it Aristotle sa1's, "In no
of smell) so peculiar as in the
elephant, where it grov's to an extraotdinarl' size and
strength" (Part. ri.16:658b30), and again, "The nose of the

And now to the trunk itself.
animal is this part (the organ
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elephants, however, though they must be reckoned
polydactylous, as their foot has neither doven nor solid hoof,
the forefeet, owing to the great size and weight of the body,
are reduced to the condition of mere suPPorts; and indeed
their slow motion and unfitoess for bending, makes them
useless for any other purpose" (Part. ii.16:658b30 f.).
Consequently the elephant's toes are undivided and only
slightly articulated, negating their use as effective hands. And
this disadvantage it is that the trunk makes good, though it
retains at the same time its own specific function as a
breathing organ.

"The elephant uses its nose as a hand, this being the
instrument with which it conveys food, fluid and solid alike,
to its mouth. With it too it tears up trees, coiling it around
their stems. In fact it applies it generally to the pwposes of
(PartIi.16: 658b30 f.). Elsewhere he says: "The nose
of the elephant is long and strong, and the animal uses it
like a hand; for by means of this organ it draws obiects
towards it. and takes hold of them, and introduces its food
into its mouth, whether liquid or dry food, and it is the only
a hand

fiving creature that does so (Hist.Ii.1:492b17 f.). Afterwards
he writes: "It has a nose such in properties and such in size
as to allow its using the same as a hand. For it eats and drinks
by lifting up its food with the aid of this organ into its mouth,
and with the same organ it lifts up articles to the driver on
its back; with this organ it can pluck uP trees by the roots,
and when walking through the water it sPouts the water up
by means of it; and this organ is capable of being crooked
or coiled at the tip but not of flexing like a ioint, for it is
composed of gristle" (Hist. ii.1:497b23).
Besides its extreme pliancy, Aristotle is aware that the trunk

is boneless, for he says that, had it been hard and incapable
of bending, it could not have been aproboscis; "for its very
length would have prevented the animal from supplying itself
food, being as great an impediment as the horns of certain
oxen that are said to be obliged to walk backwards while
they are grazing" (Part. iiJ16:658b30 f.).

As is well known among elephantologists, George Cuviet
and his colleagues had estimated that an elephanCs trunk
was made up of as much as 40,000 muscles - while others
found the efFort of couoting absolutely futile. These muscles
themseh'es are constituted of units, or muscle fascicles,
which. if so counted, ',rzould exceed 150,000, or near fout
times Cuviert estimate! Notwithstanding the pliancy of the
trunk, the fully developed tusks of an adult elephant could
prove somewhat the kind of impediment Aristode visualized
had the trunk been rigid - as is evident in an African elephant
o[ the stature of the famous Ahmed of Kenl'ao). What is

74

however more surprising is Aristotle's failure to take into
consideration the absence of much neck in the elephant
(perhaps due to having to carry the tusks) and again the
height it had atained. For even without differentiated toes
and pliant forefeet, the animal could have fed without a
proboscis like the rhinoceros and hippopotamus, if it had
shorter legs and a longet head and neck to help it to reach
the ground. On the other hand, granting the height, an
elongation of the neck, as with giraffe, camel and other long-

necked animal was a possibility.
Moeritberim, the oldest ancestor

(It is interesting that

of

the Proboscideans, was
a shott, pig-like creature which was able to scrape the
vegetation off the floors of marshes direcdy with its lower
ia$. Nor must it be thought that the ttunk merely off-set a
feeding problem caused by the height developed by the
elephant in its evolution, for now it was able to feed, like the

long-necked, not only upon pasture and underbrush but reach
up to the fodder provided by the branches of trees above it.

The elephant, says Aristode, has the double character, both
of a land animal and one that lives in swamps, and besides
this, that it got its food from the water (Pan. n16:658b3Q.
"Seeing that it got its food from waa.r(s), yet must necessarily
breathe, in as much as it is a land animal and has blood:
seeing also that its excessive weight prevents it from passing
rapidly from water to land, as some saguineous viviparia that
breathe can dq it becomes tt...jr"ry that it shall be suited
alike for life in the water and for life on dty land. Just then
as divers are sometimes provided with instruments for
respiration, through which they can draw air from above the
water, and thus may remain for a long time under the sea(o),
so also elephants have been furnished with their lenghened
nose; and wherever they have to traverse the \vater, they

lift

its tip up above the surface and breathes through it. For the
elephant's proboscis, as already said, is notr."(ro) (Part

^

ii.16:658b30 f.). And soon afterwards, he adds, "The nosttil,
then, is given to the elephant for respiration, as to every
other animal that has a lung, and is lengthened out and
endowed with its power of coiling because the animal has to
remain for considerable periods of time in the water, and is
unable to pass thence to dry ground with any rapidity."
(Part.ri.l 6:659b30 f.).

The mistaken notion that elephants (surely in their wild state
in the lands that bred them) got their food from) the water
(however true it may have been of the Moeitheium ar:d tts
close successors in evolution) must have been held by
Aristotle from hearsay, not having seen them in their life

before captivity. It is true, as he says, that the elephant is
often found by the banks of rivers but he is not a river animal;
it is also true that he can make his way through water, but he
is wrong when he says it can do so only as long as the tip of
his trunk can be above the surface (for he blows with his
trunk and breathes through it), if by this he implies that
elephants habitually submerge themselves fot long period
of cime in theit quest for food like the hippopotamus or in
crossing water. This mistaken notion that the trunk by nature
(not by accident) was meant to serve as a kind of snorkel
and that the elephant can only remain beneath the water in
depths which allowed the tip of its trunk to be raised above
the surface. have both arisen from Aristotlet mistaken notion

that "the animal is

a

poor swimmer owing to the heavy weight

of his body" (Hist. ix.46:630b25).
The ttuth is quite the contrary, and with it discredits

his

notion that the trunk was designed by nature for this pufpose
as well. For the elephant, with his pneumatised bones, is an
excellent swimmer and does not hesitate to enter water well
out of its depth. Various people have reported elephants
swimming across rivers, lakes, oceans and to and from the

of Kenya, among the Andarnan islands, off the coast
Sri Lanka, and captive elephants off the coast of South
Carolina, U.S.A - single elephants, mothers and calves, and
gtoups (as many as 79 individuals in one report)"(11). An
elephant can swim six hours at a time without touching the
bottom, travelling as much as 30 miles at a stretch and
islands

of

swimming as fast as 1.3 miles an hour, while

it

seems

swimming came instinctivd to calves:
There was no necessity for them to traverse underwater,
holding the trunk up like a snorkel, as Aristode imagined,

though they might do so over brief distances in depths
permining this,

as Emerson Tennant(t2) noted; otherwise they
would lie down partially or totally immersed in water, holding
their ttunks up sideways for breathing. I cannot understand
what the difficulty elephants had of passing rapidly from
water to land, which Aristode mentions, which also called
for the use of the trunk as a breathing apparatus - for, as
said, unlike the hippopotamus, it does not gtue in water and would not be capable of doing both at the same time,
grzzing and breathing. Or is he meaning the ability to coil
the trunk?

Equally accidentd must be the elephant's use of the trunk
as a weapon. Aristotle writes "Excessive bulk, such as has
been given in still greater measure to elephants, is sufficient
in itself to protect the animal from being destroyed by others"
(Part.i1i.2:663a5). Elsewhere he says "Elephants fight fiercely
with one another and stab one anotherurith their tusks" (HarL
ix.1:610a15). But at the same time he sees one of the several
uses of the trunk to be as a weapon "as does also the sting,
when placed in connection with the tongue, as in some
insects, answer more than one end" (Part. 1i. 661,a25, ilso
Pan. ii.17:667a26).

Included in the versatility of this organ of the elephant
Aristotle notes its use in the animal's vocalizations. IJ(rites
he, "The elephant makes a vocal sound of a windlike sort
by the mouth alone, unaided by the trunk, iust like the sound
of a man panting or sighing; but if it employs the trunk as
well, the sound produced is like that of a hoarse trumper"
(Hist. iv.9: 536b22).

"Elephants have a large and varied repertoire of vocal
behaviour, ranging from their well-known trumpers to the
infrasonic calls which are too low in pitch for humans to
normally hear", write Katherine B. Payne and ri7illiam R.
LangbauerJr.(13) but they can no more than presume that all
these originate in the larynx. Others think the frightening
sounds involve the trunk as well - that it is used by means

of

muscular movements to produce screams, squeais and
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trumpetings, especially when the animal is infuriated, excited
or making certain calls.

three score arld ten of man, dying through inability to digest

its food when the last set of teeth in the molar succession
that is a distinctive feature

The elephant Aristode has been dealingwith in these studies
is without doubt the Asian (Ebpbas maximas) trained and
handled by Indian mahouts, which Pyrrhus, the king of
Epirus afterwards led against Rome in 279 8.C., not the

African forest elephant (I-oxodonta africana

ryclotis) which

Hannibal was to lead against Rome neady sixty years later. It
is cleat from a passage in the Da Caelo (ri.14:298a) that he
was aware of the existence of two species, but found no
reason to differentiate them when making his observations,
since he seems to have taken these to be true of both. It is
doubtful whether he had himself seen an Aftican, though
there is litde doubt he would have learnt, from those'who
had, the significant physical differences of that species from
the Indian, which he seems to have known so well, indeed
even dissected in his researches.
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After his retirement, Doc worked as Project Officer in the

V. Krishnomurthy (l 929-2OO2l
r07ith the death

of Dr V. Ilishnamurthy on 9 December 2002,
India lost one of its most prominent and experienced elephant
veterinarians. His death at the age of73, leaves a deep void in
the Asian Elephant Specialist Group (AsESG) where his lively
nature, sense of humout, boundless energy and a rich stream
of ide as never failed to influence the people around him. He
was arguably the most famous of all elephant veterinarians in
India, and among the most influential. Those who came to
know him referred to him affectionarelv as "Doc".
I have vivid recollections of

-y

nr.,

-..tingwith Doc in 1987

at the Theppakadu Elephant Camp in the Mudumalai

Wildlife

Sanctuary (Iamil Nadu, India). By then Doc was already a
legend, having worked for over three decades as a forest
veterinary officer looking after the health and welfare of the
elephants in Tamil Nadu. What struck me most was his
humility' despite his fame. He had a strong aversion for zny
form of outward show. I was fascinated by the ease with which
he worked among elephants and his cautious but confident
approach in dealing with bulls in musth. I had a foretaste then
of what has remained with me as an abiding memory of Doc:
his immense vitality, charm and boundless energy. To work
vrith him was indeed

a

privilege. I have been extremely foftunate

in my friends; among them, one of the most important and
influential was Doc.

Doc started his long career in 1952, following his graduation
from the Madras Veterinary College, when he ioined the Madras
Animal Husbandry Service as Veterinary Assistant Surgeon.
He retired asJoint Director of Animal Husbandry in 1987. At
his first post as a Veterinary Assistant Surgeon at Kambam, a
small town in Tamil Nadu close to the Kerala border, Doc had

ample opportunities

to perform postmortems on

the

numerous elephants killed by poachers for ivory in the nearby
Peril'ar Wildlife Sanctuarl'. He built his career on his own merits
and strengths and was richly rewarded by the recognition he
received both within India and abroad. Bur he never craved for
power orglory despite his remarkable expertise and international
standing. During his long stint as the Forest Veterinary Officer,
Doc treated ot'et 300 elephants and delivered more than 70
calves. The Elephant Camp at Theppakadu \vas parriculady
successful at breeding elephants in captivity during his time.
Between 1950 and 1983 about 74 calves were born to 37 captive
female elephants in Tamil Nadu. Such recruirmentwas possible
given that elephants were maintained by the Forest Department
in groups and let out to feed at night inside the resen'es whe re
the esttous females could be mated bt'wild bulls. In this wa1,,
wild genes were introduced into the captive population.

Charles Santiapillai
Department of ZooIogl,
Universitl' of PeraCenil'a
Sri Lanka
E-mail: csanti@slt.lk

Bombay Natural Histor), Society's Elephant Research Proiect
from 1988 to 1991, and subsequently at the Salim Ali Centre
for Ornithology and Natural Historl', at Coimbatore until 1993.
He was involved with the study of elephants in caprivity with

the scientists from the Smithsonian Institution - a \rery
productive time for him in wotking with some of the best in
the west. His collaboration with @etts) Rasmussen (from the
Department of Biochemistry and MolecularBiology at Oregon
Health and Science University, USA) and Heidi Riddle (of the
Riddle's Elephant and $/ildlife Sanctuary, Arkansas, USA) led
to the discovery of the use of mood-altering secretions by
excited bull elephants to smooth out social interactions. Their
findings, which were published in the prestigious scientific

journal Nature, London (475:975-976, 2002) may help
formulate a deterrence programme against crop-raiding wild
elephants, most of which are male and are often in musth.

Doc held a position in the Asian Elephant Research

and

Conservation Centre in Bangalore where he spent his tw.ilight
years, during which he wrote several chapters for a manual on

the care and management of elephants in captivity.
Unfortunately, like the two greatest teachers in the European
tradition, Socrates and Jesus, Doc never wrote a book.
Nevertheless, he influenced many.

Doc was a man endowed with great enthusiasm and blessed
with an inquiring mind. By chance, he moved away from reating
pussy cats, poodles and ponies to caring for pachyderms,

which
with elephants demands patience
and Doc had ample measure of it and the right temperament
as well. He shared his knowledge willingly with anyone who
he loved so much. Working

worked with him. Doc possessed the virtues of a true Tamilian:
cheerfulness and good humour. To us Tamils, cheerfulness
costs nothing while humout is a gift. Doc was also very fond
of Indian classical music, and enjoyed the specacle of the Indian
classical dance or Bhanta Natyam. He was among the most
courteous and considerate of men; he evoked great admiration,

affection and loyalty in friends and colleagues. Doc was the
111ss1

slrrlli6nt, expedenced, energetic and endearingpersonality

in the AsESG. He was also one of the "founding fathers" of
the AsESG and his presence always had a sobering effect on
the conduct of some of the mofe contentious and
cantankerous members of the Group during meetings,
symposia and conferences. There is always a sense of drama
and theatre about the AsESG meetings where personalities
clashed and egos ctashed, but Doc never failed to defuse the
tension through his ready sense of humour, which earned
him many an admirer e\ren among those who disagreed with

him.

But success and respect were no match against the wiles of
some scurrilous animal rights activists who pilloried Doc rather
unfairll. in the press over the famous N{oorthy Elephant case

in N{udumalai. Doc was very hurt and bad\, shaken at the
perfid1' of these animal lovers, who usually exploit the
emotions

of the public to attracr international funding for

theit dubious proiects by plaling on people's sensitivirf against
cruelq' to animals. Like dentists, they too thrive in decayr But in
the end, Doc was greatl.y elated u'hen Ptof. Raman Sukumar,

the Chairman

of

the r\sESG came to his defence. and the
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Tamil Nadu Forest DePartment stood by him, while Sally Walker
provided wide coveragelnZoos'PRINT on his behalf. That

Doc was awarded the Venu Menon Animal Welfare Award
by the then President of India!

his curties spicy and hot. One or two Indonesian mahouts got
stoned on his curries.

year,

Doc came to Indonesia to help manage the elephants in captivity
at the ElephantTraining Centre at the Way Kambas National
Park in Sumatta. It was here that I was able to spend more
time with him as I was based in Sumatra at that time. He made

a number of recommendations for improving

the

management of captive elephants and introduced much gender

of training elephants than those adopted by
mahoutsbrought from Thailand. He never liked the use of

methods

hooks by mahouts. He recommended that the mahouts should
gradually be weaned from the practice of using hooks and

learn to control their charges with sticks only. He introduced
the provision of a balanced diet to the elephants in captiviry
but being a strict vegetarian found it almost impossible to get
a balanced diet for himself from the Indonesian kitchen. So he
began to cook for himself and in the process converted a fe'ur
die-hard carnivores to adopt a strict vegetarian diet, by making

Doc is one of those tare human beings who really have to be
experienced to be appreciated fully He was, above all, a wonderful human being, who asked for nothing but gave everything he had. He had a reputation for generosity. Anyone who
admired something of his, was quite likely to be given it. This
was how I acquired a copy of G.P. Sanderson's"ThirteenYears
Among tbe lYild Beans of Indid'l He was a deeply religious man
who put his beliefs into practice in all what he did' He was
loved and held in deep affection by all. He will be sadly missed

by those who had the good fortune to have known him. But
his work will endure. He has bequeathed to us warm memories of a man modest to a fault, a man of the highest persond
integrity, and one'whose friendship brightened out lives. He
was the most unselfish of men I ever met. He had that rare gift
for communicating with anyone his unbounded enthusiasm
and he bestowed innumerable kindnesses even on strangers.
He is survived by his wife Saraswathi and four daughters and

Dr. Krishnamurthy in the field (photo: courte
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John F. Eisenberg (1935-2003)
6 July 2003 o[ DrJohn F. Eisenberg, the
scientific world lost a gteat mammalog'ist and wildlife biologist,
but those of us who knew him personally and have had the

$7ith the death on

privilege of working rvith him in the field, are deprived of

a

remarkable human being who bestowed innumerable
kindnesses on students, friends and colleagues. John died at
his home in Bellingham, \Tashington State. His untimely death

of 68 leaves a gap that would be difficult to fill. In his
passing, we have lost one of the intellectual giants who
contributed so brilliantly to the advancement of mammalogy.
at the age

He was a remarkable man and mentor.

John Frederick Eisenberg was born in Everett, Sflash. but his
family traces its origins from Germany. Havinggraduated from
Vashington State University he then went on to read for his
Master's and PhD degrees in Zoology at the Univetsity of
Berkeley, California. In 1965 he moved to lJ/ashington D.C
where he was an assistant director for Animal Progtams at the
Smithsonian Institution's National Zoologlcil Park, and an
Adjunct Professor of Zoology at the University of Maryland.
He left \Tashington to teach at the University of Florida, where
he held the title of Eminent Scholar and was the Katherine
Ordway Professor of Ecosystem Conservation fot neaily 20
years. He tetired in 2000 and moved back to lflashingon State.
Prior to 1982Dr. Eisenberg was the recipient of the 1981 C.
Hatt Merriam Award - the highest honour bestowed by the
American Society of Mammalogists. In addition, he received
the Archie F. Catr Medal in recognition of his outstanding
contributions to the knowledge and understanding of man's
natural heritage. Dr. Eisenberg was also a fellow of the Animd
Behavior Society and the New York Zoological Society.
Despite the distinctions he achieved in several different spheres,
John remained a very modest man. As well as being a tenowned
researcher, he was also a prolific writer. A measure of John's
contributions can be seen in the vast number of scientific

publications he produced, including "The Mammalian

Radiations: An Analysis of Trends in Evolution,
Adaptation, and Bahaviot" published in 1981 by The
University of Chicago Press. The three volumes on Mamrnals
of the Neottopics (two of which were co-authored with Kent.

H. Redford) represent maior contributions to our
undetstanding of the mammalian fauna of the region.
Neotropics refers to the geographic region of subtropical Mexicq
Central America, the Caribbean Islands, and the continent of
South America.John began his fieldwork in the tropics of the

western hemisphere in June 1960 when he and his brother
Thomas crossed the Tropic of Cancer to trap small mammals
in Mexico. He made several visits to the region to study the
mammalian fauna. Of the 449 species of mammals knou'n

from the northern neotropics,John had first hand experience
with 1 16 species.

Chades Santiapillai
Department of Zoologr
Universit)' of Peradeniya
Sri Lanka
78

ln

7966-69, his tesearch efforts were diverted to Madagascar
and Sri Lanka. The Smithsonian Institution. chartered for the

"increase and diffusion of knowledge among men", has
traditionally been deeply involved in the study of mammals.
When a request was made joint\' ly 11't. 'Wild Life Protection
Society of Ceylon and the Department of Wildlife in 1966 to
initiate a detailed study of the elephant in the island, the
Smithsonian Institution sent Dr. Eisenberg as the Team
Iradet. The study that lasted ftom 1.967 to 1969, concentrated
on three dry zone national parks: Wilpattu, Gal Oya and
Ruhuna. John, with the able assistance of Melvyn Lockhart,
began an ecological study of the elephant and other large
mammals in Wilpattu National Park. It was the late Professor
Hilary Crusz who gave me the opportunity to work with Dr.
Eisenberg in Wilpattu. I have very vivid recollections of my
first meetingwithJohn at a makeshift camp by the side of the
Moderagam atu (river) in the northwestern corner of the park,
and I had a foretaste then of what has remained with me as an
abiding memory of John - his warm friendship, rambunctious
penonality, cheerfulness and his passionate hatred of hypocrisy
and pretension.

I
found vzorking with John and Melvyn in Wilpattu a
wondetfully rewarding experience. Using only a pair of
Ecological research then was basic but tremendously exciting.

binoculars and a notebook, Eisenberg and Lockhart carried

out a detailed study of the large mammals in !7ilpattu, with
particular reference to the elephant, which was subsequently
published by the Smithsonian Institution Press in 1972

entitled, "An Ecological Reconnaissance of Wilpattu
National Pat\ Ceylon". It was a remarkable contribution to
the understanding of the ecology of $7ilpattu's large mammals,
for until then wildlife management was merely an art of the
possible. Their study led to the acceprance of the need for
systematic research as a basis for improved management of

wildlife in Sri Lanka. Eisenberg and Lockhart's survey of
tVilpattu National Park provides ecological and behavioural
data on over a dozen mammal species, and it underlines the
fact that large mammals not only merit protection for their
own sake, but their presence may be necessary for the proper
functioning of the ecosysytem, and for the survival of at least
some of its plant components.
John Eisenberg influenced all who worked with him because
he combined the strenghs of a brilliant field biologist with
those of a meticulous teacher. Itwas he who in 1968 introduced
the study of mammalian biology and wildlife ecology at the
Department of Zoology, University of Peradeniya. We would
remain spellbound when he delivered his lectures, for he knew
the art of oral scientific presentation. He introduced us to the
works of George Schaller, Ravmond Dasmann, Paul Leyhausen,
Paul Errington, Frank Pitelka and J.B. Calhoun. He was a
delightful and inspiring teacher, and we are in his debt as a wise
and wittl' exponent of mammalian ecologrr John had the gift
of being able to paint the broader pictute of mammalian
evolution and radiation. His conscientiousness and meticulous
attention to detail contributed in no small measure to his
incredible achievement in the field of mammalogy.
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N[an passes but deeds endure: John Eisenberg will be sadl-v
missed but his work will endure. WhatJohn gave us perhaps
were the most valuable gifts an1'one can offer his fellow human

beings: his time and inspiration. To the future generations,

John has left his scientific legacl', but to those of my generation
who knew him and interacted with him, he has bequeathed a
pleasant memor)' of a man whose friendship brightened our
lives.

E---l

Tusker b1' Man jula Wif esundara
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Rqmon Sukumor - Winner of rhe Whirley Gold Aword 2003 ond the
Friends Aword (Morch 14,2OO3l
The endangered Asian elephant took a step near survival on
the night of 14 March 2003, when ecologist Prof. Raman
Sukumar from the Centre for Ecological Sciences of the

(AsESG). The AsERCC

-

an independent organization

-

works closely with the Indian Government's Project

The Princess Royal

Elephant, providing technical support and advice to the
government on elephant conservation matters. Sukumar's
work provided the first comprehensive overview of the
interaction between a large mammal and humans. He is now
concentrating on tbe conservation of Asian elephants in the
Nilgiri region, working at all levels - from complex science
to trying to find simple and practical ways to ease the at
times troublesome relationship between elephants and

-

villagers.

Indian Institute of Science, Bangalre (India) was awarded
50,000 pounds sterling at the annual $Thitley Awards
ceremony held at the Royal Geographic Sociery in London.
PresentingProf. Sukumarwith both the Whidey GoldAward
and the Whitley Laing Foundation's Friends Award, HRH

- patron of the S7hidey Laing Foundation
said the most important challenge facing conservationists

was the need to strike a balance between the world's wild
and human populations. Princess Anne said, "We share this
planet, and we need to share the environment we live in.
This is not a single issue, it's a co-operative issue berween
different species. We need to understand what enables each
of us to survive. within that context."

Prof. Sukumar from Southern India has dedicated much of
his life to saving the Asian elephant. His award will help
provide support to local farmers to mitigate the impacts of
elephants on their lands as well as supporting his field research
team who act
L "watchdog" - identifying threats such as
^s
poaching for ivorl' and monitoriog the health of the elephant

population.

"Eacb year the iudges face really tough decisions as all of
the Finalists are of extremely high calibre and completely
committed to the conservation work they are undertaking"
said Edward Whitley, founder of the Vhitley Awards.
"Raman Sukumar is a truly exceptional person - who most
probably knows more about elephants than anyone else in
the world and has devoted his professional life to their
survival. We are honoured to be able to support his work by
presenting him with the Whitley Gold Arvard."

There are currently three major threats to the integrity of
the Nilgiri landscape, the elephant population, and the
interests of the local people. Destruction of habitat and as a
re sult fragmentation of remaining areas is rife: development
proiects such as hydroelectric dams and railway proiects
combine with growing agricultural pressure. Conflict between
elephants and humans is widespread. Elephants raid crops
and have been known to kill humans in the process - and
farmers reciprocate. Third\r, widesptead poaching occurs.
The vast maiotity of male elephants in this area are tuskers
and therefore valuable targets. The killing of mainly male
animals is rapidly changing the sex ratio of wild herds.
Sukumar's work seeks to save the varied habitats and wildlife
of Nilgiri by using the Asian elephant as "the ultimate flagship
species". He combines scientific research Frrmly rooted in
good theory with pragmatic conservation solutions involving
local communities, and is determined to succeed. If we can
protect elephants in heavily human dominated landscapes,
surell' humans can save smaller creatures in less crowded
habitats.

The Nilgiri landscape covers some 14,000 km2 in Southern
India. This l'ast area, varied in climate and vegetation, is rich
in biodiversitl' and has the largest single population of the
endangered Asian elephant anywhere in the wodd. The Asian

elephant is an integral part

of the continent's natural

u'ell as the culture of her people. First tamed
over 4,000 \'ears ago, it has plaled a pivotal role in the political,
economic, social and religious li[e of r\sian people.
Prof. Raman Sukumar is the l)irector o[ the r\sian Elephant
Research and Conservation Centre (r\sERCC) and Chrirman

environment

as

of the IUCN/SSC r\sian

F,lephant Specialist Group

The Whitley Foundation
139 Elgin Crescent

Lonclon \\'11 2Jf{
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lJ.S. - Asion Elephont Conserwotion Acf SummotT Report Avqiloble
The Asian Elephant Conserr-ation Act o[ 1997 (AsECA)
was enacted to'Assist in the conservation of Asian clephants
b1, supporting and providing financial resources f<-rr the
conservation programs of oations rvithin the range of Asian
elephants..." Originally authorized fcrr 5 years between 19972002: the AsECA has been re-authorized for an additional
five 1,sn65 beginning in 2003. The Congress of the United

range

of

the Asian elephant has declined b)' .,.,rrr. 70'lo since

the 1960's. ln Sumatra, lndonesia (thought to be home to
some 3,000 Asian elephants) and the State of Assam, India
(thought to be home to some 5,000 Asian elephants),
unsustainable logging, an expanding agricultural frontier,
recession, civil unrest, and (human) immigration hal'e worked
together to fuel rampant habitat loss. Symptoms of this

States appropriated $1,944,500 to the Asian Elephant
Conservation Fund (through which the Act is implemented)
during the first three years of activity (1999-2001). A 40page summary repott describing Progress in implementing
the Act during this period through suPPott to 44 projects in
12 Asian elephant range states mat' be requested from the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

habitat loss ate greater elephant-human conflict, characterized
by increased elephant deaths by poisoning, shooting, and
electrocution, and (in Sumatra) caPture and domestication

Information on submitting proposals to the Asian Elephant

range states.

Conservation Fund may also be requested as proposals are
'accepted year-round.
Please address ),our requests to:

Chief
Division oI International Conservation,
Asian Elephant Conservation Fund,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Setvice,
4401 North Faitfax Drive, ARLSQ 730,

Arlington, VA 22203-1622. USA
e-mail: InternationalConservation@fws.gov

Tele:
Fax:

703-358-1754
703-358-2849

Asian Elephant Consetvation Fund Fact Sheet Update
1) During the four-year period ending in 2002, the U.S' Fish
and Wildlife Service received 160 ptoposals and awarded 65
grants totaling $ 3,027,050. This effort leveraged close to a

1:1 match of in-kind suPPort and additional funds
contributed b1' proiect executants and other Partners.

The follou'ing paragraphs sumtnarize significant challenges
to r\sian elephant consen'ation and provicle extmples oI
contributions macle

bl

tl-re

[runcl tt> address these threats.

l{abitat [oss: This is the single sreatest threat to the sun-ival
substantial nutnbers <,,I rvilcl r\sian elephants in the [ong

oI

tcrm. r\ recent rePort suggests tlret overall, the geoeraphic

Karl A.K. Stromayer
Division of lntetnational Conserr-ation
LI.S. Fish and \\ ildlifc Service
4401 N. Irairfhx Drive, Rorrnr 73()
Arlington. \'irginirr 222()3 - | 622,
U.S.;\
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of problem

elephants.

To combat habitat loss and maintain viable elephant
populations in the wild, the Fund has supported habitat
protection and habitat management work in 10 Asian elephant

In

Assam, the fund has supported the
construction oI anti-poaching camps in wildlife sanctuaries
and resetve forests to halt illegal encroachment while in
Sumatra, Sabah (Malaysia) and in southwestern Cambodia,
the Fund has supported the develoPment and implementation
of land use planning Ptograms to develoP core Protected
ateas surrounded by elephant friendll' buffer zones. In

addition, the Fund has suPPorted the establishment of
elephant corridors at key sites in Thailand, India, and Nepal.
Human-elephant conflict (HEC) over crops is often held as
the chief proximate cause of human-induced elephant deaths.
For example, in Assan (in North-eastern India), 31 elephants
were recentll' poisoned to death within a 70-day period as

retribution for crop raiding. In Sri Lanka, a countr)I with
some 3,000 elephants, some 110 -120 elephants are killed
each year, most of them while raiding ctops. The Fund is
supporting 14 profects (of which 3 are in Sri Lanka) that
directly address HEC. The first proiect seeks to fence
villagers and tbeir crops in and fence the greater (elephant
range) out. Under this model, circular solar-powered fences

of 8-10 kilometers in length

are built around village

cropfields, but only after agreements have been reached with

local communities to insure routine maintenance. In a
companion project, a grouP of engineers ate working to app\'
their technical skills tou'ards the development of new
techni<1ues t() detect elephant m()\'ements towards cropfields
and thcn t<) de ter elephants a$'aY prior to croP damage. \'et
a thitd strategY aimed at enhancing human tolerance for
elephants is being unclertaken outside of Sri Lankak Ruhuna
(=\'atr) National Park. Given that up t<:10('/o <-rI Sri Lankat
3.()(X) r\sian elephants lire outside parks, it u'as reasoned
that thc clcvelopment oi ecot<-rurism opportunities based on

elephant vieu'ing in Yala's buffer zone misht Provide an
alternate source of income for farmers and thus help
conrDensate thcrn for crop losses.
Poachrnq

- the clesttuctioo of Asian

elephant P()Pulati()ns

br unrcgrrlatetl htrnting - continues to bc a maior threat ancl
is the prinrart cause ti)r the decline o[ the species in some
81

82

of its range. Can-rbodia, for example, has plentiful
elephant range of at least 8000 square miles -however, after
some 30 years of u/arfare and civil unrest, only some 300
elephants remain in habitat that is likell'ro supporr an order
parts

of

more. In some parts of southern India,
of ivory poaching, which targets male elephants
exclusively', has produced a skewed sex ratio of some 50
magnitude

centuries

adult female elephants to every adult male. In response to
suCh threats,

the Fund has supported on-the-ground

population size, and to applied research into the distribution,
seasonal movements, and habitat use patterns of elephant
populations at some 11 sites in South and Southeast Asia.
For example such projects in Cambodia supported national
survevs of all elephant ranges and set the stage for on-going
protection and park-establishment projects. In a similar vein,
applied research to improve elephant population survey
techniques and to examine aspects of Asian elephant
conservation genetics have helped to provide information
needed by managers to prioritize on the ground conservation

antipoachingwork in 6 Asian elephant range states, including
the development and implementation of a protection and
monitoring program in 3 key elephant ranges in Cambodia.
In Cambodiat Cardamom Mountains, 45 full time rangers
atd 75 part-time community-based wildlife monitors and
guides were trained to protect wildlife populations and
counter illegal activities. On their very first ioint patrol, these
rangers broke up a band of hardened elephant and tiger
poachers. In southern India the fund has supported antipoaching training, the equipping of ranger staff, the
construction of anti-poaching camps, and the provision of
legal assistance to increase prison sentences for elephant

education outreach materials developed with Fund support
were used as pedagogic aids by over 1600 teachers in India.
In addition, the Fund has supported the Wodd Conservation

poachers.

Union's development

In addition to working with partners to address threats the
Fund has contributed to the assessment of elephant

actions in Malaysia and Indonesia.

Almost all projects supported by the Fund have training
components and many also have conservation education,/
outreach components. For example, a training project for
the forest field staff of elephant reserves in Tamil Nadu
(India), enhanced the applied technical skills of some 100

state forest rangers and Asian elephant conservation

of a range-wide Asian Elephant

Conservation Action Plan, as well as National Action Plans
for Bangladesh and Cambodia.

'i"

i

si.

Suneying elephants in Cambodia
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E-mail
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